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Abstract

Equivalent circuit models (ECM) are required to provide an on-board model of battery behaviour by

battery management systems (BMS). The performance of ECMs is dependent on characterisation test

results. The components of the ECM are commonly parameterised using electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy (EIS) results, open circuit voltage (OCV) test results, and capacity test results.

Therefore, these three tests are important for ECM parameterisation. Although the test procedures for

these characterisation tests exist to test Li-ion cells for a range of applications e.g. portable electronic

devices, they fail to provide essential information for automotive application due to the different

requirements of vehicles (e.g. high power and energy, wide operating environment, long service life).

This thesis reports research to improve consistency, accuracy and interpretation of characterisation

test techniques for Li-ion battery cells for automotive application.

The capacity of the battery pack is a vital parameter required for an ECM to estimate driving range.

Existing techniques for predicting the driving range of an electric vehicle use the capacity value in

Amp-hours, measured by existing capacity test techniques. In this thesis, experimental evidence that

establishes the advantages of using capacity in Watt-hours instead of the capacity in Amp-hours as

per the standard test is presented for the first time. Moreover, it is reported that measured battery

capacity can vary by up to 5.0 % depending on the length of intermediate rest period.

The OCV is another crucial parameter of ECM. The path dependence of OCV is a distinctive

characteristic of Li-ion batteries which is known as OCV hysteresis. OCV test procedures used

previously do not consider the initial conditions of the cells and capacity variations that show a

change in OCV, leading to an apparent increase in, or erroneous, hysteresis. Using a new

methodology which addresses issues mentioned above, OCV and OCV hysteresis has been quantified

for different Li-ion cells for the first time. The test results show that a battery’s OCV is directly

related to the discharge capacity, not the more commonly used SoC. The maximum hysteresis was

found in a LiFePO4 (LFP) cell and lowest in a LTO cell, although still measurable. A dynamic

hysteresis model is used to show how better OCV prediction accuracy can be achieved by a BMS

when hysteresis voltage is a function of SoC instead of assuming it to be a constant, as traditionally

done.

EIS is commonly used to parameterise an ECM. For the first time this thesis reports that the time

period between the removal of an electrical load and an EIS measurement affects the results. The

study of five commercially available cells of varying capacities and electrode chemistries show that,

regardless of the cell type, the maximum impedance change takes place within the first 4 hours of the

relaxation period. Therefore a standardised relaxation period of minimum 4 hours should be allowed

before performing EIS test. In addition to ECM parameterisation, EIS has been considered for online

measurement, integrated with a BMS. This thesis concluded that the use of EIS as a fast measurement

tool will be unreliable because of the relaxation effect.

The flaws with capacity, EIS and OCV tests for automotive applications have been discussed.

Through experimental evidence and electrochemical explanation it has been demonstrated that these

tests can be made more consistent (e.g. by allowing fixed relaxation period in EIS test), have

improved accuracy (e.g. incorporating hysteresis as a function of SoC) and better interpretation of test

results (e.g. Watt-hours instead of Amp-hours in capacity test) are possible. Therefore, the overall

contributions of this thesis to the scientific community are better consistency, accuracy and

interpretation of these three tests. With the use of a case study, it has been shown that this new

knowledge will improve performance of ECM, and thus BMS. This is not only for automotive but

also more general applications through adopting the proposed new methodologies.
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1

1. Introduction

One of the main challenges to success of electric vehicles is having the correct

energy storage system. Since their introduction, lithium-ion (li-ion) secondary

batteries are of great interest as an energy storage solution for electric vehicles. The

primary challenge in design of a Li-ion battery pack for electric vehicles is

understanding Li-ion cell behaviour. Characterisation tests provide insight into the

behaviour of the cell. However, these characterisation tests have received little

attention from an automotive perspective. This thesis addresses the issues with

existing characterisation tests in a systematic manner. To begin, this chapter provides

an introduction to the applied research of characterisation test techniques for Li-ion

battery cells in an automotive context.

1.1 An introduction to the recent trends in the automotive industry

Technological advancement and increase in comfort of living in past two centuries

have been largely derived from exploitation of non-renewable fossil fuel. The fossil

fuel like coal, natural gas, oil is created over millions of years, and we are on the

course of consuming these within hundreds of years. Burning fossil fuel creates CO2

which largely contributes to the warm-up our planet Earth [1, 2]. Although, medium

to long term implication of burning these fossil fuels and CO2 emission on our

warming planet is not clear yet, however, it is decisively clear that the scientific

community, government bodies and general public are attempting to reduce CO2

emission levels.
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A large portion of global CO2 emission is generated by transport system; which is

mainly dominated by road transport system [1]. Therefore, to reduce CO2 emission

level by road transport system, different legislative authorities set the global CO2

emission fleet average targets to OEMs [3, 4]. These targets are a key driver for the

recent trend in automotive industry (vehicles with reduced CO2 emission level). The

European Union passed legislation in April 2009 targeting to reach average fleet CO2

emission of 95 grams per kilometre by 2020 [4]. In the United States, the Corporate

Average Fuel Economy (CAFE), standards sets a target to OEMs of passenger cars

and light trucks to achieve an average fuel economy of 6.75 litres per 100 kilometres

(42 mpg, approximately 150 grams per kilometre) by 2020 [5]. Other countries such

as China are also imposing environmental regulations to the automotive OEMs.

Heavy fines are imposed on OEMs who fails to show progress to comply with the

regulation.

To meet the target CO2 emission level, introduction of vehicles with smaller internal

combustion engine (ICE) size can be an option to OEMs. Smaller engine size

typically has lower CO2 emission level. It can offset higher end premium vehicles

with higher CO2 emission level. One good example of use of reduced engine size is

‘Volkswagen Golf Mk7’ which is gone through a significant reduction of engine size

compared to previous models (e.g. Mk 4 or earlier). However, only reduction of the

engine size is not an option for OEMs when minimum performance cannot be

compromised (e.g. premium vehicle manufacturers). In addition, future CO2

emission targets are likely to be more stringent, potentially requiring other solutions.
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One solution to meet the CO2 emission target without compromising power

capability of the vehicle is to introduce an electric powertrain to the vehicle [6].

Hybridisation of conventional powertrain (ICE) with electric powertrain allows use

of smaller engine size whilst maintaining power capability of the vehicle. All-electric

vehicles with 0 gram per kilometre can dramatically improve fleet average CO2

emissions.

Even before these legislations were imposed, OEMs were trying to increase fuel

efficiency of their vehicles further, and hence, introduce electric powertrain. It was

mainly derived by the continuous increase in oil price since 1970s [7]. Several

classes of electric vehicles (EV) (hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), plug-in hybrid

electric vehicle (PHEV), battery electric vehicle (BEV) etc.) have since been

developed and co-exist as an integral part of OEM respective fleets. These vehicles

are now slowly increasing their market share thanks to the likes of the Nissan LEAF,

GM Volt, Toyota Prius and Tesla model S [8].

1.2 An introduction to EV operation

The basic operation of an electric powertrain is shown in Figure 1. A BEV is

powered by an electric motor instead of a gasoline engine. Electric energy is

delivered to motor from the controller and controller receives energy from battery

pack installed in the vehicle. One advantage of having a motor is, it can work as a

generator during slowing down or stopping a vehicle i.e. when brake pedal of a

vehicle is used, recovering kinetic energy of the vehicle. This energy recovery

mechanism is known as regenerative breaking and not possible in ICE vehicle.
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Figure 1: Basic operation of electric powertrain of BEV.

In a pure EV (BEV) vehicle only electric powertrain is used and vehicle movement

is created solely by electric power supplied by battery as shown in Figure 1. In a

hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), the electric powertrain works alongside the ICE

powertrain. There are different complex mechanisms how two different powertrains

work in a hybrid vehicle; which mainly grouped as parallel hybrid and series hybrid.

In a parallel hybrid vehicle a downsized ICE works alongside an electric motor,

which is powered by battery pack. Figure 2 shows basic block diagram of the

parallel hybrid vehicle. The ICE and the motor are independently connected to the

transmission and can move the vehicle independently. This setup allows using either

system in an operating condition, whichever is most efficient, i.e. motor at lower

speed and ICE at higher speed.
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Figure 2: Basic operation of a parallel hybrid powertrain.

In a series hybrid vehicle both powertrains are connected in a single line like series

connection as shown in Figure 3. In this setup only electric motor drives the vehicle.

A downsized ICE is used exclusively for electricity generation when battery pack is

close to fully discharged. The electricity is used either to power the motor or charge

the battery. In this setup the ICE can operate at maximum efficiency region, since it

is decoupled from the vehicle demand.

Figure 3: Basic operation of a series hybrid powertrain.

In these EV powertrain arrangements the vehicle moves or can move solely by

motor, which helps to reduce CO2 emission level. The motor gets its electricity

supply mainly from battery. A key component of the electrified powertrain is the
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battery, which at the advent of hybrid and electric vehicle was relatively little

studied.

1.3 An introduction to EV battery

1.3.1 EV requirements from battery

EVs need a minimum power capability to accelerate to and maintain its maximum

speed. They also need minimum energy storage system for its maximum driving

range. These two characteristics are commonly known as power and range capability

of a vehicle. Respectively, for internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles, power

capability depends on the engine size and range depends on the size of the gasoline

tank. On the other hand, for EV, not only range but also power capability is directly

related to the battery pack. Maximum power can be delivered from battery to motor,

and range depends on battery technology and capacity of the battery pack. Moreover,

EVs are expected to have similar lifetime and operate at similar climatic conditions

as ICE vehicles. Thus, batteries need to be rechargeable with higher cycle life

(number of times battery can be charged and discharged from 0% to 100%) and wide

operating temperature range. Also, recharge capability at higher rate is desirable to

capture regenerative braking energy [9].

1.3.2 Battery chemistries

From OEMs to user it is expected that new generation EVs would have similar

power and range capability of ICE vehicle. Therefore, new generation EV batteries

will need to meet the demand of high power and energy capability. Power and

energy capability of a battery cell are typically measured as per kilogram of battery
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mass. A comparison among battery technologies has been done by Kalhammer et al

which is shown in Figure 4 [10]. Power density is plotted against energy density of

in-production rechargeable battery technologies i.e. lead-acid, nickel-cadmium (Ni-

Cd), nickel-metal-hydride (Ni-MH), molten salt (ZEBRA) and Li-ion battery

technology. It is noticeable that the batteries designed to provide high power have

considerably lower energy density compared to similar battery technology.

Figure 4: Comparison of battery technologies in terms of energy density and power

density [10].

The rectangular domains in Figure 4 represent the approximate power and energy

requirement of average EV types. All variants of lead-acid batteries have lower

energy and power density as required by any kind of EV. Due to toxicity of

cadmium, Ni-Cd batteries are banned from general purpose use [11] and ZEBRA

batteries works at high temperature which previously identified as unsuitable for EV

[10]. Therefore, practically Ni-MH and Li-ion can meet the energy and power
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requirement of HEV and PHEV, and, for BEV li-ion is the only option. Previously

HEVs and PHEVs with Ni-MH battery pack has been introduced e.g. Toyota Prius

V. However, currently Li-ion is considered for automotive application as it is the

only option for all types of EVs.

Li-ion batteries also have higher cycle life compared to the other battery chemistries

and wide operating temperature range [9]. Higher charging efficiency and lower self-

discharge rate make Li-ion batteries environment friendly and ensure they can retain

charge for longer duration. Although, they are prone to overcharge and over-

discharge, a battery management system (BMS) is commonly used to protect Li-ion

batteries. These advantages of Li-ion battery over other battery chemistries put them

into main focus for automotive use and thus are considered exclusively in this thesis.

1.3.3 Current concern with Li-ion battery

Sales of EVs have increased by 40% over last decade [12]. It is predicted the sales

figure of EV during 2013, will be doubled in 2016 and more than tripled in 2020 [8,

13]. Technological advancement of Li-ion battery and development of next

generation testing strategy will play a major role behind this market boom. Despite

increased market share of EV, several recent incidents reveal that current testing

can’t provide the accurate knowledge of their performance in real world.

Discrepancy of driving range shown on EV dashboard and actual distance travelled

is a common issue with EV [14]. Battery capacity loss of Nissan Leaf reported in

2012, in several states in USA can be another good example [15]. Battery capacity

available dropped well below the prediction (i.e. tested for). In another case GM

recalled about 8000 Chevy Volts because of a battery issue (to prevent battery fire
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after a crash) [16]. The most disturbing example can be the battery fire issue of BYD

taxi in China, UPS Airlines Flight 6 crash due to Li-ion battery and Boeing 787

Dreamliner battery pack fire issue [17, 18]. All these incidents points to the

inadequate testing of the Li-ion batteries for the application. Therefore, battery

testing standards/legislations/ procedures need to be researched to propose any

improvements necessary.

1.4 An introduction to testing requirements of EV batteries

OEMs need to evaluate battery performance, lifetime and safety accurately, for

overall EV design, ensuring occupants safety and estimate battery warranty and

performance. Batteries need to pass through different steps of evaluation process

before they can be used for EV. The evaluation process starts with the battery

datasheet supplied by the manufacturers. Like any datasheet, a battery datasheet

provides key information of the battery. An example datasheet of Li-ion cell is

shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Datasheet of a Li-ion battery cell [19].
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A datasheet provides important basic information on the battery cell such as

capacity, voltage, maximum charge-discharge current, operating temperature,

dimensions, weight etc. This information is helpful for preliminary selection of the

battery. This information can be directly compared with EV requirements. However,

it does not give insight into the battery performance over the entire operating

conditions of EV. For example, nominal capacity does not promise that capacity will

be retained either over the operating temperature range or at all charge-discharge

rates. Generally, nominal capacity is measured at 25oC with low C rate discharge, or

at a temperature and C rate selected by the manufacturer. Automotive OEMs need to

know the actual battery capacity over its operating temperature range and at different

C rates. Similarly, maximum charge-discharge rates are not guaranteed for all

temperature and at all SoC. There is no information about SoC vs open circuit

voltage (OCV), internal impedance and electrical equivalent circuit of the cell. These

are critical information for BMS to ensure reliable and safe operation of an EV

battery pack.

As the battery datasheet lacks information needed for EV battery and powertrain

design, automotive OEMs have need of testing batteries to gather the information

they need. Characterisation tests are used to evaluate battery performance like energy

density, power capability, open circuit voltage (OCV), internal resistance, AC

impedance, for different operating scenarios.

1.5 Research problem

Since their introduction by Sony in the early 1990 [20], Li-ion batteries have been

widely used as the main energy storage devices in portable consumer electronics.
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They have gone through extensive amount of testing. However, these numerous tests

were aimed mainly at the consumer electronics market. By nature, consumer

electronics operate in a narrow temperature band close to room temperature and need

only low power capability. Accurate estimation of remaining battery capacity

although welcomed, is not a strict requirement. In contrast, an EV needs to operate in

a wide temperature band and requires high power capability and needs to estimate

remaining capacity, and thus remaining driving range, accurately. Therefore,

characterisation tests designed aiming to characterise the batteries for consumer

electronics applications are not suitable for EV application. Also, consumer

electronics have relatively a short lifetime compared to a vehicle [21]. Long term

performance of a battery is not a major issue for this application area as the product

reaches end of life (EoL) well before the battery. However, it is a major concern for

EVs, where long lifespan is desirable and minimum of 5 years battery warranty is

required by legislation [22].

To assist the development process of Li-ion batteries for EV applications, different

standardization body/organization published different test procedures/standard [23-

27]. The common characterisation tests among these standards are capacity test,

pulse power test and OCV test. In addition to these standard characterisation tests,

researchers introduced other characterisation tests like electrical impedance

spectroscopy (EIS) to gain insight into the electrochemical processes within the cell.

These characterisation tests are mainly adapted from the test procedure used for Li-

ion batteries for consumer electronics and other battery chemistries for high

power/energy applications. Although in extensive use, limited attention has been
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given towards understanding these tests from an automotive perspective. Battery

safety related test standards already have been identified as inappropriate for

automotive applications and an attempt has been made to update them [28].

Although the battery characteristics important from an automotive perspective and

thus the characterisation tests which measure these characteristics is known;

however, the methodologies of the tests have not been investigated. In particular,

accuracy and reproducibility of the characterisation tests from an automotive

perspective and any additional parameters that needs to be introduced to the test

procedure due to nature of automotive application have largely being ignored. Also,

the test data might require a different interpretation for automotive (and similar)

application compared to consumer electronics.

To ensure accuracy and reproducibility it is crucial to develop suitable test protocols

which minimize uncertainties and introduce any parameter significant for automotive

application. Also, test procedures need to be concise but record all cell behaviours

(e.g. hysteresis of cell voltage), which are not significant for consumer electronics,

but important for automotive application and not yet been considered.

1.6 Research question

The aims of this research are “how to improve accuracy, consistency and

interpretation of characterisation test techniques for Li-ion battery cells for

automotive applications”.

The following objectives will be pursued to reach the goal of the research mentioned

above:
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 Define requirements of automotive application

 Determine relevant characterisation tests for further investigation

 Evaluate existing test procedures/standards against automotive requirement

 Propose any improvements necessary to existing test procedures to ensure

accuracy and reproducibility of test results

 Propose introduction of any new parameter to testing which are significant

for automotive application

 Propose any requirement of different interpretation of test results

 Validate effect of these improvements

1.7 Thesis Outline

The thesis mainly comprises of three main parts. Chapters 2 to 4 cover Li-ion battery

operation, testing requirements, limitations and identification of gap in knowledge.

Chapter 5 is about proposed methodologies of research and evaluation of the

methodologies. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 present experimental evidence along with

discussion with the results. In Chapter 9 and 10 overall discussion, future extension

and conclusions are presented.

Chapter 2 starts with an introduction about EV battery pack architecture.

Construction and operating procedure of the cell have been discussed; which is

followed by the explanation of how electrochemical procedures are represented with

electrical equivalent circuit model. This chapter will provide baseline knowledge of

Li-ion cell for the remaining chapters.
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Current characterisation test procedures used by researchers and outlined in

standards are reviewed in Chapter 3. The test procedures are discussed along with

the theoretical background. Along with Chapter 2, this chapter aids to understand the

gap between test procedures, Li-ion cell operation and automotive requirements.

An autopsy of current test procedures along with automotive requirements is

reported in Chapter 4. The gap in knowledge with the characterisation tests are pin

pointed in this chapter. This chapter end with a summary of gap in knowledge and

research requirements of current characterisation tests.

The research approach to bridge the identified gaps with the characterisation tests is

discussed in Chapter 5. The approach selected in this thesis provides a

comprehensive perspective to the research problem and contributions to the research

community.

In Chapter 6 presents experimental evidence that establishes the advantages of

measuring battery capacity as Watt-hours instead of Amp-hours as per standard

characterisation test. Also, proposal and evaluation of introduction of current de-

rating as used by EVs to the capacity testing is discussed.

The repeatability and reproducibility of EIS test results are researched in Chapter 7.

In this study relaxation which was not considered before for an EIS test has been

researched and a minimum relaxation period is proposed.
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OCV, a fundamental characteristic of Li-ion cell, is not measured as part of existing

standard test procedures. In Chapter 8 an OCV test procedure is proposed and

evaluated. The OCV hysteresis of different chemistry cells also measured using

proposed methodology.

In last part of this thesis, an overall discussion and interconnectivity of contributions

toward different characterisation techniques are included in Chapter 9. Also the

significance of the contributions in contrast to the existing knowledge are discussed,

which followed by natural extension of this work in future.

Finally, Chapter 10 presents the overall conclusions of the overall contributions

made in this thesis.
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2. A Review of Li-ion Battery Technology for Automotive

Applications

Li-ion batteries have been widely used as main energy storage devices in portable

consumer electronics and renewable energy storage [9, 29, 30]; however, it is only

recently that Li-ion batteries have reached a degree of development that enabled their

use in stringent automotive applications e.g. Tesla roadster began production in 2008

[31] and Nissan LEAF in 2010 [32]. Li-ion battery chemistries have always been of

great interest due to their intrinsic properties such as (a) higher operating voltage, (b)

higher energy density (c) longer cycle life and (d) lower self-discharge rate,

compared to other commercially available battery chemistries [9, 10]. The

introduction of Li-ion batteries in the automotive market has been the result of

significant improvements in gravimetric & volumetric energy density [10, 33], cycle

life [34, 35], cost [30, 36], manufacturing capability and manufacturing quality since

their commercialisation in early 1990’s [9, 10].

2.1 Essential parts of automotive battery

An EV battery pack is formed by a number of modules, and modules are formed

from a number of cells as shown in Figure 6. The number of modules in a pack is not

limited; it can vary from a single digit number to double digit number. Depending on

the requirements, all the modules can be connected in series within the pack to have

higher pack voltage. High pack voltage (several hundred volts) is essential as EV has

high power demand. Relationship of power P, of battery pack with pack voltage V,

and current I, is shown in Equation (1).
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Figure 6: Basic structure of an EV battery pack

The same amount of power can be supplied with higher voltage and lower current.

Figure 7 shows an example of current and voltage combination for different output

power. Lower current enables use of thinner current carrying conductors which

reduces weight and cost of battery pack. Also, it reduces copper loss (I2R) within

current carrying conductors. However, use of very high voltage require higher

degree of insulation and has its own set of problems. Commonly, pack voltage

within the region of 300-600V is preferable for EV applications [23]. Module

voltage can vary from less than 10V to higher than 100V depending on the design.

Figure 7: current and voltage relationship for different output power.

ܲ = ܫܸ (1)
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The number of cells in a module can vary depending on the voltage and capacity

requirement. Cells in a module are connected in series or parallel or combination of

series parallel combination. Series connection is used to achieve higher voltage and

parallel connection to achieve higher current capability.

In an automotive battery pack, in addition to modules and cells, there are several

components like bus-bars, battery management system (BMS), sensors, switches,

cooling system, housing etc.; an example is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Different components of an automotive battery pack. Photo courtesy:

WMG centre HVM Catapult

The BMS has four main objectives, maintain the battery in a working state, protect

the battery from damage, prolong lifetime of the battery, and communicate with the

vehicle/host application. To achieve its objectives the BMS monitors several

parameters e.g. voltage, current, temperature, coolant flow, SoC/DoD amongst
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others. It also controls several parameters like charge-discharge process of the

battery to give protection against over/under voltage, over current, over/under

temperature etc.

The external power connector makes physical connection between battery pack and

traction system of the vehicle. It also has another interface to communicate between

vehicle and BMS. Bus-bars connect all the modules together and make connection

between modules and external power connectors. During operation of batteries heat

is produced due to I2R loses arising from the internal resistance of the battery. A

cooling system is used to maintain battery temperature close to target operating

temperature. All the battery pack components are housed within a casing which also

provides mechanical stability of the pack and protects the component from damage

by external environment.

The price breakdown of a 25kWh EV pack is shown in Figure 9. A large portion of

battery pack cost is attributed to cells cost; which is around 60% of total cost of the

battery pack [37]. This makes cells most important component of a battery pack, as

well as being least understood! Cells will be further reviewed in next Section.

Figure 9: Material cost breakdown of a 25kWh EV battery pack [37].
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2.2 Li-ion battery cell construction and material

2.2.1 Components of Li-ion battery cell

Like any other battery cells, Li-ion batteries also have four main components, anode,

cathode, electrolyte and separator. The basic construction of a Li-ion cell is shown in

Figure 10. The negative electrode is referred to as anode and the positive electrode as

the cathode (while being discharged). Electrical charges are carried by lithium ions

inside the cell from one electrode to another. From electrode, electrical charges are

collected by current collector, which then taken to the external circuit. Electrolyte

provides the medium for lithium ion transfer and separator mainly provides a

physical barrier between electrodes, while allowing lithium ions to pass through.

Figure 10: Basic construction and operation of a Li-ion battery cell.

2.2.2 Cathode

The fundamental requirements of electrodes are they should react with lithium in a

reversible manner without changing the basic electrode structure and in order to
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achieve higher energy and power capability they should have high electronic and

ionic conductivities. Furthermore, the cathode should contain a readily reducible ion,

like a transition metal. Moreover, it is expected that the cathode material should have

a high free energy of reaction with lithium (energy released in an electrochemical

reaction) to maximize energy density of the cell. Another important requirement is

the electrode potential (electrode potential appears at the interface between an

electrode and electrolyte due to the transfer of charged species across the interface)

should be below the maximum stable potential of electrolyte.

Cell chemistries are generally named based on the cathode material. The cathode

chemistries of commercially available cell chemistries in last decade and present

days are listed in Table 1 with performance of the cells.

Table 1: Comparison between different Li-ion cell cathode chemistry and

performance of respective cell with carbon anode.

Cathode Chemistry

Energy

Density

Wh/Kg

Maximum

power

C-rate

Cell

Voltage

Volt

Discharge

temperature

oC

Cycle life at

25oC

(approximate)

Thermal

Runaway

oC

Lithium Cobalt Oxide

(LCO)
170-185 1-3 3.6 -20 to 60 1000 170

Lithium Manganese

Oxide (LMO)
90-110 3-5 3.8 -20 to 50 >1000 255

Lithium Nickel Cobalt

Manganese (NMC)
150-180 5-30 3.7 -30 to 60 1500 215

Lithium Iron Phosphate

(LFP)
80-125 10-30 3.2 -30 to 60 2000 270

The first commercialized Li-ion batteries used Lithium Cobalt Oxide - LiCoO2

(LCO) as the cathode material [38]. This type of battery has been widely used in

1990’s, 2000’s and also in present days. It is the cheapest chemistry Li-ion cell
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available in the market because of their high volume production [30]. LiCoO2 is very

thermodynamically stable which makes fabrication process easier and have high

energy density (Table 1). Although, it has lower maximum current capability but it

has moderate cycle life (~1000 cycle) and high cell voltage. However, cobalt is toxic

when exposed to environment and can catch fire under aggressive conditions like

overcharge, piercing, puncture [30].

Spinel Lithium Manganese Oxide - LiMn2O4 (LMO) has different atomic structure

compared to LCO [39]. Use of manganese makes cathode materials very low cost

and use of this chemistry overcomes some of the problems of LCO cells. They offer

higher thermal runway temperature and manganese is less toxic compared to cobalt.

They also have higher cell voltage than LCO cell and slightly higher cycle life. But

all these advantages come at a cost of lower energy density.

Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt - LiNixMnzCoyO2 (NMC) cells blend the

advantages from LCO and LMO cells. They have almost similar energy density as

LCO cells, much higher power capability and cycle life compared to LCO and LMO

cells, and improved safety characteristics compared to LCO cells. Also, they are

cheaper than LMO cells.

Since 2000s Lithium Iron Phosphate - LiFePO4 (LFP) has been considered as a

promising cathode material for the cells for EV and other high power applications

due to their higher maximum current capability and better safety characteristics

compared to the LCO, LMO and NMC cells. They are less prone to catch fire under

aggressive conditions as there is no release of oxygen [36]. They also have much
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higher cycle life compared to the three chemistries discussed above [35]. The

drawbacks of these cells are they have lower energy density and lower cell voltage.

2.2.3 Anode materials

In Li-ion batteries the simpler anode material is metallic lithium. However, risk of

internal short circuit due to lithium dendrite growth limits its use in commercial

cells. Numbers of anode materials have been proposed including variations of

carbon, silicon, tin, titanium and alloys of these materials. However, for commercial

cells graphite, hard and soft carbons are mainly used as anode material [38, 40-43].

Carbon based anodes comply with most of the electrochemical selection criteria and

are available in large quantities at a very low cost [43, 44]. Carbon is available in

various forms like graphite, soft carbon, and hard carbon; however, their lithium

insertion reaction is the same:

݅ܮݔ + ܥ6 ⇌ ݅ܮ ௫ܥ (2)

In the Equation, the value of x depends on type of carbon and it is within 0 to 1 [20].

In the case of graphite, lithium can diffuse between the graphene planes quickly and

maximum number of lithium can diffuse (theoretically LiC6 [44]). Therefore,

graphite has the maximum specific capacity among carbon variants and has endured

as main anode material.

The use of Lithium Titanate Oxide – Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) as an anode material provides

a unique advantage compared to carbon. Lithium intercalation into the LTO does not

make much change to the atomic dimensions of LTO [45]. Therefore, with cycling,

mechanical degradation of this anode material is minimal which is reflected as high
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cycle capability of this material [46]. The main disadvantages of this material are it

has low capacity compared to carbon and LTO has high working voltage vs lithium

which significantly reduces cell voltage i.e. further reduction of energy density.

However, higher working voltage eliminates any passivation layer on anode surface

(explained later in Section 2.3) which enables higher power capability, superior

thermal and chemical stability, and also very high cycle capability.

2.2.4 Electrolyte

Electrolytes have little flexible requirements compared to electrodes. Electrolyte is

an ionic conductive material which has good insulating properties for electrons.

Ideally it is chemically inactive material; provide a medium for ion transfer between

two electrodes.

Although, ideally electrolyte is chemically inactive, however, the power density of

the cell depends on the electrolyte. The properties of electrolyte limit how fast ions

can move. There are two types of electrolytes namely non-aqueous organic liquids

and polymer electrolytes are commonly used in commercial Li-ion battery cells.

The organic liquids consist of lithium salt dissolved were the earliest electrolyte for

Li-ion cells which are still being used. Carbonates like propylene carbonate (PC),

ethylene carbonate (EC), diethyl carbonate (DEC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC),

ethylemethyl carbonate (EMC) or any mixture of two or more are previously

proposed and used [47]. These carbonates have high oxidization potential vs lithium

and low reduction potential vs lithium, which indicate that the electrolyte will be

chemically inactive within a large voltage window. Within that voltage window
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other electrode reactions can take place. The main problem with carbonates is they

are highly flammable which pose significant safety hazard.

Polymer electrolytes are polymeric materials containing metal salt. This type of

electrolyte not only works as solvent for the salt but also maintain separation of the

electrodes. Polymer electrolytes are mainly two types, gel polymer electrolytes and

solid polymer electrolytes. Gel polymers contain a polymer which is gelled with

organic solvent. These types of electrolytes are currently being used for Li-ion cells.

Solid polymer electrolytes use ether based polymers like polyethylene oxide,

polypropylene oxide, containing dissolved lithium salt. Main issue of these types of

electrolytes are low ionic conductivity. However, they offer flexible cell design and

elimination of separator and most importantly improved safety by removing highly

flammable carbonates. Therefore, they have received a major research focus [47].

The cells used for this research mainly use EC and EMC as electrolyte.

2.2.5 Separator and current collector

The separator within the cell is a porous membrane which provides a physical barrier

to the anode and cathode, while allowing ion transfer between the electrodes. The

separator itself is inactive material but its properties and structure considerably

define power capability of the cell, energy density, cycle life and most importantly

safety. The most critical parameters for Li-ion battery separator are thickness, pore

size and porosity. Thinner the separator is lower the thickness of the battery and

lower the ion transfer resistance. However, thinner separators have less mechanical

stability and are prone to puncturing; hence, a balance is usually made.

Commercially available Li-ion batteries mostly use different form of polyolefin e.g.
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polyethylene, polypropylene, microporous thin (<30 µm) separator [48]. They have

good mechanical and chemical stability, and are cheap to manufacture.

Current collector is used to collect electrical current generated within an electrode

material and deliver it to an external circuit; in other electrode this current from

external circuit is then distributed within electrode material. Current collectors need

to have high electrical conductivity and they should be chemically inactive in the

presence of electrode and electrolyte materials. The electrode materials are actually

coated on the current collector. Usually aluminium and copper foils are used as

current collector. Aluminium is less prone to corrosion vs lithium at higher operating

voltage of cathode and copper is less prone to corrosion at lower operating voltage of

anode [49]. Therefore, commercial cells mostly use aluminium foil as cathode

current collector and copper foil as anode current collector.

2.2.6 Production and types of commercial Li-ion cell

The fabrication process of Li-ion cell is highly automated and uses sophisticated

technology. The anode, cathode and separator of Li-ion cell is prepared like thin

sheet of tapes and rolled on reels like tape. Using automated winding machines these

tapes are cut into the proper size, made into a sandwich of anode-separator-cathode

and rolled to produce a tight ‘jellyroll’ construction. The jellyroll is then loaded into

a cell casing and electrolyte is added and finally sealed. Li-ion cells are packaged in

different casing, mainly categorized into three types, cylindrical, pouch and

prismatic. Basic construction and example of these cells are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Construction of cylindrical, prismatic and pouch Li-ion cell [37].

Cylindrical cells are packed in a cylindrical shaped metal can. Cylindrical cells are

one of the high volume production cells. The 18650 cell (18 mm diameter, 65 mm

long) standard cells are commonly used in laptops and other consumer electronics.

Box shaped aluminium or steel cans are sometimes used to house Li-ion cell. These

types of cells are called prismatic cell. Pouch cells are normally rectangular shaped

cells where instead of using metallic housing thin layer of plastic is used to seal the

cell from external environment. Because of the absence of metallic housing they

have higher energy density, higher power density and higher packaging efficiency

compared to other two formats. This type of cell can be made in any size and shape

and are not bound by standard sizes.

2.3 Operation of a Li-ion battery cell

A Li-ion battery cell operates following a simple process; it converts electrical

energy into chemical energy during the charge process and converts stored chemical

energy into electrical energy during discharge. Electrical equivalent circuit of a cell

during charge and discharge are shown in Figure 12 (a) and Figure 12 (b)
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respectively. Inside the cell energy conversion and storage is done by lithium ion,

shuttling between electrodes during charge and discharge. This process was

presented in Figure 10. During discharge, cathode is positive terminal and anode is

negative terminal, which is reversed during charge, and cathode works as negative

and anode as positive terminal.

Battery
Cell

Power
Supply

Switch

Direction of
Current Flow

(a)
Switch

Direction of
Current Flow

Load
Resistance

(b)

Figure 12: Electrical circuit diagram of a cell during (a) charge and (b) discharge.

While charging, at the cathode, a lithium atom gives up an electron and becomes a

lithium ion. This lithium ion travels to the anode through electrolyte and electron

also travels to the anode through external circuit. At the anode the lithium ion

accepts an electron and becomes a lithium metal. This process is known as

intercalation. During discharge, the opposite reaction happens, lithium gives-up an

electron at anode and move to cathode, where it becomes lithium metal again by

accepting electron. This process is known as de-intercalation. For example, the

reactions for lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) cathode and graphite anode are shown

below:

Cathode half reaction is:

݅ܮ ܱܥ ଶ↔ ݅ܮ ଵି௫ܱܥ ଶ + ݅ܮݔ ା + ି݁ݔ (3)

Anode half reaction is:

݅ܮݔ ା + ି݁ݔ + ↔ܥݔ ݅ܮݔ ܥ (4)
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2.3.1 Origin of cell voltage and capacity

When a reaction occurs, there is a release or absorption of energy which is

commonly known as a decrease of free energy of the system and expressed as:

ܩ∆ = ܧܨ݊−
 (5)

Where, F is the Faraday constant (value: 9.65 × 10ସ݉�ܥ� ݈ ିଵ), n is the number of

moles of electrons transferred in the reaction and ܧ
 is the electrode potential for

reaction. The difference in the free energy in the two electrode reactions is the

energy supplied to/from the external circuit. In the absence of any current flow,

electrode potential vs ions in the solution i.e. Li+ can be measured experimentally

using a reference electrode and high impedance voltmeter, and also can be calculated

from Nernst equation (Equation (6) [50].

ܧ = ܧ
 +

2.3ܴܶ

ܨ݊
log

ܥ
ோܥ

(6)

Where, R is the universal gas constant (value, ଵ݉ିܭܬ�8.31 ݈ ିଵ), T is the absolute

temperature (K), and C is the chemical activity of ions, where Co is the oxidant and

CR is the reductant.

Figure 13 shows the equilibrium potential of the electrode materials (used for Li-ion

cell) vs lithium ion and the operating region of carbonate electrolyte. Lithiated

graphite anode has an equilibrium potential of 0.05 V and LTO anode has

approximately 1.5 V vs lithium ion [30, 51]. Depending on the variant, delithiated

cathode has a voltage of around 4V except LFP which has a voltage around 3.3V

[30, 52].
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Figure 13: Stable working voltage of different cell material vs Li/Li+.

The cell voltage is simply the difference of the equilibrium potential of the

electrodes:

=ܧ ܧ
− ܧ

 (7)

Where, ܧ
 and ܧ

 are the equilibrium potential of the cathode and anode

respectively. Therefore, when NMC cathode is used with graphite cathode the cell

voltage is approximately 4V at fully charged state. When graphite anode is replaced

with LTO the cell voltage will become around 2.5V at fully charged state.

Capacity of the cell depends on the total amount of lithium ion which can shuttle

between two electrodes. These lithium ions are commonly known as active lithium

or cycle-able lithium. The amount of cycle-able lithium at the anode defines the SoC

of the cell [20, 52]. When all the active lithium is at the anode it is called 100% SoC

i.e. fully charged. When there is no active lithium at anode it is called 0% SoC i.e.

fully discharged. Electrode potential changes when lithium concentration at the
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electrodes changes. Because of this, cell voltage changes with SoC. As an analogy of

the operation of Li-ion cell and change of cell voltage, a simple water tank model

shown in Figure 14, can be used which was originally proposed by Han et al. [52].

Figure 14: Simple water tank model of Li-ion cell with example data of graphite

anode and LFP cathode. Yellow shaded area shows the percentage of lithiated

electrode. Figure adopted from [52].

Here two tanks are connected and lithium can be transferred from one tank to

another representing charge-discharge. The yellow shaded area shows the percentage

of the lithiated region of the electrode. When fully charged, all cycle-able lithium is

at anode. At this point considering a graphite anode and LFP cathode they will

approximately have equilibrium potential of 0.05 V and 3.6 V respectively and hence

the cell voltage will be 3.55 V. When the cell is discharged to mid SoC, about half of

the cycle-able lithium will move to cathode, causing decrease in cathode’s

equilibrium potential and increase in anode’s equilibrium potential, which will

reduce cell voltage. Finally, when cell is fully discharged, all the cycle-able lithium

will be at cathode, causing further reduction of cell voltage. This model is a simple
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illustration of the complex process. Therefore, actual capacity of the electrodes and

equilibrium potential may vary. The change of OCV of a Li-ion cell with LFP

cathode and graphite anode is shown in Figure 15. It is clear that rate of change of

cell voltage is not the same for the cell from fully discharged state to fully charged

state. This OCV is the cell voltage when cell is at electrochemical equilibrium,

which is different compared to cell under load (being charged or discharged), further

explained in Section 3.4.

Figure 15: Open circuit voltage of a Li-ion cell with LFP cathode and graphite

anode.

2.3.2 Origin of cell power capability and impedance

The rate of intercalation/de-intercalation process at an electrode defines the

maximum current (thus the maximum power) of the cell. To increase current

capability of the cell/electrode a simple way is to increase surface area to be in

contact with electrolyte i.e. active surface area. The rate of intercalation/de-

intercalation, thus the maximum current is linearly related to the surface area.

Increasing surface area by using large piece of electrode is a simple solution but not
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always practical due to size requirement of the cells. One way to increase surface

area not by using a large piece of electrode is make it porous. Pores within the

electrode increase the surface area and thus the maximum current [53, 54].

Internal impedance of the cell originates from four main areas, impedance of

electrode materials, electrode electrolyte interface, current collector and electrolyte.

The impedance of electrolyte is generally a simple resistive value. The impedance of

current collectors are also resistive; however, depending on the design, they can

show a little inductive behaviour [55]. When a potential is applied to a surface,

electrodes confer a capacitance, as originally described by the Helmholtz model.

When an electrode surface come into contact with electrolyte, multiple layers of

solvent molecules and ions that are specifically absorbed (anions) at the interface, as

shown in Figure 16. This inner layer is called the compact, Helmholtz layer and the

plane of electrical centre (ଵݔ) is known as inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) [56]. At a

distance of ଶݔ solvated ions (cations) can approach. This layer is called outer

Helmholtz plane (OHP). These ions are known as non-specifically absorbed and are

distributed in a three-dimensional region called diffuse layer which extend from

OHP to the Nernst diffusion layer and to the bulk of the electrolyte. The thickness of

the diffuse layer depends on the total ionic concentration in the solution. The double

layer is approximated using a resistor and a capacitorܥ�ௗ [56]. Therefore total cell

impedance is a combination of resistance, capacitance and inductance.
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Figure 16: The model of double layer region as proposed by [56].

Commercially used carbonate electrolyte is stable within the voltage range of 0.8 to

4.5V, which is beyond the stable voltage of graphite anode [52]; as shown in Figure

13. Therefore, theoretically the anode-electrolyte interface is unstable and the

electrolyte will decompose with lithium molecules at anode surface. However, at the

very first charging of the cell, decomposition products build up on the anode surface,

resulting in the formation of a protective layer on anode surface, which protects the

anode from further decomposition. This protective layer is known as the solid

electrolyte interface (SEI) [52, 57], shown in Figure 10. This SEI layer also increases

the cell impedance and decrease maximum power capability, as lithium ions need to

diffuse through SEI layer to move into and move back out of the graphite anode. As

two charged surfaces are separated by SEI layer, it forms a capacitance. The

electrode potential of LTO anode is around 1.5 V, which is well within the stable

voltage range of the electrolyte. Therefore no SEI layer forms on LTO anode.
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2.3.3 Variation of cell capacity, OCV, power and impedance with other

variables

2.3.3.1 Charge-discharge rate dependency

The amount of total cycle-able lithium available and thus the capacity of the cell

depend on different factors, like charge-discharge rate, temperature, ageing state etc.

Electrodes have a limitation in how quickly lithium can move from/into the electrode

i.e. rate of intercalation/de-intercalation process. The higher the rate used, lower the

total amount cycle-able lithium can shuttle between electrodes. Further explanation

of the rate dependency of capacity will be shown in Section 3.1.

2.3.3.2 Temperature dependency

Chemical reactions are highly dependent on temperature. Chemical reactions of a Li-

ion battery are slowed down at low temperature and increase at high temperature,

compared to room temperature. Also, the diffusion process slows down with

temperature drop. Therefore, Li-ion batteries have lower capacity and power

capability at low temperature, and higher capacity and power at higher temperature.

The change of capacity and power of a cell at different temperature is shown in

Figure 17. However, operating a cell at higher temperature has different issues

related to safety and ageing which will be covered in Section 2.3.4. The variation of

electrode potential with temperature is explained with Nernst equation (Equation (6).

The variation of electrode potential with temperature is dependent on the

electrochemical composition of the electrode (i.e. log


ೃ
of Nernst equation is

dependent on chemical composition of the electrode). Therefore, the change of
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equilibrium potential of the cathode ܧ)
) and anode ܧ)

) will be different, changing

the total cell voltage with temperature.

Figure 17: Change of capacity and power with temperature. Data reported by Zhang

et al. [58].

Like electrochemical reactions and diffusion process, ionic conductivity of the

electrolyte is also lower at lower temperature. Thus, impedance of the cell varies

with temperature.

2.3.3.3 Time dependency

The electrode potentials ܧ
 and ܧ

 are dependent on ionic concentration in close

proximity of the electrodes (Co and CR in Nernst equation). When a cell is charged or

discharged, the ionic concentration around the electrode changes. After the

charge/discharge event the cell needs to rest for the ionic concentration to reach

equilibrium. Within this period as ionic concentration changes, ܧ
 and ܧ

 also

change, so does the cell voltage. Among researchers this is known as relaxation of
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cell voltage. As impedance is also dependent on the ionic concentration, cell

impedance might change over the time of this relaxation.

2.3.4 Ageing process of the cell

Capacity fade and power fade (impedance rise) of a Li-ion battery with use is known

as ageing [43, 59]. There are several ageing mechanisms that can be present in a cell

depending on operating conditions i.e. cycling, storage. Ageing mechanisms are

directly related to the chemical composition of electrodes, electrolyte and other cell

components. However, there are similarities in the main ageing mechanisms between

lithium-ion battery chemistries. Generally, it is known that capacity fade of a

lithium-ion battery cell is due to three main reasons:

 Loss of active lithium [43, 52, 60]

 Loss of active electrode surface area [42, 43, 52]

 Loss of electrode & electrolyte material [42, 43]

The impedance rise of the lithium-ion battery cell is commonly attributed to

following ageing mechanisms:

 Surface film formation on electrodes i.e. SEI [58, 61]

 Loss of active electrode area [43, 59]

 Increased charge transfer resistance [62]

 Degradation of separator, binder and current collector [59, 63, 64]

The common ageing mechanisms which cause capacity fade and impedance rise are

visualised in Figure 18 which also shows their origin.
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Figure 18: Main ageing mechanisms of li-ion battery. Figure adapted from [65].

At the anode surface, SEI formation mainly takes place during very first charge and

continues to grow with further charge-discharge of the cell [52, 66]. Rate of SEI

growth is higher when cells are cycled or stored at high temperature [67, 68]. With

SEI formation, capacity fade (amount of cycle-able lithium reduces) and impedance

rise continue throughout the lifetime of the cell. The graphite anode also has reduced

diffusivity to lithium-ion at low temperature [69, 70]. Therefore when charged at low

temperature (when lithium diffuse into graphite anode) or with very high C rate

charging excessive lithium which do not have enough time to diffuse into graphite

anode, grows like a dendrite [69-74]. This is a major safety risk involved with Li-ion

cells used at low temperature and high C rate.

At the cathode, structural deformation and metal dissolution are two major sources

of ageing. The geometrical deformation of atomic structure at the cathode, which is
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known as Jahn-Teller distortion [75, 76] leads to formation of inactive atomic

structure with lithium. Thus, this results in volume change and capacity fade [52,

77]. Also, metal dissolution (e.g. Mn2+ in LMO cell) to electrolyte contributes further

in reduction of active material, thus battery capacity.

At both electrodes there are some mechanical changes that can happen such as micro

cracking [43, 52, 60], gas formation [42, 43, 59, 60]. Degradation of inactive

components like binder degradation, separator creep [78, 79] and current collector

corrosion happens at both electrodes [59, 63, 64].

2.3.4.1 Summary of ageing mechanisms

As far as the ageing mechanisms have been discussed, they are summarised in Figure

19. This provides an overview of the origin of the ageing mechanisms, cause and

effect of the ageing mechanisms, and mentions what it leads to. Also, the features

which accelerate these ageing mechanisms are shown in yellow boxes. As mentioned

earlier in this Section, ageing mechanisms are interconnected, e.g. when lithium

plating occurs, more SEI will form. It also can be noted that, majority of the ageing

mechanisms are accelerated at high temperature when kinetics of the ions are high.

Use of high charge-discharge current is the next largest accelerating factor. For more

details of ageing mechanisms of Li-ion cells, the author suggests the following

literature [41-43, 52, 59].
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Figure 19: Cause and effect of main ageing mechanisms and their accelerating

factors of li-ion cell.

2.4 Electrical equivalent circuit of a cell

The electrochemical processes within the cell are often represented with equivalent

electrical components, known as equivalent circuit model (ECM) of the cell. ECMs
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are commonly used to evaluate electrical performance (e.g. current, voltage, power,

energy) of the battery in real world operating conditions. ECMs have a wide range of

applications, varying from on-board SoC estimation [80-82] to long-term ageing

estimation [35, 62, 83]. A substantial amount of research has been done on

equivalent circuit modelling of the lithium-ion battery [80, 81, 84-87]. ECMs of the

simplest form [84] to very complex form [85] have been proposed which represent

the electrical and electrochemical behaviour of the cell.

The simplest form of ECM is shown in Figure 20. In this ECM, Vocv represents the

open circuit voltage of the cell, ܧ
 , and the resistance R originates from multiple

sources i.e. electrolyte, separator, current collector, binder, diffusion of lithium into

electrodes. Due to this resistance, the cell terminal voltage changes under load

because of voltage drop at resistance R. Also, heat is generated inside the cell

following Joule heating (I2R) during operation, which is reflected as cell (surface)

temperature increase. This ECM is simple but fails to demonstrate the different

electrochemical processes within the cell.

Figure 20: Simplest Li-ion battery model.

To reflect different electrochemical processes researchers have proposed different,

more complex, ECMs [55, 88-90]. An example of the complex ECM of a Li-ion cell

which has been commonly used in previously published work shown in Figure 21.
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This type of equivalent circuit is known as Randles equivalent circuit and may have

different combinations of resistor, inductor and capacitor to represent different

electrochemical processes [91].

Figure 21: An equivalent circuit model of Li-ion cell.

The Ohmic resistance Ro is the sum of ion transfer resistance of the electrolyte and

separator, and electrical resistance of the current carrying components like current

collector. Generally, the capacitance is called double layer capacitance of the cell

[80, 81, 92, 93]. The RC circuit which is represented by C1 and R1 in the equivalent

circuit represent this capacitance and charge transfer resistance of lithium into

electrode. The SEI layer on anode surface will form another RC circuit. Charge

carrying ions and electrons at anode is separated by SEI layer; which works as a

capacitor; which is represented with C2 and R2 in the equivalent circuit [92, 94].

Often these RC circuits are mentioned as RC time constant. Depending on the

complexity of the equivalent circuit, there can be more RC branches, representing

different electrochemical processes within the cell [55, 89].

The components (Vocv, Ro, R1, R2, C1, C2) shown in Figure 21 need to be

characterised to build-up the model. The methodologies used to characterise these
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parameters are commonly known as characterisation tests, which will be discussed

further in Chapter 3.

2.5 Summary

Different parts of an automotive battery pack are discussed in this chapter. BMS is

one of the key components which ensure safe operation of the battery pack and

translate the battery condition for the user. However, cells are the smallest energy

storage blocks of the battery pack, which claims largest portion of total cost of a

battery pack. The construction and individual component of a cell is discussed. The

detailed explanation of the electrochemical operation of the cell including how open

circuit voltage and capacity are formed, how power capability vary at different

operating conditions is reported (Section 2.3). Finally, how the electrochemical

processes within the cell are translated for a modeller as electrical parameters is

discussed.
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3. A review of existing characterisation tests of Li-ion battery

The components of the ECM are commonly parameterised using characterisation test

results, thus performance of the ECM is dependent on characterisation tests. Four

characteristics of Li-ion battery play an important role in parameterising ECM

components and defining cell’s performance. These characteristics are:

 Capacity

 Power capability

 Internal impedance (Z)

 Open circuit voltage (OCV)

In general, battery capacity defines range of the EV, power capability defines

acceleration and maximum speed, internal impedance defines maximum power

capability, heat generation and SoH of the battery, and open circuit voltage is used to

calculate remaining capacity of the battery (SoC). These four characteristics are

commonly tested as part of Li-ion battery testing standards for automotive

application. Lists of usages of these four characterisation tests in different current

standards are shown in Table 2. Although these standard characterisation tests aim to

measure the same characteristic of the cell (e.g. pulse power) however the details of

the test procedures varies considerably and will be reviewed in this chapter. It can be

noted that, EIS test is not as part of any current standards. Although EIS has been

used to characterise individual electrodes, it is only recently that researchers

identified EIS is a powerful tool giving insight of a complete battery cell; therefore it

is included as part of this study.
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Table 2: Presence of different characterisation and ageing tests in current automotive

test standards

Organizations ISO IEC SAC US DoE Freedom CAR

Standards
ISO

12405-1
IEC

62660-1
QC/T

743-2006
Battery Test

Manual
Battery Test

Manual

Latest release 2012 2010 2012 2014 2003

C
h

ar
ac

te
ri

sa
ti

o
n

T
es

ts Capacity X X X X X

Pulse power (P) X X X X

EIS (Z)

OCV
X (from pulse

power test)
X (from pulse

power test)

3.1 Capacity test

Capacity test is one of the most common characterisation test techniques used in

current standards (Table 2) and by researchers [35, 58, 83, 95, 96]. Capacity test is

used to determine total capacity of the cell. This test is performed by completely

discharging a fully charged cell.

Lithium ion batteries operate with a voltage window (Figure 14). When cells are

discharged, the cell voltage drops, and the cell voltage increases during charge as

explained in Section 2.3. While charging the cell, a maximum charge voltage and

minimum discharge voltage while discharged are used, defined on a cell basis by

manufacturer. Li-ion batteries are charged using the constant current-constant

voltage (CC-CV) method as shown in Figure 22. Charge starts with a constant

current until the cell voltage reaches the maximum charge voltage Vmax. The value of

constant current is defined to C/3 in ISO and SAC standards; however, other
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standards suggest using charge rate mentioned in cell datasheet provided by the

manufacturer (Table 3). At this point of charging, cell voltage Vmax is kept constant

and current starts to drop; this is the constant voltage (CV) part of charging. When

current drops to a predefined value which is low (e.g. C/30) compared to constant

current part it is considered that the cell is fully charged. Among all the standards

only SAC mentioned use of C/30 cut-off current. Therefore, when other standards

are used, the cut-off current needs to be defined by the user, leading to use of

different cut-off current, which will affect the reproducibility of the capacity test

results by different user. This clearly indicates potential difference between results

using different standards. The fully charged cell is then kept in an open-circuit

condition to reach electrochemical equilibrium before discharging to minimum

discharge voltage to get the discharge capacity of the cell. Use of 1 h rest period to

allow the cell to reach electrochemical equilibrium is same for all standards, which

might not be long enough.

Figure 22: CC-CV charging topology of Li-ion cell
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Table 3: Capacity test parameters used in different standards

Standards
ISO

12405-1
IEC

62660-1

SAC
QC/T

743-2006

US DoE
Battery Test

Manual

Freedom CAR
Battery Test

Manual
C

ap
ac

it
y

te
st

p
ar

am
et

er
s

Charge current C/3
Cell

datasheet
C/3 -

Manufacturer
defined

Charge cut-off
current

- - C/30 - -

Discharge current

C/3
1C
2C

max C

C/3
1C

C/3
1.5C

C/2 – 1.5C
1C

Manufacturer
defined

Temperature

-18°C
-10°C
0°C
25°C
40°C

0°C
25°C
45°C

-20°C
20°C
55°C

30°C 30°C

Rest after
charge/discharge

0.5 h
1 h

1 h 1 h 1 h -

Cooling System - - - - -

Theoretically, any battery cell can be discharged using one of the three methods;

constant load, constant current and constant power [84]. These three modes of

discharge are illustrated in Figure 23.

In constant load mode, load resistance, RLoad of Figure 12 (b) is kept constant. In this

method, with discharge duration the battery’s voltage drops, leading to current and

power drop following, V=IRLoad and power, P=VI=I2RLoad. It is illustrated in Figure

23 (a) and Figure 23 (b). None of the current standards use this mode of discharge

for capacity tests.
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Figure 23: Discharge topologies (a) voltage and current (b) power and load

resistance at constant load mode of discharge, (c) voltage and current (d) ) power and

load resistance at constant current mode of discharge, (e) voltage and current (f) )

power and load resistance at constant power mode of discharge, (g) output power

comparison among three modes of discharge.
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Constant current discharge is used in all current standards. In constant current mode

of discharge, discharge current is kept constant regardless of the voltage drop. To

keep current constant, load resistance is proportionally reduced with voltage drop.

The output power drops in this mode as voltage drops with discharge duration, which

is illustrated in Figure 23 (c) and Figure 23 (d). However, power drop is lower than

constant load discharge mode (in constant load mode both voltage V and current I

drops with discharge duration, but in constant current mode only voltage V drops

with discharge duration), which makes it a more aggressive mode of discharge.

In constant power mode of discharge, discharge power is kept constant regardless of

voltage and current. This mode of discharge makes it easier to measure capacity in

Watt-hours. As voltage drops with discharge duration, current increases to keep

discharge power constant. It is achieved by controlling load resistance RLoad. It is

shown in Figure 23 (e) and Figure 23 (f). For comparison, output power in these

three modes of discharge is shown in Figure 23 (g). It can be noticed that in constant

power mode of discharge cell is discharged (reach lower discharge voltage) faster

(for the same starting current) than other two modes of discharge.

Battery capacity will vary depending on the mode of discharge. With higher

discharge current battery voltage will reach to minimum discharge voltage sooner

( ܸ= ைܸ − ܴܫ , Figure 20). Thus battery capacity will be lowest in constant

power discharge mode and highest in constant load discharge mode. Among these

three modes of discharge, historically, battery capacity tests are done using constant

current discharge (Figure 23 (c) and (d)). For automotive applications, use of

constant current discharge capacity tests continued, as reflected in capacity tests used
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in current standards [23, 25-27, 97] and capacity tests used by researchers [35, 58,

68, 83, 95, 96]. However, an EV’s acceleration and speed is directly related to the

power demand of the motor, thus the constant power discharge might be best suited

for the automotive application. This thesis will use power demand duty cycle of EV

to compare against constant current discharge capacity.

Furthermore, cell capacity is affected by discharge rate [73, 95, 98] and temperature

[58, 73, 99]. An example of capacity variation due to different discharge current

during constant current discharge is shown in Figure 24 (a). Capacity drops more

than 5 % when discharge current is increased from 0.2C to 5C. This is due to the

internal voltage drop (at resistance R of equivalent circuit shown in Figure 21)

increase with discharge rate. Therefore, the discharge cut-off voltage (Vmin) is

reached earlier. In the current ISO standard four different C rates are suggested to

repeat the capacity test (Table 3) which is not reflected in other standards.

An example of capacity variation at different temperature using 1C constant current

discharge mode is shown in Figure 24 (b). Capacity drops by 35% when temperature

drops from 25°C to -20°C, and capacity increases by 5% when temperature increase

from 25°C to 40°C. Because of this reason capacity tests are often done at different

temperature regardless of the discharge mode. Five different temperatures from -

18°C to 40°C are suggested to repeat the capacity test in ISO standard (Table 3) in

contrast to three temperature points used in IEC and SAC standards, and only one

temperature (30°C) suggested in US DoE standard, therefore there is a large

variation among standards in temperature used.
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Figure 24: capacity variation of the cell due to variation in (a) discharge current, (b)

operating temperature.

It is clear from Table 3 that the capacity testing has a wide variation among different

standards. Different standards suggest different C rates and temperatures to do the

test. Also a large variation in use of test temperature and C rates among standards

exists.

3.2 Pulse Power Test

Power capability is a critical parameter for high power applications. High power

capability is generally required for automotive applications to meet both short time

acceleration and regenerative braking in a typical drive cycle of an EV. The pulse

power test is commonly used to calculate power capability of the battery. Power
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capability of a cell is directly related to its internal resistance. Internal resistance

defines the cell voltage drop when charge/discharge current applied (V=IR), and a

cell has a safe minimum voltage limit. Therefore, maximum charge/discharge

current, i.e. power, is limited. This test is performed by applying charge-discharge

pulse currents and detecting relative voltage drop. Voltage drop can be divided by

the applied current to calculate internal resistance. However, as Li-ion batteries are

electrochemical devices, some basic phenomenon of the electrochemical devices

needs to be considered while using this technique.

The voltage drop of a Li-ion battery cell due to a pulse current is not linear. An

example discharge pulse and relative voltage drop has been illustrated in Figure 25.

Voltage drop can be divided into two parts, instantaneous drop which is marked as

ΔVo and slow voltage drop ΔV1. Here ΔVo is due to pure ohmic resistance Ro of the

battery, which can be calculated by the formula Ro= ΔVo/ ΔI. The next part of 

voltage change ΔV1, is due to electrochemical process of the battery cell. When a

cell is at rest, electrochemical processes inside the cell are in equilibrium. Lithium

molecules are equally distributed within anode and lithium ions within electrolyte

has a stable concentration. When the discharge process starts, the lithium ions from

the electrolyte accept electrons from the cathode, and lithium atoms at the anode lose

electrons to become lithium ions, and start to move to the cathode through

electrolyte. The de-intercalation of lithium at anode has a time constant; therefore,

the stable condition changes, which leads to further voltage-drop. Thus, total

resistance due to DC current (DCR) is (ΔVo+ ΔV1)/ ΔI. This is the result measured 

by pulse power test.
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Figure 25: Discharge current pulse and relative voltage drop.

DCR is a strong function of current amplitude of the pulse. The de-intercalation of

lithium at the anode and intercalation of lithium at the cathode is highly dependent

on current amplitude [100]. Therefore, pulses of different current amplitude,

representing up-to maximum discharge power, need to be used for full

characterisation of the battery cell.

The pulse power test is commonly used as characterisation test among standards. Li-

ion battery test standard for EV published by International Electrochemical

Commission (IEC 62660-1) suggest doing pulse power test with different current

amplitude ranging from 1/3C to maximum C rate of the battery cell [101]. An

example pulse profile from IEC 62660-1 is shown in Figure 26. The 10min rest time

in between pulses is to allow the cell to reach chemical stability. This pulse profile is

suggested to be performed at different temperatures and SoCs to identify maximum

power capability at different operating conditions. The test standard published by

U.S. Department of Energy (DoE) have completely different pulse power test which
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is generally called hybrid pulse power capability (HPPC) test as shown in Figure 27.

It applies a single charge-discharge pulse at 10 different SoC starting from 100% to

10%. Although, it covers wide range of SoC, it does not use different current

amplitudes. Furthermore, pulse power test standard published by International

Standardization Organization (ISO 12405) have not only different amplitude pulse

profile but also different length pulse profile as shown in Figure 28.

Figure 26: Pulse profile for pulse power test used in IEC 62660-1 test standard [101].

Figure 27: HPPC test profile [102].
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Figure 28: Pulse profile for pulse power test used in ISO 12405 test standard [25].

Table 4: Pulse power test conditions used in different standards

Standards
ISO

12405-1
IEC

62660-1

SAC
QC/T

743-2006

US DoE
Battery Test

Manual

Freedom CAR
Battery Test

Manual

C
ap

ac
it

y
te

st
p

ar
am

et
er

s

Pulse amplitude

Imax

0.75 Imax

(Imax is
maximum
current)

C/3
1C
2C
5C

10C
Max C

-
1C discharge
0.75C charge

1C discharge
0.75C charge

Pulse duration
18 sec
20 sec
102 sec

10 sec - 10 sec 10 sec

Rest after pulse 40 sec 10 min - 40 sec 40 sec

SoC

20 %
35 %
50 %
70 %
90 %

20 %
50 %
80 %

-
100-0 % SoC at

10 % SoC
interval

100-0 % SoC
at 10 % SoC

interval

Temperature

-25°C
-10°C
0°C
25°C
40°C

0°C
25°C
45°C
-20°C

- 30°C 30°C

In addition to the three different pulse power test profiles used in different standards

there are variance in use of rest period after pulses, number of SoC and temperature

the test needs to be repeated as summarised in Table 4. ISO standard suggested
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repeating the test at five different temperatures from -25°C to 40°C in contrast to

single temperature point (30°C) suggested in US DoE standard. Moreover, US DoE

standard suggest performing the test at 10 different SoC while IEC standard suggest

only three different SoC points.

A standard way of pulse power test among the existing standards is absent. Use of

different rest period after the pulses and pulse duration might require further

attention. Although the large variation of pulse power test exists, HPPC test and

pulse profile of IEC standard are widely accepted by researchers.

3.3 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy test (Impedance)

Power capability of li-ion cell mainly depends on the electrode polarisation, which in

turn depends on the rate of lithium intercalation and de-intercalation at the

electrodes. As a result, studies have mainly focused on decreasing electrode

polarisation at high charge/discharge rates and low temperature [70, 71, 73]. The

lower degree of electrode polarisation was achieved through deeper understanding of

the lithium intercalation/de-intercalation process that takes place during charge and

discharge [92, 103]. As explained in Section 2.3, lithium intercalation/de-

intercalation is a series of complex processes including lithium ion diffusion in the

electrolyte, migration through the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer, charge

transfer through the electrode/electrolyte interface and solid state diffusion in the

bulk of active material as shown in Figure 10. The voltage drop detected in pulse

power test is the combined effect of these complex processes, therefore unable to

give insight into individual mechanisms. Investigation of these processes
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individually can be achieved by using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

(EIS). As each process has a different time constant or time domain or frequency of

excitation [89, 91], EIS allows for the separation of these processes [88].

EIS provides a measurement of the internal impedance of the battery over a

frequency range. This is in contrast with pulse power test, where internal resistance

is measured using DC current; in EIS test an exciting voltage ௧ܧ (as shown in

Equation (8) is applied to the sample which in turn generates very small AC current

௧ܫ of same frequency. The resultant current depends on the voltage signal applied and

on the impedance of the cell. In Equation (9), the additional term ∅ is the phase

change of current which is related to the impedance of the cell. The impedance is

calculated by simply dividing voltage (Equation (8)) with current (Equation (9)) as

shown in Equation (10).

௧ܧ = ݅ݏܧ (ݐ߱݊)

߱ = ݂ߨ2

(8)

௧ܫ = ݅ݏܫ +ݐ߱݊) ∅) (9)

ܼ(߱) =
௧ܧ
௧ܫ

=
(ݐ߱)sinܧ

+ݐ߱)sinܫ ∅)
= ܼ

sin(߱ݐ)

sin(߱ݐ+ ∅)

(10)

The frequency of the applied excitation voltage signal is varied over the frequency

range (e.g. 10 kHz to 10 mHz) and impedance is measured at a range of frequencies

(commonly known as frequency sweep). This method of EIS test is known as

potentiostatic mode. EIS also can be performed by applying fixed current signal and

measuring change of voltage; which is known as galvanostatic mode. Both of the

techniques are used by researchers, however galvanostatic mode is more suitable to
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study low impedance samples like lithium-ion cells, due to the maximum current

limitation of the equipment, typically 2-20 Amp [91].

Depending on the RC time constant of different electrochemical processes,

impedance varies at different frequency. The impedance ܼ(߱) in Equation (10) has a

real and imaginary part. To represent the impedance, the real part of the data is

plotted in ‘x’ axis and imaginary part in ‘y’ axis of a graph; which is commonly

known as ‘Nyquist Plot’. An example Nyquist plot of a RC circuit is shown in Figure

29; to be noticed the ‘y’ axis is negative and each point is the impedance at a

particular frequency. In this figure, far left is the starting of frequency sweep at high

frequency and far right is the end of sweep at low frequency.

Figure 29: Nyquist plot of a RC circuit.

Figure 30 shows an example Nyquist Plot of a Li-ion battery cell. The Nyquist plot

can be divided into three parts. The high frequency region (usually ≥1 kHz), or 

below ‘x’ axis region, is caused by the ionic conduction through the electrolyte and

separator and electronic conduction through the sensor wires of EIS system [86,

104]. The mid-frequency semi-circle (usually ≤1 kHz and ≥100 mHz) is attributed to 
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charge transfer and the electrochemical double layer i.e. kinetics of the reactions [80,

81, 92, 93]. Depending on the age of the cell, a second semi-circle can be observed

which originates from the SEI layer [92, 94]. The low frequency part (≤100 mHz), 

usually characterised by a 45° slope, represents the diffusion limited region, also

known as finite length Warburg impedance [93, 105, 106]. Electrode materials used

to manufacture Li-ion batteries have a crystalline structure which allows for lithium

ions to shuttle through the materials during charge and discharge (Figure 10). The

movement of ions within the crystalline structure is governed by solid state diffusion

[107]. As ions diffuse through the material to the centre of the particle, their

diffusion path is limited. This process is depicted at the very low frequency end of

the Nyquist plot by a straight line with a 45° slope. It should be noted that, when the

low frequency measurement is not performed, there is a possibility that the large

semicircle in Figure 30 will not be visible. Therefore, the small semicircle will be

incorrectly attributed to the double layer.

Figure 30: Example EIS plot.

To analyse EIS test results usually an equivalent circuit is used as shown in Figure

21. However, for solid electrodes, as is the case for Li-ion batteries, constant phase

elements (CPE) are used as a replacement for capacitors. CPE accounts for the
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inhomogeneity of the electrode surface such as roughness [81, 108]. In case of the

presence of CPE, the semicircles shown in EIS result in Figure 30 will be

suppressed, which is a perfect semicircle in case of a capacitor. The modified

equivalent circuit commonly used to explain EIS results is shown in Figure 31. The

series inductor L1 is used to explain the inductive behaviour at high frequency.

Therefore, the Equation (10) can be rewritten for the updated equivalent circuit

(Figure 31) as Equation (11).

ܼ(߱) = ݆߱ ଵܮ + ܴ +
1

݆߱ ଵܧܲܥ + 1
ܴଵ
ൗ

+
1

݆߱ ଶܧܲܥ + 1
ܴଶ
ൗ

(11)

Figure 31: Updated electrical equivalent circuit of Li-ion cell.

All of these components behave differently at different frequencies. For example,

with increase of frequency, the impedance of a CPE decreases. If the frequency is

high enough, the CPE can short circuit the parallel resistance, thus causing the

parallel branch to be temporarily removed from the circuit. When the curve crosses

the x-axis, the frequency is such that all the parallel strings containing a CPE are

shorted. Therefore, only the pure ohmic resistance component of the system (Ro)

remains (considering very low inductance). At this particular point, both the applied

current and voltage response are in phase with one another (though signals may
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differ in amplitude). The origins of Ro are mainly the resistance of the electrolyte and

the current collectors [62, 80, 93, 109].

Similarly, at low frequency, the capacitor acts as an open circuit and can be removed

from the circuit. As a result, the impedance corresponds to the total resistance of the

cell i.e. ohmic resistance and electrochemical impedance (charge transfer resistance

at the electrode/electrolyte interface), and Equation (11) can be re-written as

Equation (12).

்ܴ = ܴ + ܴଵ + ܴଶ (12)

Although EIS test has the advantage of giving insight of electrochemical

mechanisms of the cell, it is not included in any current test yet. However, it has

been widely used by researchers to characterise Li-ion battery cells [40, 62, 83, 95,

110], although little consistency in test procedure exists. Electrochemical processes

like lithium intercalation/de-intercalation, lithium diffusion through SEI, ion

transport properties of electrolyte, are temperature and SoC dependent. Researchers

have used EIS to study these electrochemical processes at different temperature and

SoC. For example, at lower temperature, ion transport properties of electrolyte and

electrical conductivity of other materials will decrease, which will be reflected as

increase of Ro. Also, double layer capacitance and capacitance from SEI will

decrease with temperature, i.e. increase of impedance, because of change of

dielectric properties of separator and change of kinetics of lithium ions, this

relationship has been reported by the researchers previously [62, 80, 88, 89, 92, 93,

111, 112]. Also, with the change of SoC there is no change of electrolyte or change

of electrical conductivity of other materials involved. Therefore it is expected Ro will
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not change with SoC. However, with increase of SoC cell voltage increases, also

electrode properties changes, leading to increase of the capacitance, i.e. decrease of

impedance. Therefore, cell impedance will rise when cells are at lower SoC; again,

this relationship has been reported by the researchers [62, 80, 81, 105, 113].

EIS has been identified as an effective tool for Li-ion battery characterisation in

laboratory and on-board diagnosis, which appears well understood by the

researchers. However, for automotive application it requires further attention to

ensure repeatable and reproducible results, which will be discussed in Section 4.2.

3.4 Open Circuit Voltage Test

The OCV is the battery thermodynamic equilibrium potential when not under a

current load. The OCV as a function of SoC is an important characteristic for ECMs.

It acts as an ideal but variable (e.g. with SoC) voltage source in the model to which

over-potential is added by the remaining resistor and capacitor elements of the ECM.

Conversely, the SoC of a cell, which is crucial for a vehicle Battery Management

System (BMS), can be determined if the cell’s OCV is known. An example of OCV

vs SoC plot is shown in Figure 32. In a simple SoC estimation, using this plot, SoC

value can be deduced from known OCV of a cell. More complex versions of this

simple representation have been reported in recent literature [114-118], which

demonstrate the importance of an accurate OCV for SoC estimation.
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Figure 32: Open circuit voltage at different SoC of a Li-ion battery cell.

Although it is an important parameter, in current standards there is no stand-alone

OCV test [23-26]. Only Freedom CAR and US DoE standards suggest calculating

OCV data from HPPC test [102]. HPPC test procedure is illustrated in Figure 27. As

pulse current is applied in 10 % SoC intervals from 100% to 0% SoC, OCV is

recorded just before the pulse current is applied. Therefore, only 11 OCV

measurements will be recorded. There are two concerns regarding this OCV

measurement procedure; firstly, 11 measurement points do not provide adequate

resolution of a full OCV vs SoC plot as shown in Figure 32. Secondly, the 1 hour

rest period is used after SoC adjustment which might not be long enough for the cell

to reach electrochemical equilibrium.

Nevertheless, researchers have developed different test procedures to generate OCV

vs SoC plots. A possible approach to estimate a cell’s open circuit voltage is to

discharge and charge the cell with a low current (usually C/25), and average the

measured charge and discharge voltages [117, 119, 120]. A low current is used to

minimise any diffusion limitations. However, even with a low discharge/charge
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current the cell will experience kinetic contributions when it is nearly discharged or

fully charged, leading to a high voltage drop [115, 121]. As such, the measured

voltage can then no longer be assumed as the cell’s OCV, as it is under some load.

An alternative method is to discharge/charge the cell incrementally (e.g. 4 % SoC

intervals) followed by a rest period to allow the cell dynamics to relax and reach

equilibrium [115, 122-124]. The voltage recorded from this method, also known as

the incremental OCV method, is a better estimate of the cell’s OCV since the

electrode kinetics are allowed to reach equilibrium. The relaxation time depends on

the SoC increment, for example in [115], 6 minutes, 24 minutes and 2 hour rest

intervals are used for SoC increments of 0.5 %, 1 % and 5 % respectively, in HPPC

test 1h rest period is suggested after discharging 10 % SoC. Following this procedure

OCV can either be measured while the battery is incrementally charged ܥܱ) ୡܸ) from

a fully discharged state or incrementally discharged ୢܸܥܱ) ) from a fully charged

state. The OCVs then associated with the corresponding SoC as shown in Figure 32.

This approach is valid for analysing the discharge and charge OCV characteristics

independently.

3.4.1 OCV hysteresis

The measured OCV depends on how it is measured, by charging or discharging; it

could be different depending on the method. Therefore, two SoC curves can be

obtained for charge and discharge. This variation of OCV is known as OCV

hysteresis [124, 125]. An example of OCV hysteresis has been shown in Figure 33.

The charge-discharge OCV curves were obtained by the incremental OCV method.
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Figure 33: Hysteresis between OCV curves (of NMC cell) obtained by charging the

cell in steps from 0% SoC to 100% SoC and discharging the cell in step from 100%

to 0% SoC.

Cells with lithium iron phosphate electrodes or nickel hydroxide electrodes are

known to have stable hysteresis [114, 121, 126]. Hysteresis in a battery corresponds

to the existence of several possible thermodynamic equilibrium potentials at the

same SoC of the cell. Positive electrodes with lithium iron phosphate as the active

material are known to exhibit a hysteretic phenomenon [123, 127]. Srinivasan and

Newman [121] provided an explanation for hysteresis based on the existence of a

lithium rich and lithium deficient phase within an active particle. They termed the

explanation as the path dependent shrinking core model, whereby during discharge a

shrinking particle core of LiyFePO4 and a growing outer crust of Li(1-x)FePO4 occurs,

while during charge a shrinking core of Li(1-x)FePO4 and a growing crust of

LiyFePO4 occurs (considering mole fractions x and y are close to zero) as shown in

Figure 34. As a consequence of shrinking core, the juxtaposition of the phases at 50

% SoC depending on immediate history can be clearly seen. The corresponding

chemical potential of the particle at this point, and therefore open circuit potential,

will be different. With a further charge, the composition of the core can be different
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even at the same SoC and same immediate history (in this case it is charge).

Therefore, depending on this two-phase particle composition there will be OCV

hysteresis.

Figure 34: Illustration of path dependence shrinking core model as proposed by

Srinivasan and Newman [121]. SoC of LFP electrode was adjusted to 50 % SoC by

(a) charging from 0 % SoC and (b) discharging from 100 % SoC. The change of the

core or further growth of new shell is shown due to further charge from 50 % SoC in

both cases.

More recent work in explaining hysteresis has extended the single particle two phase

transition of LiFePO4. Dreyer et al. [127] argued that if the active material particle

has a non-monotonic chemical potential with regards to its lithium mole fraction and

in the presence of many such particles in the positive electrode, the chemical

potential of the electrode will be different at the same SoC depending on the path

taken to reach the particular SoC. In comparison to the path dependent shrinking

core model a notable revision is the interconnectedness of many particles with a non-
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monotonic chemical potential function. While in the former explanation a particle is

assumed to be stable when it has reached its inhomogeneous two phase state (regions

of low and high lithium mole fraction within the particle), in the latter the particle

reaches a homogeneous stable state by distributing the lithium ions to neighbouring

particles and decreasing its chemical potential during charge; similarly an

inhomogeneous particle will admit lithium ions from neighbouring particles during

discharge. This interchange of ions occurs when the mole fraction of an

inhomogeneous particle reaches its maximum or minimum chemical potential (non-

monotonic potential function) leading to different overall chemical potential, and

therefore open-circuit potential of the electrode depending if it is charging or

discharging. Therefore, while battery being charged or discharged, to estimate OCV

by BMS, an accurate hysteresis data is crucial.

Although, OCV hysteresis is important for OCV measurement and thus operation of

BMS, none of the current standards include any OCV test procedure. As OCV

hysteresis is dependent on the accurate measurement of the OCV, a standard OCV

test procedure is also essential.

3.5 Summary

Four characterisation tests have been reviewed in this chapter. Capacity test with

constant current is commonly used to assess battery capacity. Existing standards

suggest to measure capacity with a matrix of temperatures (e.g. -10 °C, 0 °C, 25 °C,

40 °C) and different constant current value (e.g. C/10, C/3, 1C, 3C). Battery capacity

was historically measured in Amp-hours (Ah), which continued in capacity test

procedures for automotive application. However, measure of battery capacity in
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Watt-hours could be more appropriate for automotive application where energy is

more important and will be further discussed in Section 4.1.

Internal impedance of the battery is an important parameter, as it indicates physical

and electrochemical status within the cell and its power capability. The pulse power

test directly measures the power capability of the cell. Although three different types

of pulse power test present in existing standards, the HPPC and pulse profile used in

IEC standard are widely accepted to measure power capability and DCR (real part of

impedance). However, DCR fails to provide insight to the battery’s electrochemical

and physical status. For this reasons pulse power test will not be primarily

investigated as part of this thesis. On the other hand, EIS directly measures

impedance of the battery cell at a wide range of frequencies and electrochemical and

physical processes within the cell are separated in the frequency domain. Although,

EIS has been widely used by electrochemists, it is a fairly new technique (compared

to pulse power and capacity test) to characterise li-ion cells for automotive

applications. Therefore, further investigation of EIS test for automotive application

will be performed later in this thesis.

Though OCV is a common parameter of ECM; existing standards fail to provide an

adequate measurement. The OCV test procedures currently being used employ a

very slow rate (e.g. C/25) charge-discharge or discharge the cell in steps. Slow rate

charge-discharge is not ideal due to inclusion of kinetic contribution. OCV measured

by step discharge exclude kinetic contributions; however, are not well developed yet

e.g. little research has been done on requirement of the length of rest period. Further

research with current issues of step OCV test will be discussed in Section 4.3.
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4. The gap between automotive requirements and current testing

procedures

The existing characterisation test procedures and inconsistency among different

standards have been discussed in the previous chapter. In addition to the

inconsistency, existing test procedures fails to provide the accurate knowledge of li-

ion battery performance in real world driving and charging scenarios of EVs.

Inconsistency and accuracy of characterisation techniques also a major issue for

academic researchers, invalidating actual knowledge contribution reported using

characterisation techniques. This chapter aims to highlight the requirement of

automotive application and academic researchers, and recognise the existing gaps in

knowledge of characterisation techniques.

4.1 Capacity test

Among automotive OEMs, currently it is a common practice to perform capacity

tests with different discharge rates at different temperature to predict available

electric range (i.e. battery capacity) at different speeds (i.e. discharge rate) and

climates (i.e. different temperature). Battery capacity for different driving and

climate scenarios are commonly used by BMS to estimate SoC, which are in turn

used to estimate driving range (fuel gauge of the EV). Battery SoC is estimated using

a simple equation shown in Equation (13).

ܥܵ = −(ݐ)ܥܵ
1

ܽݐܶ ܥ݈ ܽܽ ݕݐ݅ܿ
න ,ݐ݀ܫ
௧

௧బ

(13)
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Energy, typically discussed in terms of energy density (Wh/l) or specific energy

(Wh/kg), is important because it translates directly into vehicle range. Remaining

energy in Watt-hours, which can be expressed as State of Energy (SoE), analogously

to State of Charge, can be defined as

ܧܵ = (ݐ)ܧܵ −
1

ܧܤܨ
න ܲ ,ݐ݀
௧

௧బ

(14)

is more appropriate for RDR estimation. FBE denotes the full battery energy

measured in Watt hours, P is the power delivered in Watts and isݐ time. According

to Zhang et al. [128] the ܴܦܴ is then estimated by

ܴܦܴ = (ߛ)ܨ ∙
ܧܤܴ

ܧܤܨ

(15)

where, ܧܤܴ is the remaining energy and ܨ is the full battery driving distance under

driving conditions ߛ (e.g. rolling resistance, parasitic load, road gradients).

Total battery energy in Watt-hours has not received the same attention as total

capacity in Amp-hours. In current standards, it is mostly absent and also not

commonly used by researchers as a characterisation technique. Capacity testing with

different C rates and temperature are suggested in standards. However, large

variation of range estimation by existing EVs have been reported [14, 129, 130].

This could be due to the fact that SoE, not SoC, translates directly into vehicle range.

This thesis will investigate advantages to BMS of using Watt-hours over Amp-hours

as part of capacity testing.
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Use of constant current discharge is appropriate for Li-ion batteries used for the

applications where demand does not change dramatically e.g. laptop, uninterruptable

power supply (UPS). However, where Li-ion batteries are used as the main source of

power, their capacity test needs to be matched with their power demand profile. It is

reflected in the capacity test profile for Li-ion batteries used in mobile phones [131].

Mobile phones have high power demand during calling and low power demand

during standby period. Therefore, mobile phone battery’s capacity test profile has

variable power demand (high current pulses). Similarly, in real world operating

conditions of an EV, a battery will not be discharged continuously and there will be

no fixed load, current or power. Batteries can also be charged in an event of

regenerative braking which can happen between large discharge demands. This

makes automotive application different from other applications (e.g. portable

electronics) of Li-ion battery. Therefore, intermittent discharging using real world

drive cycles can provide a more realistic discharge capacity value of the battery;

from a vehicle’s perspective. However, it is not reflected in capacity tests used in

current standards [23, 25-27, 97] and capacity tests used by researchers [35, 58, 68,

83, 95, 96], which assumes a constant current. An example of a real world duty cycle

is shown in Figure 35. Negative current represents discharge and positive represents

charge current. For the majority of time of this duty cycle the battery was being

discharged. Peaks of discharge power represent acceleration and peaks in charge

power represent braking of the vehicle. For a realistic capacity test, a fully charged

cell can be discharged to minimum voltage using a longer duty cycle or repeating the

duty cycle. This thesis will introduce a vehicle’s duty cycle to compare against

constant current capacity data of a vehicle, obtained using an international standard.
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Figure 35: Current demand to a cell, of a vehicle’s battery pack, for 400 second of

city driving.

Battery capacity decreases with increased discharge rate (as shown in Figure 24 (a))

[30, 95]. Therefore, it is common practice among OEMs to de-rate the battery’s

maximum discharge current, toward the end of discharge (lower SoC) to get access

to any remaining capacity [132]. For example, in Figure 24 (a) while the battery is

being discharged at maximum 5C current and cell voltage reaches close to 2 V if the

battery is de-rated to 0.2C it will allow 5 % more capacity to be discharged.

Therefore, the speed of the vehicle will be limited (maximum current in duty cycle

as shown in Figure 35 will be limited to 0.2 C) when the battery is de-rated but it

will allow the driver to drive the vehicle 5 % more of its full range, which might be

long enough to reach the base or a charging station. The current capacity testing

procedure does not include de-rating of maximum discharge current of the battery.

This gap will be further investigated in this thesis.
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Simple constant current capacity tests are well developed; however, they are not

adequate for automotive applications. The following issues need to be addressed

within capacity tests for automotive applications:

1. SoE which was largely ignored over SoC, and requires further investigation

to improve RDR estimation.

2. The de-rating technique used to maximise RDR, requires to be introduced

into capacity testing.

3. Validation of capacity testing requires performing using dynamic discharge

profile (e.g. duty cycle of EV).

4.2 EIS test

As explained in Section 3.3, EIS can provide insight to electrochemical processes

within the cell. Therefore, several studies have investigated the use of EIS to

estimate state of charge (SoC) and state of health (SoH) in electric vehicles [81, 82,

104], ageing [58, 62, 83, 95, 99] and electrode properties [86, 88, 89, 93]. When the

on-board SoC and SoH measurement system use EIS, there is limited control over

short-time previous history, i.e. rest period after last use and current rate. Therefore,

it requires a robust test methodology or a calibration technique to ensure

reproducibility of the results regardless of previous history. On the other hand, for

the ageing tests, where particular ageing mechanism(s) are accelerated and tested, it

is desirable to minimize any source of variation of the test results (except ageing),

therefore, repeatability and reproducibility are crucial.
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Although, researchers have used EIS extensively, limited attention has been paid

towards understanding the effect of relaxation time prior to performing an EIS

measurement. When the electrical load is disconnected, the polarisation of the cell

ceases and as a result, the cell impedance and voltage of the cell changes [133, 134].

Herein, this effect is referred to as relaxation of the cell and is mainly caused by

relaxation of ions within the double layer, electrolyte ionic concentration gradient

redistribution and solid state diffusion of lithium atoms within the bulk of the

materials. Previous studies that have employed EIS techniques have recognised that

a relaxation period is prudent. Several EIS studies on Li-ion batteries were

conducted after various relaxation periods ranging from several minutes to several

hours following the removal of an electrical load [62, 86, 89, 92, 93, 104, 113].

However, these studies do not offer any scientific explanation nor have they

systematically studied the influence of relaxation times on the stability of impedance

measurements. Previous short-term history was considered prior to EIS

measurements by Waag et al.[62], but they, too, did not account for the relaxation

time as a possible influence on their results. Another work [135] presented the

influence of relaxation time on EIS measurement. However, they did not offer any

electrochemical explanation or any theory regarding the nature of the influence of

relaxation on EIS. The relaxation period is not only important for EIS measurements

but also other characterisation procedures like pulse power test and OCV test, where

cell voltage is measured after cell reach electrochemical equilibrium. Therefore, the

knowledge of the effect of relaxation on EIS response will also be applicable to pulse

power test and OCV test to address the requirement of minimum rest period after

charge/discharge pulse.
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To ensure repeatability and reproducibility of the EIS measurement, in a vehicle or

laboratory environment, it is crucial to develop suitable experimental protocols

which minimise measurement variability. Therefore, it is essential to understand the

effect of cell relaxation on the EIS response and incorporate this understanding into

testing protocol which ensures repeatability and reproducibility of the EIS

measurements. Following issues will be investigated as part of EIS test procedure in

this thesis:

1. Investigate short-term effect of cell relaxation through EIS

2. Investigate long-term effect of cell relaxation through EIS

4.3 OCV test

Inaccurate OCV and OCV hysteresis data will lead to an inaccuracy in SoC

estimation. An inaccurate SoC will be reflected as inaccurate range estimation,

leading to decrease of user satisfaction/trust; which in turn is a potential business risk

to the OEMs. On the other hand, the inaccuracy in SoC can lead to shift of operating

SoC window of EV’s battery packs. To maintain minimum available power assist

and regenerative capability, HEV battery packs operate within a SoC window,

avoiding high and low SoC [136]. A SoC window is also used for other types of EVs

to extend battery life and avoid safety failures due to overcharge and over-discharge

[136, 137]. An inaccurate measurement of SoC can shift/change the operating SoC

window which will be reflected as short term (e.g. regenerative power capability)

and long term performance drop (e.g. decrease of expected battery life). Therefore, it

is important that the ECM used by BMS should incorporate an accurate OCV.
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In the step OCV test procedure, OCV is measured while the battery is incrementally

charged ܥܱ) ୡܸ) from fully discharged state or incrementally discharged ୢܸܥܱ) ) from

fully charged state. The OCVs can then be associated with the corresponding SoC.

SoC is calculated from the charge (ܳ) or discharge (ܳ) capacity that has been

added to or removed from the cell. The capacities are defined as:

ܳ(ݐ) = න ݐ݀(ݐ)ܫ
௧



(16)

ܳௗ(ݐ) = න ݐ݀(ݐ)ௗܫ
௧



(17)

In Equations (16) and (17) ܫ and ௗܫ are charge and discharge currents and are

assumed positive in value. Battery SoC is assumed to be 0 % when the cell voltage

(not OCV) reaches the minimum discharge voltage and 100 % at the end of CV part

of charging. Depending on the charge/discharge conditions e.g. rate, temperature,

intermediate rest period, age etc. ܳ/ܳௗ can be different. From the origin of OCV (as

explained in Section 2.3) it is expected that OCV will be directly related to the

capacity not the empirically determined SoC. This will be investigated further and

reported in Chapter 8.

To investigate OCV hysteresis,�ܱ ܥ ୡܸ and�ܱ ୢܸܥ are required to be compared against

a common capacity axis, instead of two separate capacity axes ܳ and�ܳ ௗ. Therefore,

an initial condition can be introduced and the current canܫ be assumed positive for

discharge and negative for charge. The common capacity scale can be identified as

the remaining capacity (ܳ), is now defined as:

ܳ(ݐ) = ܳ(0) − න ݐ݀(ݐ)ܫ
௧



(ݐ)ܫ > 0 Discharge

(18)
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(ݐ)ܫ < 0 Charge

When ܥܱ ୡܸ and OCVୢ curves are plotted against the common axis,�ܳ , an erroneous

hysteretic behaviour may be observed. The apparent hysteresis artefact arises due to

the testing procedure and in the assumption that the remaining capacity is zero

(ܳ(0) = 0) at the end of the discharge prior to the start of the ܥܱ ୡܸ test. For

example, the cell needs to be discharged prior to the ܥܱ ୡܸ characterisation test, for

which a 1C constant current discharge can be performed up to the cell cut-off

voltage�ܸ . The test is terminated and first OCV is measured as the starting value

of the ܥܱ ୡܸ test and the remaining cell capacity (ܳ) is assumed zero. In

comparison, during the ୢܸܥܱ test, diffusion limitations are reduced as the cell is

discharged incrementally to�ܸ , and this allows for more capacity to be removed

before the cell reaches�ܸ . Later in this thesis (Chapter 8) will be demonstrated the

variation of discharge capacity with different step sizes. The remaining cell capacity

(ܳ) will then again be assumed zero (since the cell reached �ܸ  for the ୢܸܥܱ test)

however, the measured OCV value after similar rest will be lower (due to more

capacity removal) in comparison to the starting value of the ܥܱ ୡܸ test. Thus, when

plotting ܥܱ ୡܸ and ୢܸܥܱ against remaining capacity an offset between the curves will

be present, invalidating any true hysteresis assessment. Also, this phenomenon will

have significant effect on repeatability and reproducibility of the ܥܱ ୡܸ and ୢܸܥܱ

curves. However, researchers reporting OCV and OCV hysteresis [114, 115, 121-

125, 127, 138], did not consider this phenomenon. Therefore, a robust methodology

to assess OCV and OCV hysteresis is missing; consequently, an erroneous

assessment of OCV and OCV hysteresis could be present historically.
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In addition to that, active material particles with a non-monotonic chemical potential

(as explained in Section 3.4.1) are expected in many intercalation battery systems

and not only restricted to lithium iron phosphate electrodes. As such, a certain

magnitude of hysteresis could also be present in other insertion electrochemical

systems, which is yet unknown in the scientific community. As explained in

Chapters 1 and 2 not only LFP, but also other Li-ion battery chemistries also

considered for automotive applications, therefore it is important to fill this gap in

knowledge.

Automotive application requires a wide range of operating temperature and

theoretically battery OCV is dependent on temperature (Section 2.3 and Equation

(6)). However, Pattipati et al. concluded no change of OCV-SoC relationship with

temperature [117]. Also, higher level of OCV hysteresis with lower current rate has

been reported previously by Roscher et al. [124]. Therefore, it is important to

investigate change of OCV and hysteresis with temperature and C rate to incorporate

accurate information to BMS.

Although a standard OCV test is missing in existing standards, researchers

previously used different approaches to measure OCV. Step OCV test is appropriate

for accurate measurement, however, following issues required to be addressed:

1. Effect of step size on OCV measurement needs to be investigated

2. Use of OCV vs capacity not SoC needs further research attention

3. OCV change with temperature requires to be identified

4. OCV change with discharge rate needs to be investigated

5. OCV hysteresis of different chemistry cells needs to be studied
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4.4 Summary

The existing standard capacity tests with constant current discharge at C rates and

temperatures do not reflect the dynamic discharge profile of an automotive battery

pack and current/power de-rating. Hence, constant current discharge capacity

requires to be validated with dynamic discharge profile e.g. drive cycle for

automotive application. Also, commonly a BMS calculates a battery’s SoC through

coulomb counting and SoC is used to estimate RDR. Although different approaches

have been proposed in literature to translate SoC to RDR, discrepancy of RDR

estimation in existing EVs is still require significant improvement. This is possibly

due to that fact that SoE, not SoC, has a direct relationship with RDR. This thesis

will focus on use of SoE in RDR estimation.

Since EIS is considered as an online measurement technique, ECM parameterisation

method and periodic characterisation tool as part of long duration ageing tests, a

reliable and reproducible measurement is essential. Inadequate relaxation period can

potentially significantly affect the reproducibility of the test result. This thesis will

provide insight to the effect of short and long term relaxation period on EIS results at

different temperature and SoC.

To develop an ideal OCV test protocol, the influence of step size on OCV

measurements will be researched as part of this thesis. The proposed testing protocol

then will be used to identify OCV and thus research OCV hysteresis of different

chemistry lithium-ion cells, including different temperatures and charge-discharge

rates.
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5. Methodology of research

The procedure or system under investigation has a direct influence on selecting

research methodology. To understand the problem of Li-ion battery testing for EV

applications, a logical approach has been adopted for this research project. The

research begins with reviewing the operation and construction of Li-ion batteries,

followed by inquisitive investigation of current characterisation test approaches of

Li-ion battery for EV application. A review of today’s knowledge of characterisation

of Li-ion batteries has been completed in previous chapters. It reveals that existing

characterisation tests present in standards and used by researchers have significant

difference between them. It also identified that current characterisation test

techniques are not suitable to meet EV requirements, lack consistency and

reproducibility which has received relatively little research attention.

Existing knowledge of characterisation tests have been likened with automotive

requirement in order to create knowledge of more practical design methods for

characterisation tests. The research begins with identifying limitations of

characterisation tests considered as part of this study. Then research proceeds to

investigate different methodology to overcome the limitations and identifying better

approach. In the final stage of the research, it will be the implementation of the

practical design of the characterisation tests and validation.

To contribute insight to the problem of characterisation tests it is very important to

have sound knowledge of the fundamental science involved in the individual tests.

The research methodology adopted for this research project has been illustrated in

Figure 36. The literature review leads to different requirement of different
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characterisation tests. In general, research problems with individual characterisation

tests have been identified from the literature review. The research problems are

analysed next to generate problem classification. This helps to recognize the

fundamental knowledge of the research problem and identify gaps in existing

knowledge. Once relevant gaps are identified, systematic actions are taken to fill the

gaps in knowledge. When gaps cannot be filled with purely theoretical approaches,

practical experimentations are considered. Finally, validation and reference

implementation provide evidence for the applicability of the new knowledge to the

automotive application. This approach provides a comprehensive perspective to the

research problem and contributions to the research community thus have been

chosen for this research.

Capacity Test EIS Test OCV & OCV Hysteresis Test

RDR estimation
accuracy

Variation of
impedance

No standard OCV test
procedure

Lack of accurate OCV
hysteresis data

Use of SoE not SoC
Use current de-rating

Standardise
relaxation period

Capacity variation with
step size

Mismatch of initial
condition

Test with current de-
rating

Test for different
relaxation period

Develop OCV test
procedure

Measure hysteresis of
different chemistry cells

Validate with
vehicle’s duty cycle

Validate at different
temperature, discharge

rates and SoC

Implement OCV and OCV
hysteresis in a case study

Characterisation Test

Research problem

Problem
classification

Action for problem
refinement

Validation and
implementation

(1) (2) (3)

Figure 36: Research methodology
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1) RDR estimation by BMS largely depends on capacity test data. Capacity test

requires reporting capacity in Watt-hours instead of existing use of Amp-hours,

while introducing current de-rating toward end of discharge. Therefore, a

modified test procedure needs to be developed. Finally, the constant current

capacity requires being validated using a realistic drive cycle of an EV.

2) From review of operation of Li-on cell it has been identified that cell impedance

might vary with relaxation period. It neither received attention of the research

community nor represented in standards. To investigate the required minimum

relaxation period a test plan needs to be developed which will perform EIS test

after different relaxation periods. From this test the minimum relaxation period

to ensure constant results will be identified. This relaxation period will also be

validated for different discharge rates, temperatures and SoCs.

3) The importance of OCV and OCV hysteresis in defining the performance of

ECM has been explained. It is identified that there is no standard way of

measuring OCV accurately and there is a little information of OCV hysteresis of

different chemistry li-ion cells except LFP. The research will generate

knowledge how an OCV test methodology will keep account of capacity

variation and possibility of initial mismatch of charge and discharge OCV, thus

allowing an accurate estimation of OCV hysteresis. To achieve this, initially

variation of capacity with step sizes used for OCV tests will be identified, then,

to account for any possible initial mismatch a reference procedure will be

developed. Then OCV and OCV hysteresis of not only LFP cell but also cells of

different chemistry will be measured. Finally, possible improvement of

performance of ECM will be discussed using a case study.
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6. Driving range estimation through capacity testing

6.1 Chapter Introduction

The primary objectives of this chapter are to study how successfully the existing

capacity test interprets cell capacity for automotive applications, considering the

current de-rating technique typically employed by a BMS. Suggestions to

incorporate this knowledge into future developments of capacity tests for automotive

applications are discussed. Since capacity is directly seen by the user, manifested as

vehicle range, any inconsistencies in measuring a battery’s capacity are directly

translated to the end user. Therefore this thesis also focuses to understand how better

remaining driving range (RDR) estimation can be achieved through improved

capacity testing methods.

The existing capacity test applies constant current charge/discharge cycles at C rates

and temperatures. A constant current discharge does not reflect the dynamic

discharge profile of an automotive battery pack. Therefore, any capacity data

extracted using constant current discharge requires to be validated with dynamic

discharge profile e.g. drive cycle for automotive application, which is not part of

existing standard testing.

Commonly a BMS calculates a battery’s SoC through coulomb counting,

considering other parameters like OCV, SoH, temperature etc. [139, 140]. The

constant current discharge capacity is used to define 0 % and 100 % SoC. Thus, SoC

indicates a battery’s remaining capacity in amp-hours; however, this is not a direct

analogy of RDR. The speed of the vehicle is proportional to the power transferred to
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the wheel, and distance travelled is equivalent to the energy in Watt-hours, not

capacity in Amp-hours. Some authors have proposed methodologies using the

remaining capacity (i.e. SoC) to estimate the RDR by BMS [116, 141, 142]. The

proposed approaches adopted methodologies to translate capacity in terms of Ah into

remaining range (an analogy to a fuel gauge). State of Energy (SoE) however

indicates remaining energy in Watt-hours, which therefore could be used as a direct

analogy of RDR through Equations (14) and (15) (in Section 3.1). Using the

experimental evidence later in this chapter it will be demonstrated that remaining

energy in Watt hours (SoE), is more appropriate than SoC for estimating the RDR of

an electric vehicle.

To maximise battery capacity, automotive battery packs are de-rated to a low

discharge current toward end of discharge (low SoC) [143]. However, when only

battery capacity (including current de-rating) in Amp-hour, i.e. SoC, is taken into

consideration to calculate the total driving range, the difference in waste energy in

the form of Joule heating is not considered. Therefore there is a possible discrepancy

between actual driving range achieved, and that estimated through SoC. Conversely,

SoE takes account of the waste energy, making a better estimation of remaining

driving range.

Previous studies of estimated remaining driving range have considered the effects of

parasitic losses due to air-conditioning usage, lamp and radio status [144]; vehicle

current location [128]; road network topology [128]; expected road gradients [145];

expected travelling speeds [146]; expected acceleration and deceleration [147];

expected power demand [148]; expected weather conditions such as temperature and
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wind speed [146]; and driving style (i.e., aggressive or mild) [146]. In more recent

work Liu et al. [149] proposed an online neural networks based approach to estimate

ܧܵ that accounts for the energy loss in the battery due to irreversible joule heating

caused by charge transfer and the falling open circuit voltage (OCV) due to phase

shifts. However, a clear explanation of the improvement of the estimation of

remaining driving range by adoption of SoE instead of SoC was not provided.

Moreover, they too did not consider current de-rating and short-term cycling history

(previous short duration current/power demand of the vehicle) as a possible

influence on total available energy of the cell even after de-rating the battery power.

The dependency of the energy immediately available to the driver on cycling history

has largely been ignored. Indeed, the form of Equation (22) through ܧܵ or ,(ߛ)ܨ

doesn’t readily facilitate the inclusion of short-term cycling history. Later in this

work it will be shown that accessibility of the stored chemical energy in Li-ion

batteries depends on short-term cycling history, and therefore through de-rating, the

total energy cannot reach the theoretical maximum. This relationship will be

validated for real world scenarios using drive cycles. This knowledge then needs to

be incorporated with the existing capacity test procedure to develop an appropriate

test procedure for automotive applications.

In this chapter, after outlining the experimental method adopted for this study in

Section 6.2; Section 6.3 presents results showing the existing standard capacity test

results to support the recommendation that ܧܵ is more appropriate than ܥܵ in the

reliable estimation of remaining driving range of EVs. A method for estimating

remaining energy through the capacity test technique considering short-term cycling
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history (due to current de-rating) is presented in the same section along with model

validation. Finally, in Section 6.3 we propose how the existing capacity test

technique could be developed for automotive applications using the knowledge

generated as part of this research. To conclude, Section 6.4 summarises the key

findings and contribution to knowledge.

6.2 Experimental method

Five commercially available Li-ion pouch cells with a LiMn2O4 (LMO) cathode and

LiC6 (graphite) anode were used for this study. The rated capacity, maximum

discharge current, maximum charge voltage and minimum discharge voltage of the

cells were 20 Ah, 200 A (10C), 4.2 V and 2.7 V, respectively. Five cells were chosen

to ensure statistical significance and to minimise effects of cell-to-cell variations.

Upon delivery from a commercial supplier, the cells were stored at 10 ℃ and 50

,ܥܵ�% thereby minimising inevitable calendar ageing. Since the cells were not

cycled, the cells employed in this work can be considered new. Moreover, in order to

isolate the effect of temperature, all the tests were carried out at 25 °C within an

environmental chamber (Weiss Gallenkamp Votsch, model: VC3 4060).

In preparation for testing, the cells were fully charged. For this purpose, after taking

the cells out of storage, the cells were discharged at a 1C rate to the manufacturer’s

recommended cut-off voltage (in this case 3V) at 25°C using a commercial Li-ion

cell cycler (Bitrode battery cycler, model: MCV 16-100-5). The cells were then

allowed to rest for 3 hours before being fully recharged via the constant current –

constant voltage (CC-CV) protocol using a 1C current for the CC part until the

voltage cut-off is reached and a C/20 cut-off rate for the CV part. At the end of
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charging the cells were allowed to rest for 3 hours prior to cycling. The 3 hours rest

period was used to allow the cell to reach electrochemical equilibrium [150].

6.2.1 Standard constant current capacity test

To examine the cell capacity at constant currents of different C rates, cells were

discharged at 25°C using C/3, 1C, 3C and 5C discharge current until the

manufacturer’s recommended cut-off voltage was reached. This is the standard

procedure commonly used by academic and industrial researchers, to determine a

cell’s capacity at different discharge rates.

6.2.2 Capacity test with drive cycle

Following the constant current discharge, cell capacity needs to be examined in the

context of real driving scenarios. To do this, a dynamic real world drive cycle is

required. This has a range of discharge rates and also includes some regenerative

braking charging events. Two duty cycles, generated using a 1-d sizing tool for rapid

optimization of pack configuration, explained in Ref. [151], were employed for

validation. For a given battery pack size, cell choice, and drive cycle speed profile,

the model outputs a time based power demand. Pack design parameters were chosen

to coincide with a typical family sized vehicle such as the Nissan Leaf or BMW i3.

Accordingly, the total pack energy was set to a minimum of 22 kWh with a

maximum power of 125 kW and a nominal voltage of 350 V. The parameters

adopted for the cell correspond to that employed in this study, namely a 20 Ah cell

with a 200 Amp maximum current and nominal voltage of 3.7 V. The drive cycles

used were the Artemis urban and Artemis motorway drive cycles. The urban drive
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cycle has a 36 mph maximum speed and frequent rest events – and had a maximum

power demand per cell of ~125 Watts and an average power demand (including

regenerative charging) of ~31 Watts. In contrast, the motorway drive cycle with

around 82 mph maximum speed had approximately 250 Watts maximum power

demand and ~127 Watts average power demand. These two duty cycles are shown in

Figure 37.

Figure 37: Two duty cycles (a) Artemis urban and (b) Artemis motorway generated

for this particular cell using 1-d sizing tool.
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The duty cycles were repeatedly used to discharge the cells until the minimum cut-

off voltage of the cell was reached. This experiment identifies the cell capacity for a

specific driving scenario.

6.2.3 Introduction of current de-rating into capacity test

The next stage of the experiment is to examine the effect of current de-rating of the

cell toward the end of the discharge on cell capacity in Amp-hours and energy at

Watt-hours. The cells were first continuously discharged from 100 % ܥܵ to 20 %

ܥܵ at different rates, that is, from a fully charged state approximately 16Ah of

capacity was extracted at the rates: C/3, 1C, 3C and 5C. The cells were then

discharged at C/3 (without rest) until the manufacturer’s recommended cut-off

voltage was reached. The C/3 current rate was selected to represent a de-rated

current for low SoC operation. This will determine if, under current de-rating

conditions, the total capacity/energy available in a cell has a dependency on the

method of initial 80% discharge.

6.2.4 Validation test with drive cycle

Any dependency on the current de-rating will need to be validated with real world

driving scenario. In the first validation test, the cells were fully discharged using the

Artemis urban drive cycle until the manufacturer’s recommended cut-off voltage was

reached. In the second test the cells were first discharged by 80 % SoC using the

Artemis motorway drive cycle then instantly switched to the urban drive cycle until

the voltage cut off was reached.
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6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Standard constant current capacity

The discharge capacity of the cell in Ah measured by traditional coulomb counting at

four different discharge rates is shown in Figure 38. At the beginning of discharge

and subsequently cell voltage drops with the increase of the current rate. This is due

to higher voltage drop across total resistance of the cell (R in equivalent circuit

shown in Figure 21) with increased discharge rate. Compared to cell capacity at the

C/3 rate, capacity drops by 29 % at 5C discharge rate (Figure 39). This is due to the

cell reaching the cut-off voltage (3V) earlier with the increase of discharge rate.

This capacity drop with the increase of discharge rate is well known and is in

accordance to the results reported in the literature [30, 95, 98].

Figure 38: Discharge capacity of the cell at four different discharge rates.
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Figure 39: Capacity variation with constant current discharge rate.

6.3.2 Extracted capacity with drive cycle

Following the procedure explained in Section 6.2.2, the constant currents used to

discharge the cell (as in Figure 38) have been replaced with two duty cycles derived

from the Artemis urban and Artemis motorway drive cycle. The cell capacity for

these two driving scenarios is presented in Figure 40. In the Artemis urban duty

cycle, which has a similar average current to C/3, shows a similar discharge capacity

(20.76 Ah) as C/3 constant current capacity (20.73 Ah). Artemis motorway is a more

aggressive duty cycle having around 1C average current and 3.4C maximum current,

and this shows 2 % lower capacity (19.01 Ah) to the 1C constant current (19.45 Ah).

To design a more aggressive duty cycle with high average current (e.g. 3C, 5C) the

maximum current of the duty cycle exceed the maximum current of the battery

(especially at lower SoC). The validation of constant current discharge capacity with

duty cycles was known to the research community; however, it has not been used

commonly. These results suggest opposite trend of EV and conventional IC engine

vehicle. In general, IC engines are more efficient in motorway driving compared to

city driving. On the other hand, EV will provide longer range in city driving

compared to high speed motorway driving.
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Figure 40: Discharge capacity of the cell at two different driving scenarios, Artemis

urban and Artemis motorway.

6.3.3 Capacity and energy after de-rating

As discussed earlier in this chapter and in Section 4.1, while the battery is being

discharged at a high rate (driving at high speed) the BMS can de-rate the battery’s

current capability to a lower C rate toward the end of discharge to maximise battery

capacity. To represent de-rate of current capability of the battery in capacity testing,

constant current capacity tests were performed in two phases. Discharge capacity in

Ah of the cell for a two-phased discharge profile – a higher rate ( ͵Ȁܥ ) from 100 –

20 % SoC and a lower (C/3) rate from 20 – 0 % SoC – is shown in Figure 41.

Different discharge rate was used to discharge from 100 – 20 % SoC to investigate

cycling history (short-term cycling history) prior to re-rating. At 5C discharge, the

cell reached the minimum discharge voltage at 28 % SoC (14.53 Ah), at which point

discharge with C/3 was started. For other rates the cells were able to be discharged to

20 % SoC (16 Ah). Regardless of the rate employed in going from 100 – 80 % SoC,
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it was found that the total discharge capacity, with the exception of maximum 0.6 %

differences, was the same. The test with 5C current shows maximum capacity, 0.6 %

higher than C/3 capacity which was the lowest among the tests. Although it a small

variation, close to experimental error, however the trend is in opposition to the

common knowledge i.e. higher the C rate lower the capacity. The possible reason

can be the temperature rise associated with the higher C rate. Temperature of the cell

at the end of discharge with high C rate (20 % SoC) is presented in Figure 42. At the

end of 3C and 5C discharge, cell surface temperature rose to 36 °C and 44 °C

respectively. Therefore, the C/3 discharge from 20 – 0 % SoC was started at a higher

temperature for the 3C and 5C tests. As explained in Section 3.1, a higher amount of

capacity could be discharged at higher temperatures, which has been seen in Figure

41.

Figure 41: Discharge capacity (Ah) yield for a two-phased discharge profile. The

solid lines indicate discharge rates employed (as in the caption) and dotted part

indicates the C/3 rate.
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Figure 42: Cell temperature rise associated with discharge rate.

For the same tests, when the total energy discharged was obtained, Figure 43, the 5C

rate test had a lower discharge capacity by up to 7% compared to C/3 discharge

energy. Therefore, although 29 % capacity reduction with 5C constant current

capacity test (Section 6.3.1) can be recovered through current de-rating, however, 7

% of total energy is not recoverable, leading to a discrepancy between total capacity

in Amp-hours and Watt-hours. It is in contrast to the phenomenon that the cell

temperature was higher for high discharge rates; leading to more capacity (and

energy) able to be extracted. Therefore, if the heat generated at a higher discharge

rate was extracted from the cell (by a suitable cooling system) and the cell

temperature remains similar (to 25 °C), the 7 % drop in total energy could be higher.
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Figure 43: Discharge energy (Wh) yield corresponding to the two-phased discharge

profile described in Figure 41.

This discrepancy between capacity/energy in terms of Amp-hours and Watt-hours

means that using SoC as an analogue to the fuel gauge, as some OEMs have done

[152-154], can lead to inaccurate indications of range, since RDR is a function of

SoE, not simply SoC. It is suggested, therefore, that a better analogue to the fuel

gauge is perhaps the measure of energy, SoE. Thus, a fundamental change in RDR

estimation by BMS is required. The variation of total discharge capacity in Watt-

hours, while discharge capacity in Amp-hours remaining the same, has not been

reported in earlier literature and is presented in this thesis for the first time.

The difference between the behaviour seen in Figure 41 and Figure 43 can be

explained from the origin of the total energy of the cell. The energy of the cell (ܧ)

is expected to follow the relation:

=ܧ ௧ܧ ௗ௬ − ௦௦ܧ

=ܧ න ைܸ݀ܳ
 ೌೣ



− න ଓ̂൬ܸ ை − ܸ− ܶ

݀ ைܸ

݀ܶ
൰݀ݐ

௧



(19)
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where, ைܸ is the cell’s open circuit voltage, ܳ is the capacity measured in Ampere

hours; ଓƸ is the average discharge current, ܸ is the cell’s terminal voltage, ܶ is

temperature and ܶ is a reference temperature [155]. The first term on the right

hand side of Equation (19) is the cell’s thermodynamic energy ௧ܧ) ௗ௬ ).The

second term on the right hand side of Equation (19) is a loss term (௦௦ܧ) where

݅( ைܸ − ܸ) represents irreversible Joule heating caused by charge transport

and the differential term represents the reversible rate of heat generation due to entropy

change within the cell [155]. Given that the loss term will be dominated by charge

transport contributions, it can be approximated as

≅௦௦ܧ න ଓܴ̂ ௧௧݀ ܳ
 ೌೣ



(20)

where, ܴ௧௧ is the total internal resistance of the cell and includes contributions from

both the Ohmic and polarisation resistances. Therefore, Equation (19) can be re-written

as

≅ܧ න ( ைܸ − ଓܴ̂ ௧௧)݀ܳ
 ೌೣ



(21)

The cell’s thermodynamic energy ௧ܧ) ௗ௬ ) is the total area under the OCV

vs capacity plot (Figure 44). Compared to discharge capacity plots shown in Figure

38 this plot can be considered as theoretical zero C discharge. The OCV test

procedure is similar to the procedure outlined in Ref [156] and also has been

explained in Chapter 8 of this thesis. For this particular LiMn2O4 cell, the total area

in Figure 44 is 76.301 Wh. This thermodynamic energy is a little higher than the

energy for C/3 rate discharge (76.13 Wh, in Figure 43) as there is no Joule heating.
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Figure 44: OCV vs capacity of the cell. The shaded area represent maximum energy

can be stored within the cell.

As ଓƸ is average current (thus can be considered as constant), ଓƸ∫ ܴ௧௧݀ ܳ
 ೌೣ



represents the loss term ௦௦ܧ (Equation (20). Therefore, by calculating

∫ ܴ௧௧݀ ܳ
 ೌೣ


, the loss term for a given ଓƸ can be calculated. Thus, the total

resistance ܴ௧௧, needs to be measured over 0 – 100 % SoC (capacity range) . The total

resistance was calculated using the voltage response to a series of 10 second discharge

pulses across a State of Charge range (see Figure 45 (a)). The 10 second pulse duration

was used following the standard pulse power test protocol as outlined in Ref [25, 26,

102]. The gradient of the curves indicates the total resistance of the cell at the

corresponding SoC.
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Figure 45: Cell voltage versus 10 second pulse currents is shown in (a); the

gradients of the curves indicate the total resistance. Total resistance is then plotted as

a function of discharge capacity in (b).

In Figure 45 (b) the 0 Ah and 20.73 Ah points are extrapolated estimates as

completing charge-discharge pulses at these two extreme ends were not possible. In

the experimental set-up considered in this work, the loss term is expected to scale

linearly with cell current ଓƸbecause both the integration limits and the profile of

�ܴ ௧௧ሺܳ ሻare fixed (see Figure 45 (b)); that is, regardless of rate, the area under the

curve in Figure 45 (b) remains the same and therefore .௦௦≅0.079ଓƸܧ Equation

(21) can therefore be parameterised for the cell and written as

≅ܧ 76.301 − 0.079ଓ̂ (22)

which agreed with what was found experimentally as shown in Figure 46. In Figure

46 the total energy discharged from the cell is shown as a function of average

discharge current. Average discharge current is the average of the high discharge rate

used to discharge the cell from 100 - 20 % SoC and the C/3 discharge rate used to

discharge from 20 - 0 % SoC. It was found that doesܧ indeed scale linearly with

average discharge current. Moreover, while the first term in Equation (22)

௧ܧ) ௗ௬ ) matches the experimental results to within ~0.11 %, the second

term in Equation (22) fits the experimental results to within ~3.8 %. Although the
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gradient approximation varies by 3.8 % it is adequate to estimate the total energy of

the cell at high discharge rates with only a maximum 0.3 % variation (Figure 46),

which falls within the cell to cell variation and error limit of the cell cycler used for

this test.

Figure 46: Total discharge energy vs average test current; red is the model

approximation (Equation (22)) and blue is the experimental results. Error bars show

cell to cell variations and experimental error.

From the results presented in this section, it can be concluded that SoE is a more

appropriate measure of potential vehicle range than SoC for automotive applications.

The effect of the average discharge current rate on total energy has been

demonstrated for a continuous discharge, and this has been compared to theoretical

predictions. The relationship and the validation have been shown for the first time

here which has the potential to be implemented as part of a BMS. However, the

average of constant discharge currents were used to show that the energy capable of
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being extracted is dependent on short-term cycling history. It remains then to show

that an average current from a duty cycle has similar behaviour.

6.3.4 Validation

To show the validation of the relationship with a drive cycle, real-world driving

scenarios where currents vary according to power demand are employed. In

agreement with the arguments presented in Section 6.2, in the first case of the

Artemis Urban drive cycle which had an average current close to C/3 (8.36

Amperes), the resulting energy discharged falls on the linear fit (indicated by the first

green dot in Figure 47). In the second case where the Artemis Motorway drive cycle

was used for the first 80% of DoD followed by the Artemis Urban drive cycle for the

last 20%, the average current was 19.06 Amperes and the resulting energy

discharged is very close to the linear fit. In both of the cases green dots are within the

experimental error limits (error bars). In contrast, capacity in terms of Ah (indicated

by black markers in Figure 47) shows a minimal variation tending towards a rise in

capacity as compared to total energy discharged, which had a negative trend; hence,

employing capacity in the form of Amp-hours to calculate RDR leads to a worse

estimation of remaining energy and hence vehicle range.
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Figure 47: Validation results (green dots) for the two duty cycles. Black markers

show corresponding capacity (Ah), round dots for duty cycles and diamond for

continuous discharge (blue), red is for the model estimation.

This demonstrates that the method of total energy estimation described in this

chapter is valid for dynamic real-world duty cycles as well as for continuous

discharge cycles. The average current described above accounts for the average total

current, that is, charging and discharging, compared to simply a continuous

discharge current described earlier. The inclusion of dynamic charging and

discharging currents could explain why the two green dots representing performance

of the prediction for dynamic duty cycles are slightly different from the theoretical

prediction, although within error limits and still having good agreement.

6.3.5 Future potential application

Tracking changes in energy yield as a function of average current could be used as a

diagnostic and prognostic tool for battery SoH, see Figure 48. That is, as the battery

degrades one expects capacity fade (capacity loss leading to a lowering of driving
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range) and power fade (increase in impedance leading to a lower vehicular

efficiency). Capacity fade in Watt-hours can be derived by estimating ∫ ைܸ�݀ܳ
 ೌೣ



while power fade is fused into the slope ∫ ܴ௧௧݀ ܳ
 ೌೣ


of the ܧ vs ଓƸ curve.

As ageing proceeds the former is expected to fall while the latter is expected to rise,

changing the gradients of the vsܧ ଓƸplot (Figure 46). As the capacity in Amp-

hours vs ଓƸ plot does not provide similar relationship (Figure 47), the possible

estimation of SoH can only be done usingܧ�. However, this concept needs further

experimental work which will be covered in future research.

Figure 48: Illustrating how capacity fade and power fade of the traction battery can

lead to changes in the vs ଙ̂curve. The data points here are purely illustrative.

This has important consequences for a BMS and indicates that by controlling, or de-

rating, the discharge current, the BMS is able to more accurately predict the

remaining available range via energy/SoE. The linear relationship presented in

Figure 46 and Figure 47 needs to be developed using capacity test results. Therefore,

existing capacity tests need to be updated to reflect current de-rating and real world

driving behaviour for automotive application.
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6.4 Chapter conclusions

The capacity of the commercially available Li-ion cells has been investigated using

the standard capacity test procedure with different discharge rates. The change of

discharge capacity value with discharge rate agreed with previously published

results.

The standard capacity test results have been validated for two different driving

conditions, Artemis urban and Artemis motorway. In both cases, capacity was found

to be in close agreement with standard constant current capacity tests, considering

average current of the duty cycles are used.

The driving range of an EV is directly related to the energy in Watt-hours. In

contrast, the existing capacity test measures capacity in Amp-hours. Amp-hour is

then converted into driving range of an EV using various methodologies proposed in

the literature. In this chapter it has been shown that in contrast to the existing

measure of Amp-hour as SoC, SoE in the form of Watt-hours is more appropriate as

an analogue to the “fuel gauge” for EV range prediction. This new knowledge

suggests that a fundamental change (SoE instead of SoC) in BMS operation is

required to more accurately predict EV range.

It is well known that discharge capacity decreases with increased discharge rates.

Therefore, to maximise battery capacity a battery pack’s discharge current is usually

de-rated by the BMS as the SoC approaches zero, which is commonly used by

OEMs. In this chapter it has been shown that although through current de-rating the

otherwise inaccessible capacity can immediately be recovered, the short-term cycling
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history of a cell will dictate the driving range (total energy). Therefore, even though

the capacity was recovered by de-rating a 5C cycle to C/3 at 20% SoC, in

comparison to complete C/3 cycle, 7 % of energy in the 5C cycle was unrecoverable.

In Figure 46 and Figure 47 it was shown that the total useable electrical energy is

linearly related with the average current of the short-term cycling history. This

concept was validated with experimental results using constant current discharge.

The applicability of this relationship in real world driving has been shown for two

different duty cycles. It is evident that during a dynamic driving cycle, the energy

available (SoE) and therefore the remaining driving range is dependent on short-term

cycling history, which is not obvious with existing method (SoC).

Through further research, the relationship between short-term cycling history

(average current) and total energy could be employed to estimate degradation

(ageing) of power capability and a battery’s capacity in the form of Watt-hours (thus

the range) with vehicle usage. The new knowledge presented in this chapter will lead

to design of better performing capacity test for automotive application, improving

overall performance of EVs.
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7. Consideration of the relaxation phenomenon for the EIS test

technique

7.1 Chapter Introduction

This chapter aims to understand the effect of cell relaxation (the time taken for a cell

to stabilize after a charge or discharge) on the EIS response, and incorporate this

understanding into testing protocols which ensure repeatability and reproducibility of

the EIS measurements.

For on-board EIS measurement systems (incorporated as part of the BMS),

measurement time is a key requirement. However, fast measurement time implies

that the cells will be measured very shortly after cycling; relaxation phenomenon in

this time period is very important. In this case, a high number of data points on the

Nyquist plot cannot be achieved. On the other hand, the effect of relaxation over

longer durations is important for a laboratory environment, where a measurement is

usually performed after several minutes to several hours after charge/discharge. In

this case a higher number of data points are essential to perform meaningful

electrochemical analysis. Therefore, two different experimental procedures are

essential to investigate short-term and long-term effects of relaxation on EIS results.

As explained in Section 4.2, currently there is no standard way to integrate cell

relaxation into EIS testing.

The relaxation phenomenon of the cell could be different with varying SoC,

temperature, charge-discharge rate, affecting the EIS test results differently. This is

due to the change of electrochemical composition within the cell with SoC, change
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of number of ions involved with different charge-discharge rate and change of

kinetics of ion movement with temperature. Therefore, effect of SoC, temperature

and charge-discharge rate on relaxation requires to be investigated.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 7.2, the

experimental methods adopted for this study are presented. Subsequently, in Section

7.3 the analysis of results including discussion around their electrochemical

implications with reference to relevant published materials is presented. Finally,

Section 7.4 summarises the key findings.

7.2 Experimental method

Five commercially available Li-ion cells were used as part of this study. These cells

were selected based on their power and energy rating. Table 5 summarises the

chemistry, capacity and format of each cell.

Table 5: Cell details and associated RMS current used during EIS measurements.

Cell
number

Chemistry
Capacity

(Ah)
Format

Current amplitude
for EIS tests (Amp)

Cell type
Short

Duration
Long

Duration

1 NMC 40 Pouch 1.60 1.60 Power cell

2 LFP 20 Pouch 1.20 1.20 Power cell

3 NMC 2.2 Cylindrical 0.20 0.17 Energy cell

4 LTO 13 Pouch 1.00 1.00 Power cell

5 NMC 3.4 Cylindrical 0.23 0.25 Energy cell

In order to isolate the effects of cell relaxation, temperature and SoC were kept

constant for each test; tests were carried out at 25 °C and 50 % SoC. The temperature
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was selected as 25 °C to represent room temperature and measurements were carried

out within a thermally controlled environment set at 25 °C. The 50 % SoC was

selected to represent a mid SoC when both of the electrodes contain approximately

equal amount of cycle-able lithium. To precisely adjust the cell SoC to 50 %, the

cells were discharged at 1C rate to the manufacturer’s recommended cut-off voltage

at 25 °C using a commercial Li-ion cell cycler. The cells were subsequently allowed

to rest for 3 hours before being fully recharged according to the manufacturer’s

recommended charge protocol, constant current constant voltage (CC-CV). At the

end of charging, the cells were allowed to rest for 3 hours prior to being discharged

to 50 % SoC at 1C rate.

To study the short-term effect of relaxation, measurements were performed in

galvanostatic mode using a Solartron Modulab Xm system. For this study the applied

amplitude (RMS value) of the signal was dependent upon the cell type and is

summarised in Table 5. To accommodate this current rating a 2 Amp booster card

was used with the EIS system (Solartron Modulab EIS system). Impedance

measurements between 500 mHz and 10 kHz with 5 frequency points per decade

were taken. This frequency range and number of measurement points were selected

as a balance of test duration and number of measurement points; measurements at

lower frequency take longer duration (ܶ = 1ൗ݂ ). Also, measurement duration is

proportional to frequency points per decade. As explained earlier, higher number of

measurement points are essential but tests needs to be quicker to study fast change of

EIS with relaxation. In this setup a measurement will take around 10 seconds, which

is acceptable and provides enough data points for analysis. Recording of the EIS
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started as soon as the SoC adjustment was completed (i.e. immediately after the 1C

discharge to 50 % SoC), and every 20sec thereafter.

For the long duration relaxation tests, the applied amplitude (RMS value, without

any DC bias) of the signal was dependent upon the cell capacity and again is

summarised in Table 5. Impedance measurements between 100 mHz and 10 kHz

with 10 frequency points per decade were taken. This provides enough data points

for the electrochemical analysis with acceptable test duration (1 minute). Recording

of the EIS data started 10 min after the completion of SoC adjustment (i.e. after 10

min of the 1C discharge to 50 % SoC), and every 10 min thereafter for 15 hours

within the same thermally controlled environment set at 25 °C.

To study effect of SoC on relaxation, a long duration EIS test with a range of SoCs

has been performed on cell 1. Although both long duration and short duration EIS

tests are important, only long duration tests offer enough data points for

electrochemical analysis therefore only long duration test was selected for this

instance. In this case, the test was repeated at 100 %, 80 %, 20 % and 0 % SoC.

These SoCs were selected as being representative of high and low SoCs, in addition

to 50 % SoC. For 100 % SoC, as no discharge is required, the long duration EIS test

was started after charge.

To investigate temperature dependency of relaxation, a long duration EIS test has

been performed on cell 1 with varying temperature. Cells were discharged to 50 %

SoC at -5 °C, 10 °C and 40 °C and long duration EIS test carried out at same

temperatures. These temperatures are representative of low and high operating

temperatures of an EV.
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Subsequently, on the same cell, a long duration EIS test was carried out to

investigate effect of discharge rate on relaxation. Cells were discharged to 50 % SoC

at 25 °C with different discharge rate, prior to start of EIS tests. Instead of 1C

discharge current, 0.1C, 3C and 5C current were used as representative of low and

high discharge rate.

7.3 Results and discussion

7.3.1 Short duration relaxation test

The shape of the Nyquist plots at high frequency is similar to that often found in

literature (as per Figure 30). However, at low frequency cells 1, 2 and 4 show a

spiral shape (Figure 49 (a), (b) and (d)) which was not reported or explained in

previous related literature. The spiral shape in the Nyquist plot starts to shrink from

the second test done at 1min after SoC adjustment, and finally disappears 10min

after SoC adjustment when the EIS plot is similar to the Nyquist plots found in the

literature [62, 89, 113]. The change of shape of Nyquist plots from 1min to 10min

for cells 1, 2 and 4 happen at a different pace. Cell 3 and 5 (Figure 49 (c) and (e))

shows similar shape only for the very first test which was performed just after

discharge was stopped. Afterward the shape is similar to the Nyquist plots found in

the literature. To investigate the experimental setup as a probable cause of the shape,

the experiment has been repeated with different leads which connect EIS equipment

with the test cell, even different set of equipment; however, in all the instances

similar results were found. To attempt to explain these findings a deeper

understanding of the cell construction and operation is required.
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Figure 49: Nyquist plots of the cell from 0 – 10 min. Note that two different scales

have been used for figures (a), (b) and (d), and (c) and (e).

Depending on the application of the Li-ion battery, the electrode preparation may be

modified to ensure the cell meets the desired application requirements. Two of these

characteristics are porosity and tortuosity of the electrodes. The more porous the

electrodes, the greater the active electrode surface area will be in contact with the

electrolyte and therefore the higher its power density. Alternatively, the more

tortuous the electrode, the slower its electronic and ionic diffusion through the

electrode material and hence the lower its power density. These two characteristics
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are intrinsically connected as was reported by Thorat et al. [54]. The porosity of the

electrodes confers a capacitance to the electrodes when a potential difference is

applied to the cell; the electrodes therefore can be considered as a parallel plate

capacitor as described by the Helmholtz model. When the electrical load is removed

from the cell, the polarisation of the cell ceases and the electrodes are no longer

polarised, the adsorbed ions desorb from the electrode surface and the force of

repulsion between these ions becomes dominant. This drives the redistribution of the

ions until this repulsion force reaches a minimum. As these ions desorb and move

away from the electrode surface, the double layer capacitance decreases, which is

detected by EIS test. This decrease in double layer capacitance can occur in the order

of milliseconds to minutes depending on the cell type and electrode preparation

[157]. When it happens in the order of milliseconds it will not be detected by EIS

test results shown in Figure 49; however, if it happens in the order of minutes it will

be detected. Moreover, the particles in an electrode will have different concentration

of lithium. Particles with a high lithium concentration will give out their excess to a

particle with lower lithium concentration. This movement of lithium ions can be

opposing to the movement of ions explained earlier. There will be an electromotive

force generated by this movement which will create an inductive behaviour which

might have a low frequency response. Therefore, the results presented in Figure 49

have the deviation from pure capacitive behaviour at the low frequency end. This

behaviour is dominant for the first couple of minutes of relaxation period for cell 1, 2

and 4, and only for first measurement for cell 3 and 5. Cell 1, 2 and 4 are power cell,

hence it is likely that the electrodes are more porous compared to energy cells (cell 3

and 4) and have higher capacitance. Therefore, the repulsion force for the ions will

be higher and dominate longer for this group of cells, which might be the reason of
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the spiral shape shown in Figure 49 (a), (b) and (d), and spiral shape was not

pronounced in Figure 49 (c) and (e). However, this phenomenon needs further

investigation for a more detailed explanation, which is outlined in future work

(Chapter 9).

In addition to this, the ionic diffusion occurs during the redistribution of ions within

the electrolyte. This redistribution of ions causes the local concentration within the

electrolyte at the electrode surface to decrease until the overall concentration of the

electrolyte reaches equilibrium. As the concentration of ions at the electrode surface

decreases, when compared to that of the cell under polarisation, the total cell

capacitance decreases. Because this change in concentration gradient does not occur

instantaneously, but rather occurs over several minutes or hours, the total cell

capacitance decreases accordingly as a function of time. Therefore, this phenomenon

can be more pronounced and observed for long duration relaxation period (i.e.

beyond 10 min relaxation period).

Moreover, in Figure 50, the values of Ro for all cells at selected time intervals are

presented. For all 5 cells measured values of Ro fall within experimental error

bounds; therefore, can be considered as constant, regardless of relaxation time, cell

format, cell chemistry and cell type. This is expected due to the origin of Ro. As

mentioned in Section 3.3, Ro is a combination of the resistance arising from the

current collectors, separator and electrolyte. The electrolyte used in Li-ion cells has a

high salt concentration which ensures high electrolyte conductivity is maintained

throughout the life of the cell. In addition, the kinetics of corrosion reaction of

current collectors and/or parasitic electrolyte side reactions occur at a much slower
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rate in comparison to the length of the experiment or mostly occur when the cell is in

operation [49]. Therefore, the resistance component of the electrolyte, and that of the

current collectors, would remain unchanged for the experimental conditions. Since

Ro is also independent of double layer and electrolyte ionic concentration gradient

redistributions, Ro can be considered to be independent of cell relaxation time. This

theory is in good agreement with the data presented in Figure 50.

Figure 50: Ro with experimental error as error bar for all the Li-ion cells from 0 min

to 10 min. Note that two different scales of y-axis are used.

The variation of the Ro values between cells 1 to 5 arises from the differences in cell

characteristics. Although each cell has an NMC cathode, there are differences i.e. the

actual intrinsic active material resistance is different, electrode preparation, apparent

surface area and capacity (i.e. number of current collectors and electrode thickness)

and electrolyte mixture (i.e. solvent mixtures and additives). All of these cell

characteristics are the origin of Ro and, thus contributing to the observed variations.
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Results presented in this section suggest Ro does not change with relaxation period

between 0-10 minutes, therefore could be used as online measurement parameter.

However, Ro could not be used as an analogy of SoC as it is expected to have a very

low variation with SoC, but expected to change with temperature and age, therefore

could be used as an analogy of SoH. In contrast to Ro, total resistance RT and double

layer capacitance C will be inconsistent within 0-10 minutes after cycling. Therefore,

when RT and C are used as a fast on-line measurement parameter, they will produce

unreliable results, i.e. SoC and SoH. EIS has been considered for SoC and SoH

measurement [81, 82, 104], however, for the first time these results show the

possible discrepancy involved.

7.3.2 Long duration relaxation test

The shape of the Nyquist plots (blue plot in Figure 51) obtained for the cells in this

study is in accordance with similar Nyquist plots found in the literature [62, 89, 113].

The first EIS data recorded after 10 min of end of discharge to 50 % SoC is similar

to the last EIS data recorded after 10 min of SoC adjustment as part of short duration

relaxation test (Figure 49). The <1mΩ difference in Ro as shown in Figure 51 is

probably due to the calendar ageing happened between two tests. In actual testing the

long duration test was performed first then based on the equipment availability the

short duration tests were performed. In between cells were stored at 10 °C to

minimize calendar ageing, however the cell’s Ro has been increased due to ageing

mechanisms explained in Section 2.3.4. Moreover, the combined experimental error

involved with Ro in two test results shown in Figure 51 is close to 1 mΩ (Figure 50),

hence, the variation seen in Figure 51 is within measurement error. Therefore, the

small variation seen in Figure 51 could be purely due to measurement error.
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Figure 51: Typical Nyquist plot recorded within this study. Two measurement was

performed on same cell with two experimental setup.

To analyse, Nyquist plots can be fitted to an equivalent electrical circuit model. As

only one semicircle is present in the test result (the cells are new and therefore

minimum SEI, consequently no/very low 2nd semicircle) the equivalent circuit in

Figure 31 can be amended for this study, as given in Figure 52.

Figure 52: Typical Randles equivalent circuit model showing an inductor (L1), the

pure ohmic resistance (Ro), charge transfer resistance (RCT), double layer capacitance

(Cdl) and the short finite length Warburg impedance (WS1).

Following the SoC adjustment described in Section 7.2, impedance measurements on

the cells were carried out after a defined relaxation period; which ranged from 10

minutes to 15 hours. Figure 53 shows the EIS spectra of all the cell types considered
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in this study. Impedance was found to be changing for all the cells tested. Cell 1, 2

and 4 has very low impedance, which is lowest for cell 4, reflecting their type of cell

(power cell). Compared to other cells, cell 5 has a much flattened semicircle, which

indicates the capacitance had large deviation from ideal operation, and will be

reflected in CPE value of the Randles equivalent circuit. These measurements were

performed with a low frequency of 100 mHz, therefore based on previously

published research [62, 89] it is almost certain that the semicircle visible is Figure 53

attributes to the double-layer capacitance and charge transfer resistance. As the cells

were new, SEI layer thickness was deemed to be the lowest possible [43, 52],

therefore the semicircle might not be visible separately. The research presented

within [62, 158] studies similar cells using EIS at low frequency. This also did not

find the presence of a second semicircle at lower frequency and thus attributed the

semicircle to the double-layer capacitance and charge transfer resistance.
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Figure 53: EIS spectra of several Li-ion cells at different relaxation time ranging

from 10 min to 900 min after SoC adjustment. Note that different scales have been

used for figures (a), (b) and (d), and (c) and (e).

Moreover, in Figure 54, the values of Ro for all cells at selected time intervals are

presented following the similar fashion as in Figure 50. This result (Figure 54) is in

good agreement with the theory explained in Section 7.3.1 and the data presented in

Figure 50, where it is shown that for a given cell all measured values of Ro fall

within experimental error bounds, regardless of relaxation time, cell format, cell

chemistry and cell type.
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Figure 54: Ro with experimental error as error bar for all the Li-ion cells at selected

time intervals. Note that different scales of y-axis are used.

Instead of fitting the Nyquist plots with the equivalent circuit (as given in Figure 52)

the total cell capacitance can be estimated from the frequency at the peak of the

semi-circle (fmax) observed for all cells and using Equation (23). In this method

instead of calculating the CPE value, as shown in Figure 52, pure capacitance is

calculated. To study the effect of relaxation, both pure capacitance and CPE can be

used. Because of the simplicity of the parameter extraction, pure capacitance values

were used in this study. This capacitance measured using Equation (23) represent the

pure capacitance part of the CPE used in the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 52.

The capacitance was calculated for the cells at relaxation periods presented in Figure

53 along with the error. When the electrical load is removed from the cell, the

polarisation of the cell ceases and as a result, the cell capacitance decreases. The cell

capacitance decreases exponentially as shown in Figure 55. The rate of change of
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capacitance depends on the construction of the cell as explained in Section 7.3.1, and

therefore will be different for cells 1 to 5. The change of cell capacitance for the cell

1 to 5 is documented in Table 6 along with measurement error. The capacitance

decreases for all cells, reflecting the results presented in Figure 53. From Figure 55

and Table 6, it can be seen that after a relaxation time greater than 240 min, the value

of the cell capacitance no longer significantly changes and remains within the

experimental error bounds.

ܥ =
1

(்ܴ − ܴ) × 2 × ߨ × ݂ ௫

(23)

Figure 55: Typical plot of capacitance for Li-ion cell (Cell 1) as a function of

relaxation time (Experimental error is shown as error bar).
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Table 6: Capacitance with experimental error of Li-ion cells as a function of

relaxation time.

Relaxation
time / min

Capacitance
for cell 1 (F)

Capacitance
for cell 2 (F)

Capacitance for
cell 3 (F)

Capacitance
for cell 4 (F)

Capacitance for
cell 5 (F)

10 8.01 ± 0.20 5.203 ± 0.13 0.126 ± 0.003 26.67 ± 0.67 0.162 ± 0.004

20 7.54 ± 0.19 5.056 ± 0.13 0.120 ± 0.003 25.19 ± 0.63 0.147 ± 0.004

30 7.25 ± 0.18 4.996 ± 0.12 0.118 ± 0.003 25.06 ± 0.63 0.143 ± 0.004

40 7.06 ± 0.18 4.987 ± 0.12 0.117 ± 0.003 24.76 ± 0.62 0.141 ± 0.004

50 6.97 ± 0.17 4.939 ± 0.12 0.117 ± 0.003 24.43 ± 0.61 0.139 ± 0.003

60 6.91 ± 0.17 4.904 ± 0.12 0.116 ± 0.003 24.01 ± 0.60 0.138 ± 0.003

120 6.72 ± 0.17 4.836 ± 0.12 0.114 ± 0.003 23.93 ± 0.60 0.133 ± 0.003

180 6.66 ± 0.17 4.775 ± 0.12 0.112 ± 0.003 23.59 ± 0.59 0.131 ± 0.003

240 6.58 ± 0.16 4.745 ± 0.12 0.111 ± 0.003 23.32 ± 0.58 0.130 ± 0.003

300 6.50 ± 0.16 4.715 ± 0.12 0.110 ± 0.003 23.09 ± 0.58 0.129 ± 0.003

360 6.49 ± 0.16 4.683 ± 0.12 0.110 ± 0.003 23.16 ± 0.58 0.128 ± 0.003

600 6.31 ± 0.16 4.610 ± 0.12 0.108 ± 0.003 22.83 ± 0.57 0.125 ± 0.003

900 6.23 ± 0.16 4.567 ± 0.11 0.107 ± 0.003 22.56 ± 0.56 0.124 ± 0.003

In accordance with capacitance, RT should follow a similar pattern but in the

opposite direction i.e. RT increases as relaxation time increases. Figure 56 confirms

the logarithmic relationship of RT vs relaxation and the RT values at the similar

relaxation time of other cells tested are shown in Table 7.
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Figure 56: Typical plot of RT for Li-ion cell (Cell 1) as a function of relaxation time

(Experimental error is shown as an error bar).

Table 7: RT with experimental error of Li-ion cells as a function of relaxation time.

Relaxation

time / min

RT for cell 1

(mΩ) 

RT for cell 2

(mΩ) 

RT for cell 3

(mΩ) 

RT for cell 4

(mΩ) 

RT for cell 5

(mΩ) 

10 1.48 ± 0.02 1.55 ± 0.02 62.59 ± 0.84 1.20 ± 0.02 48.55 ± 0.66

20 1.52 ± 0.02 1.58 ± 0.02 63.28 ± 0.85 1.21 ± 0.02 49.86 ± 0.67

30 1.54 ± 0.02 1.59 ± 0.02 63.50 ± 0.86 1.22 ± 0.02 50.31 ± 0.68

40 1.56 ± 0.02 1.59 ± 0.02 63.65 ± 0.86 1.22 ± 0.02 50.54 ± 0.68

50 1.56 ± 0.02 1.60 ± 0.02 63.68 ± 0.86 1.22 ± 0.02 50.74 ± 0.69

60 1.57 ± 0.02 1.61 ± 0.02 63.83 ± 0.86 1.23 ± 0.02 50.87 ± 0.69

120 1.59 ± 0.02 1.62 ± 0.02 64.08 ± 0.86 1.23 ± 0.02 51.42 ± 0.70

180 1.60 ± 0.02 1.63 ± 0.02 64.27 ± 0.87 1.24 ± 0.02 51.69 ± 0.70

240 1.60 ± 0.02 1.64 ± 0.02 64.40 ± 0.87 1.24 ± 0.02 51.87 ± 0.70

300 1.61 ± 0.02 1.64 ± 0.02 64.49 ± 0.87 1.24 ± 0.02 52.00 ± 0.70

360 1.61 ± 0.02 1.65 ± 0.02 64.60 ± 0.87 1.24 ± 0.02 52.10 ± 0.70

600 1.63 ± 0.02 1.66 ± 0.02 64.83 ± 0.87 1.25 ± 0.02 52.39 ± 0.70

900 1.64 ± 0.02 1.67 ± 0.02 65.05 ± 0.87 1.25 ± 0.02 52.69 ± 0.71

The changes exhibited by these parameters are linked to the ionic diffusion occurring

during the redistribution of ions within the electrolyte during the relaxation period as

explained in Section 7.3.1. To recap, as the concentration of ions at the electrode

surface decreases, when compared to that of the cell under polarisation, the total cell
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capacitance decreases. Because this change in concentration gradient does not occur

instantaneously, but rather occurs over several minutes to hours, the total cell

capacitance decreases accordingly as a function of time. These phenomena can be

observed in Figure 55 and Figure 56.

Similarly, during the relaxation period, solid state diffusion will occur within the

bulk of the particles. This will lead to a rearrangement of the Li atoms within the

materials and hence modify their respective electronic properties; thus varying the

charge transfer resistance which is reflected in the change observed for RT.

Figure 57 shows the capacitance value of cell 5 from 0 min to 15 hr of relaxation

period. First 0 min to 10 min capacitance was calculated from results shown in

Figure 49 (e) and 10 min to 15 hr capacitance was calculated from results shown in

Figure 53 (e). Capacitance values at 10min of relaxation recorded by both tests agree

with each other. Capacitance decreases linearly from the first 10 mins, then follows a

logarithmic relationship. This analysis supports the existence of two different

dominating mechanisms as discussed in Section 7.3.1 (repulsion force of ions just

after removing load and ionic diffusion in longer duration). Due the ionic diffusion

within the electrolyte in longer period (in hours) the local concentration of ions at the

electrode-electrolyte interface decrease until the overall concentration reach

equilibrium. As the concentration of ions at the interface decrease, the double-layer

capacitance decreases. Therefore, the total cell capacitance decreases as a function of

time.
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Both high power and high energy cells were used as part of this study and both type

of cells exhibited similar behaviour with respect to the relaxation time prior to

performing an EIS measurement. From the presented results, a period of 4 hours

prior to performing EIS measurement would ensure that the variation in Ro, RT and

cell capacitance falls within the experimental error regardless of cell type and

chemistry.

Figure 57: Change of capacitance of cell 5 from 0 min to 15 hr of relaxation period.

Blue part was recorded by the short duration relaxation test and red part was

recorded by long duration relaxation test.

As discussed earlier in this chapter and in Section 4.2, previously there was no

standard way to allow a relaxation period prior to an EIS test. Here in this research, it

has been shown that EIS test results varies with relaxation period from minutes to

hours, and the electrochemical mechanisms responsible have been discussed. This

new knowledge invalidates any comparison with previously published EIS results

and any comparison made previously when there was no control over relaxation
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period and has clear implication in improvement of accuracy and consistency of EIS

tests in future.

7.3.3 SoC dependence of relaxation

As explained in experimental details in Section 7.2, to study SoC dependence of

relaxation, a long duration EIS test has been performed at 100 %, 80 %, 20 % and 0

% SoC on cell 1. Figure 58 shows the test results along with the result at 50 % SoC

(presented in Figure 53 (a)). Compared to 50 % SoC, the spread of the Nyquist plots

do not change a lot at 100 % SoC, 80 % SoC and at 20 % SoC. At 0 % SoC, results

are not showing a clear semicircle (which is in accordance to previously published

results [109]); however, it can be noticed that relaxation has highest spread in result.
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Figure 58: EIS spectra of cells 1 at (a) 0 % SoC, (b) 20 % SoC, (c) 50 % SoC, (d) 80

% SoC and (e) 100 % SoC. Relaxation time ranging from 10 min to 900 min after

SoC adjustment.

With reduction of SoC thus proportion of cycle-able lithium at the cathode will be

increasing, slowing down further lithium diffusion into the electrode (solid state

diffusion) which will be slowest at 0 % SoC. However, with change of SoC a little

change in ionic redistribution in the electrolyte is expected. Therefore, increase of

relaxation with reduction of SoC is low. At 100 % SoC there is an additional source

which reduced relaxation further, which is due to charging protocol used for the test.
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To adjust to 100 % SoC the cell was charged only with manufacturer recommended

procedure; there was no discharge step. Manufacturer recommended charge

procedure (i.e. CC-CV) included a constant voltage part toward the end of charging

when lower current is used to charge. Hence, the lithium gets a longer period to

diffuse into the electrode, minimizing influence on relaxation of impedance. The

change in shape of Nyquist plots at different SoC is due to change in the

electrochemical composition of the electrodes and has been explained previously

[62, 81, 105, 113].

The results reported here demonstrate that the relaxation of the cell is independent of

SoC excluding extreme end of SoC (~100 % and ~0 % SoC), although impedance

will vary with SoC. This has clear implication in the use of EIS test. Previously, EIS

tests at different SoCs were performed by researchers [62, 86, 104, 109], the findings

of this study shows the requirement of same relaxation period prior to EIS

measurement for direct comparison.

7.3.4 Discharge current rate dependency

To investigate the influence of discharge current on relaxation, long duration tests

have been performed on cell 1 with 0.1C, 3C and 5C discharge current to adjust to

50 % SoC at 25 °C. The results are presented in Figure 59 along with the 1C results

presented in Figure 53 (a).
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Figure 59: EIS spectra of cell 1 at relaxation time ranging from 10 min to 900 min

after 50 % SoC adjustment with (a) C/10, (b) 1C, (c) 3C and (d) 5C discharge

current.

Figure 59 (a) shows that the impedance after 10 min was close to the impedance

after 4 hr and therefore minimum relaxation happened. On the other hand Figure 59

(d) shows impedance was lowest after 10 min among Figure 59 (a)-(d), which

relaxed by the highest amount to reach equilibrium after 4 hours. Also, the Ro which

was found to be constant for this cell up until now shows a small increase from 10

min to 20 min results at 3C test and 10 min to 40 min results at 5C test, after that

become constant. The change of Ro with discharge rate has been presented in Table

8. After 40 min of relaxation Ro value become the same for all the discharge rates,

while it was minimum at 5C after 10 min of relaxation. This reduction of Ro could be

due to temperature rise involved with discharge at higher C rates (3C and 5C) [55,

89].
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Table 8: Change of Ro as a function of relaxation period at different C rate.

Relaxation
time / min

0.1C
Ro (mΩ) 

1C
Ro (mΩ) 

3C
Ro (mΩ) 

5C
Ro (mΩ) 

10 1.00 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02 0.97 ± 0.02 0.92 ± 0.02

20 1.01 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02 0.99 ± 0.02 0.97 ± 0.02

30 1.01 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02 1.00 ± 0.02 0.99 ± 0.02

40 1.01 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02

50 1.01 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02

60 1.00 ± 0.02 1.03 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02

120 1.01 ± 0.02 1.03 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02

180 1.00 ± 0.02 1.03 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02

240 1.01 ± 0.02 1.03 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02

At different C rates discharge the ion concentration at the electrode-electrolyte

interface is different. Therefore, different amount of ions are re-distributed in the

electrode when discharge is stopped; the number of ions increases with current rate.

Therefore, relaxation of impedance will be small with lowest current and highest

with highest current. However, impedance will be same after adequate relaxation

period e.g. 4 hours. Results presented in Figure 59 are in accordance with this theory

and has been shown here for first time.

Moreover, internal heat generation (joule heating) increases with increased current.

Even though the test was carried out within a temperature controlled environment

this extra heat will increase the internal temperature of the cell. The average

temperature rise on cell surface at the end of discharge to 50 % SoC (at 25 °C) could

be up to 3 °C with 1C discharge, 8 °C with 3C discharge and 15 °C with 5C

discharge current. The higher the amount of heat generation (so the surface

temperature), the longer it will take for the cell to return set temperature i.e. 5C will
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take longer than 3C discharge. Pure ohmic resistance of the cell Ro is dependent on

the temperature [89]. Therefore the variation of Ro has been seen in Figure 59 (c) and

(d), which was higher and longer for 5C discharge (Figure 59 (d)).

The results presented here show that relaxation affects impedance by a larger amount

for a higher discharge rate. However, effect of relaxation is present even with the use

of C/10 discharge current to adjust 50 % SoC. Therefore, the requirement of

minimum relaxation period cannot be fully compensated with reducing discharge

rate. Also, the EIS test commonly used along with other characterisation tests like

pulse power test which use very high charge-discharge current. Therefore, when EIS

is done after a high current charge-discharge event, much more attention needs to be

paid for selection of the relaxation period.

7.3.5 Temperature dependency

To investigate the change of relaxation with temperature, long duration EIS tests

were performed at -5 °C, 10 °C and 40 °C after adjusting 50 % SoC with 1C

discharge current. Results are shown in Figure 60, which shows at -5 °C the cells

impedance changes most with relaxation time, and there is minimal change at 40 °C.
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Figure 60: EIS spectra of cells 1 at 50 % SoC at (a) -5 °C, (b) 10 °C, (c) 25 °C and

(d) 40 °C. Note that different scales are used in (a) and (b).

In Figure 60 (a) the semicircles are not complete and RT could not be measured; this

is due to the fact that at low temperature RT occurs at much lower frequency than

100 mHz. The change of impedance after 4 hours among Figure 60 (a) to (d) is due

to temperature variation, which has been well understood by other researchers [62,

80, 88, 89, 92, 93, 111, 112]. However, relaxation was faster at higher temperature

(narrow spread in Figure 60 (d)) and slower at lower temperature (wide spread in

Figure 60 (a)). At the lowest temperature studied (-5 °C) the impedance continue to

change even after 4 hour to 15 hour of relaxation period, indicating further research

is required at lower temperatures to fully understand the relaxation phenomena.

One of the consequences of lowering temperature is ionic re-distribution and solid

state diffusion slow down at low temperature. Therefore it is expected that relaxation
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will not follow similar path at all temperature, explaining different spread in Figure

60 (a) to (d).

The results reported here make it evident that although change in impedance with

temperature is well known to the scientific community, the change could be

influenced by the relaxation period which is more pronounced at lower temperature.

7.4 Chapter Conclusion

In this chapter, the variation of cell impedance as a function of relaxation period

after applying an electrical load has been investigated for five different commercially

available Li-ion cells. Short and long duration effects of relaxation have been

investigated with two different experimental procedures. Also, the disparities of

relaxation with different SoC, discharge rate and temperature have been investigated.

It was concluded that the pure ohmic resistance Ro of the cell was independent of the

relaxation processes occurring within the cell for both short duration and long

duration tests and at all SoC, discharge rate and temperature. This phenomenon has

been explained from the origin of Ro in the cell. Therefore, Ro could be used for

direct comparison irrespective of the relaxation period used for the test.

For short duration tests, RT and cell capacitance C were found to be inconsistent

within 0-10 minute of relaxation. Therefore, when RT and C are used as a fast on-line

measurement parameter, they will produce unreliable results, which could affect SoC

and SoH estimation. This new knowledge shows the possible discrepancy of SoC
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and SoH measurement via EIS test done by EIS measurement system integrated as

part of BMS, which have been proposed by researchers previously.

From the long duration relaxation tests, it was established that the maximum change

of RT and cell capacitance occurred within the first 4 hours of the relaxation period

(i.e. 4 hours after removal of the electrical load). The root causes of these changes

have been discussed from an electrochemical point of view; ionic redistribution and

diffusion within the electrolyte and solid state diffusion of lithium atoms within the

bulk of the materials are the main sources of impedance change during the longer

relaxation period.

From the additional test results at different SoC a little change of relaxation

behaviour was found. This is because of the electrochemical mechanisms responsible

for relaxation remains unchanged with SoC except extreme end of SoC (~100 % and

~0 % SoC).

The increased number of ions involved at higher charge-discharge rate and reduction

of diffusion kinetics are identified as the main reasons for higher relaxation of

impedance when discharged with high C rate.

With reduction of test temperature relaxation found to be more pronounced. This is

due to the fact that ionic re-distribution and solid state diffusion slow down at low

temperature.
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These new knowledge can provide a guideline for both academic and industrial

researchers using EIS as a research and/or diagnostic tool, demonstrating that

comparative results can be obtained if a standardised relaxation time is adopted

between removal of an electrical load and EIS measurement. To ensure

reproducibility and repeatability (i.e. to ensure variation in Ro, RT and cell

capacitance falls within acceptable experimental error), whilst keeping experimental

time manageable a minimum relaxation time of 4 hours should be allowed prior to

performing an EIS measurement.
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8. OCV and OCV hysteresis testing of Li-ion cells

8.1 Chapter introduction

8.1.1 OCV characterisation

The first step toward developing a robust hysteresis test technique and investigating

hysteresis is to have an accurate OCV measurement technique. Since the OCV-SoC

relation is typically determined empirically it is important that the experiment and

subsequent calibration are performed with care.

Usually the SoC is determined via Coulomb counting for which an initial SoC is

required. However, the actual capacity of the battery might vary depending on the

test technique. Therefore, an error could be embedded into empirically determined

SoC, complicating investigation of OCV with the use of SoC. For instance, diffusion

limitations are reduced when the cell is charge/discharged incrementally, therefore, it

is expected charge/discharge capacity will be different with step size, even at the

same temperature and discharge rate. Although the cell is allowed to discharge until

ܸ  is reached, assumption of cell has reach 0 % SoC will be incorrect, leading to

an erroneous conclusion that OCV-SoC relationship varies with step size. Therefore,

use of charge (ܳ) or discharge (ܳௗ) capacity instead of SoC while investigating

OCV can address the issue with capacity variation at different temperature, rate and

relaxation period.

Furthermore, recently researchers reported change of OCV with charge-discharge

rate [124] and no change with temperature [117]. Both are in contrast to the theory

explained in Section 2.3 and Equation (6). Therefore, these two relationships have
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been investigated further as part of this thesis using proposed OCV test

methodology. Later in this chapter, in Section 8.2.1, the experimental method used

as part of this research to investigate the influence of discharge/charge step size,

temperature and charge/discharge current rate on ܥܱ ୡܸ and ୢܸܥܱ characteristic are

shown. Subsequently, results are shown in Section 8.3.1.

8.1.2 OCV hysteresis

An incorrect initial SoC value can offset the charge and discharge OCV-SoC curves

and incorrectly indicate that hysteresis is present. Therefore, while studying

hysteresis it is preferable to use either charge (ܳ), discharge (ܳௗ) or remaining

capacity ܳ as shown in Equations (16), (17) and (18).

The offset between ܥܱ ୡܸ and ୢܸܥܱ as explained in Section 4.3 can be eliminated by

ensuring that the ܥܱ ୡܸ test characterisation is performed directly after a OCVୢ

characterisation. By doing so, the state of the cell for the start of the ܥܱ ୡܸ procedure,

will be the same as when the ୢܸܥܱ ended; eliminating any apparent offset and

allowing the true hysteretic magnitude to be assessed. This procedure has been

adapted in this thesis to investigate hysteresis. Furthermore, as the cell is first

incrementally discharged and then incrementally charged, the OCVs for hysteresis

assessment can be plotted against the extracted capacity ܳ which is defined as:

ܳ(ݐ) = ܳ(0) + න ݐ݀(ݐ)ܫ
௧



(ݐ)ܫ > 0 Discharge

(ݐ)ܫ < 0 Charge

(24)
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The advantage of using ܳ over ܳ for the hysteresis assessment plot is that the

initial extracted capacity ܳ(0) can be assumed zero when the cell is fully charged;

while the initial remaining capacity value ܳ(0) might not be known for a fully

charged cell. The total capacity extracted during the incremental discharge procedure

(ܳ, ௫) can be used as the cell capacity in subsequent analysis. Note that dividing

Equations (18) and (24) by ܳ, ௫ gives the corresponding SoC,(ݐ)ݖ� of the cell.

(ݐ)ݖ =
ܳ(0)

ܳ, ௫
−

1

ܳ, ௫
න ݐ݀(ݐ)ܫ
௧



(ݐ)ܫ > 0 Discharge

(ݐ)ܫ < 0 Charge

(25)

Moreover, in general, OCV hysteresis is not expected to be different with current

rate if an adequate relaxation period is applied and the current is within the

maximum limit of the cell. However, it has been reported previously that hysteresis

increases with reduced current rate [124], although the electrochemical explanation

of the origin of the difference reported was not provided. Furthermore, any change of

hysteresis with temperature has not been reported in literature. Therefore, further

investigation of hysteresis with charge-discharge rate and temperature was

completed as part of this thesis. Section 8.2.2, illustrates the experimental method

used to investigate hysteresis of different chemistry cells and changes with

temperature and charge-discharge rate.
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8.1.2.1 Introduction of OCV hysteresis into BMS

To provide an example of the improvement of BMS performance by better OCV

estimation when accurate hysteresis data is incorporated, a dynamic hysteresis model

has been developed which was originally proposed by G. L. Plett [119]. As shown in

Figure 21, an ECM consists of an ideal voltage source (the OCV) that is a function

of SoC. A monotonic static function or a piecewise linear interpolation function,

relating the OCV to the cell SoC can be used if the empirically determined charge

and discharge OCVs yield negligible hysteresis (in the order of a few millivolts, as

many commercially available cell cyclers record to the nearest millivolt).

In the presence of hysteresis, a single static function will not suffice. A model

capable of transitioning between the charge and discharge OCV curve is required. A

possible approach is to introduce a hysteresis state variable ℎ which is added or

subtracted from the average of the charge and discharge OCVs where the average

OCV is .തതതതതതܸܥܱ

(ݖ)ܸܥܱ = (ݖ)തതതതതതܸܥܱ + ℎ (26)

The hysteresis state variable ℎ is obtained as a solution to the differential equation

given in Equation (27).

݀ℎ

ݖ݀
= (ݖ)ܪ)ܭ − ℎ(ݖ))

(27)

Here, (ݖ)ܪ is the difference between the charge/discharge OCV and the mean OCV,

ܪ� = ܥܱ ܸ− തതതതതതܸܥܱ or ܪ� = −തതതതതതܸܥܱ �ܱ ܥ ௗܸ and is positive when charging and

negative when discharging. In Equation (27) ܭ determines the rate at which the

hysteresis state ℎ(ݖ) reaches(ݖ)ܪ�. To simulate the ECM the hysteresis state variable
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should however be solved as a function of time, as such the left and right side of

Equation (27) is multiplied by�݀ݖ ⁄ݐ݀ = ܫ ܳ⁄ . To ensure stability of the resulting

Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) the coefficient of ℎ should remain negative

and therefore the modulus of ܫ ܳ⁄ is used, resulting in the following expression:

݀ℎ

ݐ݀
= ܭ ฬ

ܫ

ܳ
ฬ((ݖ)ܪ − ℎ(ݐ))

(28)

Finally for simulation purposes the first order ODE in Equation (28) can be written

in a standard discrete time (denoted by subscript�݅ ) form as follows:

ℎାଵ = ℎ݁
ቀି ฬ

ூ
ொ

ฬ∆௧ቁ
+ ቆ1 − ݁

ቀି ฬ
ூ
ொ

ฬ∆௧ቁ
ቇܪ(ݖ) ݅= 0, 1, …

(29)

To simulate Equation (29) the initial hysteretic state ℎ, (ݖ)ܪ as a function of SoC

and the transition rate ܭ are required. The initial condition ℎ can be set to zero

when the charge/discharge history of the cell is unknown and (ݖ)ܪ can be

determined empirically (from OCV test results). A higher ܭ value implies faster

transition between charge-discharge OCV curves. To determine and validate the

transition rateܭ�, OCV values occurring in-between the charge and discharge OCV

characteristic curves are required. However, as an example a mid-range value of ܭ =

50 will be used in this thesis.

The following Sections detail the experimental procedures to evaluate the influence

of discharge/charge step size on ܥܱ ୡܸ and ୢܸܥܱ characteristics and the

characterisation of the hysteresis function (ݖ)ܪ required for hysteresis modelling.
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In Section 8.2, the experimental method used as part of this research is detailed.

Subsequently, results of the influence of discharge/charge step size, temperature and

charge/discharge current rate on ܥܱ ୡܸ and ୢܸܥܱ characteristic are shown (Section

8.3.1). The hysteresis assessments of the cells are shown in Section 8.3.2. Section

8.3.3 presents the results, analysis of the results and their implications to the model.

Finally, the key findings are summarised in Section 8.4.

8.2 Experimental method

Experimental studies were performed on four different types of commercially

available Li-ion cells. The chemistry, rated capacity and format of each cell included

in this study are listed in Table 9. These cells were unused, having spent ~1 year in

storage at 10 ± 3 °C after delivery, therefore can be considered as new. The number

of cells tested varied depending on the availability of test equipment; however, a

minimum 5 cells were used to get the cell to cell variation.

Table 9: Cell details

Cell

Type
Chemistry

Rated

Capacity

(Ah)

Nominal

Voltage

(V)

Maximum

C rate

(10 Sec)

Format

Number

of cells

tested

1 NMC 40 3.7 8C Pouch 5

2 LFP 20 3.2 15C Pouch 6

3 NMC 2.2 3.6 2C Cylindrical 8

4
NMC -

LTO
13.4 2.6 15C Pouch 8
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8.2.1 Discharge & charge OCV characterisation procedure

8.2.1.1 OCV with different step size test procedure

OCV tests were conducted inside a temperature controlled chamber set at 25 °C and

the charging and discharging of the cells was done via a commercial battery cycler.

For the discharge OCV test ܥܱ) ௗܸ) the cells were initially fully charged via a CC-

CV procedure using a 1C current and C/20 cut-off current. After the full charge, cells

were allowed to rest for 4 hours and the initial ܥܱ ௗܸ measurement was recorded. The

cells were then gradually discharged in 4 % of rated capacity steps using a 1C

discharge current until the lower cut-off voltage was reached. After every discharge

step, a 4 hour rest period was applied for cell relaxation and the ܥܱ ୡܸ/ܱୢܸܥ was

recorded. This process is shown in a flowchart in Figure 61 (a). The length of the rest

period is important; a shorter rest interval would not have allowed the battery to

reach equilibrium and the recorded OCV at a particular discharge capacity can

deviate. The relaxation time should depend on the SoC increment, for example in

[115], 6 minutes, 24 minutes and 2 hour rest intervals were used for SoC increments

of 0.5 %, 1 % and 5 % respectively. In the procedure described here the incremental

OCV method is used with a maximum rest period of 4 hours to estimate the cell

OCV. Even after a rest period of 4 hours the cell voltage may not have reached a

thermodynamic equilibrium; however, it has been shown in Chapter 7 of this thesis

that after 4 hours the electrochemical changes within the cell are negligible.
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Discharge the cell to Vmin
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End
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Is Vcell ≥  Vmax ?

Hold voltage at Vmax

No
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Figure 61: Flowchart for (a) discharge OCV and (b) charge OCV; value of x is 4%,

10%, 25%, 50% and 100%.

The smaller the step size the higher the number of OCVୢ points (higher resolution)

can be obtained; however, the longer the total test period. The 4 % step size was

selected as a trade-off between test duration and resolution of OCV curve. Following

a similar procedure the OCVୢ tests were also repeated in steps of 10%, 25%, 50% and

100% of rated capacity to study capacity variation with step size and validate the

relationship between OCV and discharge capacity as explained in Section 4.3.
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For the charge OCV ( OCVୡ) characterisation, the cells were discharged with a 1C

constant current until the cells reached the cut-off voltage. The initial OCVୡ value

was recorded after a 4 hour rest period and the cells were then gradually charged in

steps of 4%, 10%, 25%, 50% and 100% of the rated capacity using a 1C current; a 4

hour rest period was again applied after each step and the OCV was recorded at the

end of rest period. As Li-ion cells are normally charged using a CC-CV procedure,

when the cells reached ܸ ௫ the voltage was held until the current dropped below

C/20. The flowchart of the OCVୡ test procedure is shown in Figure 61(b).

8.2.1.2 OCV test procedure at different temperature and charge/discharge

rate

To investigate the temperature dependency, OCV tests with 4 % step size were

repeated on the LFP cells (cell 2 in Table 9) at 0 °C and 40 °C. Subsequently, on the

same cells charge/discharge OCV tests with 4 % step size were repeated with 0.2C

and 3C charge/discharge current at 25 °C to access charge/discharge rate

dependency. For both instances cells were initially fully charged at 25 °C via a CC-

CV procedure using a 1C current and C/20 cut-off current.

8.2.2 Proposed OCV Hysteresis Test Procedure

The proposed test procedure to characterise the level of hysteresis, starts by fully

charging the cells using CC-CV method. The cells are then discharged in steps of 4%

of the rated capacity with a 1C current and a 4 hour rest after each step discharge

until the cut-off voltage ܸ  is reached. The cells are then charged in steps of 4%
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with a 1C current and 4 hour rest period after each charge step. When the cell

reaches its maximum cut-off ܸ ௫ the cell is held in CV mode until the current

reduces to less than C/20, and the test procedure ends. The flowchart of OCV

hysteresis test is shown in

Figure 62.

Following the similar procedure hysteresis of the LFP cells were recorded at 0 °C

and 40 °C; and at 25 °C with 0.2 C and 3 C charge/discharge current to investigate

change of hysteresis with temperature and charge/discharge current.

Rest for 4 hours
Record RV

Charge 4% of rated
capacity

Hold voltage at Vmax

Is Vcell ≥  Vmax ?

End

Yes

No

Full Charge (CC-
CV) the cell

Rest for 4 hour
Record OCV

Discharge by 4% of
rated capacity

Is Vcell ≤ Vmin ?

Start

Yes

No

Is Icharge < C/20 ?
Rest for 4 hours

Record OCV

YesNo

Figure 62: Flowchart for OCV hysteresis characterisation. Compared to Figure 61,

OCVc test process starts just after ܥܱ ௗܸ test process.
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8.3 Results and discussion

8.3.1 Charge and discharge OCV characteristics

8.3.1.1 Capacity variation with different step size

From the OCV test results with different step size, an increase in total discharge

capacity with the decrease in discharge step size was observed. The variation of

capacity with step size for all 4 types of cells is shown in Table 10. The capacities

shown are the average over the number of cells and the error values represent the 95

% confidence intervals which include cell to cell variation and measurement error.

From Table 10, it can be seen that there is capacity reduction of 5.0 % for Cell 1 and

4.1 % for Cell 4 when the cells are discharged continuously at the same C-rate in

contrast to a 4 % step discharge. In contrast the capacity variation of Cell 2 and Cell

3 is within the standard error.

Table 10: Total discharge capacity ܳ, ௫ with respect to discharge step size

Step Size
Total discharge capacity ܳ, ௫ (Ah)

Cell 1 (NMC) Cell 2 (LFP) Cell 3 (NMC) Cell 4 (NMC/LTO)

100 % 35.86 ± 0.09 19.17 ± 0.08 2.09 ± 0.01 14.36 ± 0.03

50 % 37.11 ± 0.07 19.19 ± 0.07 2.10 ± 0.01 14.59 ± 0.03

25 % 37.14 ± 0.07 19.19 ± 0.08 2.11 ± 0.01 14.57 ± 0.03

10 % 37.67 ± 0.03 19.26 ± 0.07 2.09 ± 0.01 14.89 ± 0.02

4 % 37.66 ± 0.04 19.31 ± 0.09 2.11 ± 0.01 14.95 ± 0.01

Maximum
percentage
capacity
increase

5.0 % 0.7 % 0.1 % 4.1 %
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As a cell approaches complete discharge, a reduction in total discharge capacity with

increase in step size can be expected. A larger step size relates to a longer continuous

discharge time period which corresponds to higher polarisation effects within a cell

[115]. As such the cell terminal voltage can drop rapidly to its cut-off voltage ܸ 

ending the test. With a smaller step size the polarisation time is reduced and will in

general allow more capacity to be discharged before the cell reaches its cut-off

voltage.

The reduction in discharge capacity of Cells 2 and 3 with the 100 % step size is

small in comparison to Cells 1 and 4. This suggests that the active material particles

are almost fully lithiated when discharged continuously and discharging in 4 % steps

only leads to a minor increase in total discharge capacity due to the reduced

polarisation time effect. Factors that affect the lithiation process of the electrode

active material include porosity, tortuosity, particle size and solid phase diffusion

coefficient can affect the lithiation process of the active material [54, 159] . As such

the percentage capacity increase via incremental discharge can vary for different

cells due to variations in manufacturing processes for the same cell chemistry.

8.3.1.2 OCV characteristics with different step size

Following the similar procedure as used previously in Ref. [114, 115, 120, 122] the

discharge open circuit voltage ܥܱ) ௗܸ) plotted against the SoC for Cell 1 is shown in

Figure 63. It was considered that 0 % SoC is equivalent to when cell reaches to Vmin

at 25 °C with 1C discharge rate. For the simplification of the comparison, result with

4 % ∆ܳ is shown as a solid line with intermediate points as linear interpolation. At

100 % SoC the OCV was same irrespective to step size, because the cells were
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charged to 100 % SoC before ܥܱ ௗܸ tests using same procedure. However, with the

decrease of SoC, the OCV starts to differ at similar SoC, and the effect is largest at 0

% SoC. As explained earlier, this is because of the difference of discharge capacity

as presented in Table 10, although in all instances cells had reached Vmin. This

difference is expected to be no longer valid when ܥܱ ௗܸ is plotted against the

discharge capacity.

Figure 63: ܥܱ ௗܸ as a function of SoC and varying step size for 40 Ah NMC cell.

The discharge open circuit voltage ܥܱ) ௗܸ) plotted against the discharge capacity

ܳௗ�for Cell 1 is presented in Figure 64(a). In contrast to Figure 63, all the ܥܱ ௗܸ

recorded by different step tests are consistent at a particular discharge capacity, ܳௗ�

point e.g. 20 Ah / 50 % SoC. The only exception is there is a small variation in OCV

between 4 % οܳ and 100 % οܳ at the end of discharge. This could be because of

the error introduced by linear interpolation done with the 4 % οܳ test result. The

gradient of voltage drop close to end of discharge is large; amplifying, the error

introduced by liner interpolation. Similar results were also obtained for the other
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three cells, as shown in Figure 64 (b-d), indicating that the effect of step size on the

ܥܱ ௗܸ is negligible. Therefore, depending on the requirement of numbers of OCV

points and test duration, any step size can be selected for the OCV test.

Figure 64: ܥܱ ௗܸ as a function of discharge capacity and varying step sizes for (a) 40

Ah NMC cell, (b) 20 Ah LFP cell, (c) 2.2 Ah NMC cell and (d) 13.4 Ah LTO cell.

Figure 65 shows the charge open circuit voltage ܥܱ) ܸ) against charge capacity ܳ

for all of the cells. Similarly to the ܥܱ ௗܸ characteristic, the ܥܱ ܸ recorded by

different step sizes are consistent at a particular charge capacity ܳ point. The effect

of step size on ܥܱ ܸ is therefore negligible provided sufficient rest time (~4 hours)

is allowed between charge increments for cell equilibration.
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Figure 65:  as a function of charge capacity and varying step sizes for (a) 40

Ah NMC cell, (b) 20 Ah LFP cell, (c) 2.2 Ah NMC cell and (d) 13.4 Ah LTO cell.

In contrast to the ܥܱ ௗܸ tests, the total charge capacities were similar for all step sizes

in the ܥܱ ܸ test, and this outcome can be expected due to the testing procedure. In

the OCVୡ test, the charging current is allowed to drop when the cell voltage

reaches�ܸ ௫ (constant voltage (CV) charging) and charging is stopped when the

current drops to or below C/20. This procedure charges the cells to a similar total

capacity regardless of the step size, since the CV phase dominates the end of the

charge for all step size.

From the results presented in this section it can be concluded that OCV has a

constant relationship with charge (ܳ) or discharge (ܳௗ) capacity regardless of the

step size, which is explained from theoretical background. However, empirically

determined SoC can introduce error; indicating that the relationship varies with step
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size. This is new knowledge and has clear implication in development of future OCV

tests with different step size depending of application requirement. The 5 % capacity

variation observed with different step size is significant for BMS operation, which

will contribute to vehicle to vehicle range variation depending on the usages.

8.3.1.3 Temperature dependency of OCV

The mechanism of the change of OCV with temperature has been explained in

Section 2.3 from an electrochemical point of view using the Nernst equation

(Equation (6). To recap, the log part of the Nernst equation will depend on the

amount of oxidised species (Co) and the amount of reduced species (CR) in the

electrode. For the LiFePO4 cathode the Co would be FePO4 and the CR would be

LiFePO4, and for the graphite anode, Co would be C (carbon) and CR would be LiC6.

Therefore, for the LFP cell, with temperature there will be expected to be a variation

in OCV. The relationship between temperature and OCV will be SoC dependent as

the ratio of Co and CR changes with SoC. In the ideal case, at mid SoC, the ratio will

have an average value, minimizing temperature dependency of the OCV. At the

higher end of SoC (beginning of discharge curve and end of charge curve), the

ܥ ⁄ோܥ is maximum for the cathode and minimum for the anode. Therefore,

temperature will have highest influence on the logarithmic part of the Nernst

equation for cathode and least for anode. Also, at high SoC, the cathode potential is

high and anode potential is low (Figure 14). The opposite phenomenon is present at

low SoC, where, compared to high SoC, the anode potential is high and the cathode

potential is low (Figure 14), and the ratio of Co and CR is minimum for cathode and

maximum for anode. However, more complexity is present at lower SoC, anode

voltage is still considerably lower than cathode voltage (Figure 13 and Figure 14),
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and therefore influence of temperature on cathode still can outplay anode voltage

variation. Consequently, at lower temperature, the cell voltage still can be lower

(Equation (22).

In recent literature, OCV variation with a temperature reported by Xing et al. showed

a ~40 mV variation of OCV at mid SoC points with temperature variation of 0 °C to

40 °C and lower variation at higher and lower SoC points [120]. This appears to be

in opposition of the theory explained here; however, experimental details indicate the

probable cause of this type of variation, as a low C rate charge-discharge OCV test

was used the cell voltage is no longer the true representation of OCV (explained in

Section 3.4). In another recent study, Pattipati et al. concluded that OCV vs SoC

remains the same regardless of the temperature studied (-25 °C to 50 °C), although

minimum experimental details was offered in the published article [117]. Therefore,

it is important to investigate OCV as a function of temperature with a robust test

protocol, as proposed in this study.

The results of OCV tests performed as part of this research with 4 % step size on the

LFP cells (cell type 2 in Table 9) at 0 °C, 25 °C and 40 °C are shown in Figure 66.

The results show the maximum change of OCV is at higher end of SoC regardless of

charge and discharge. As explained earlier in this section, with reducing temperature

the maximum reduction in cell voltage will happen. It is confirmed from the

beginning of the plot in Figure 66 (a) and at the end of the plot in the Figure 66 (b),

where, cell voltage is lower for 0 °C. Also, the results presented in Figure 66 (a) and

(b) for the middle and lower SoC points are in accordance to the concept developed

for low SoC, where, at 0 °C cell voltage is lower. Furthermore, reduction of ܥܱ ௗܸ
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with temperature was larger than ܥܱ ܸ which might be related to the

interconnectedness of many particles after a discharge/charge event.

Figure 66: Change in (a) discharge OCV and (b) charge OCV with temperature

In this section, the theory developed implies that OCV will change with temperature,

which will be maximum at higher and lower end of SoC and finally OCV will be

lower with reduction of temperature at higher end of SoC. This finding does not

agree with the previously published results; however, the possible reasons have been

discussed. The test results generated using the test methodology developed as part of

this thesis shows good accordance with the theory discussed in Section 2.3.

8.3.1.4 Charge-Discharge rate dependency of OCV

According to Equations (22) and (6), OCV is independent of charge-discharge rate

used for each charge/discharge step of OCV test procedure, if an adequate rest period

is applied. However, Roscher et al. reported that there is a change of OCV with the

charge-discharge rate used, even after 8 hours of relaxation [124]. They have

compared between 0.5C and 10C current and reported after 8 hours of relaxation

charge OCV is significantly lower, and discharge OCV is significantly higher for
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10C current compared to 0.5C results; however, no electrochemical explanation was

offered.

The results of the tests performed with 4 % step size on the LFP cells (cell type 2 in

Table 9) at 25 °C with three different C rates are shown in Figure 67. Following the

theory, regardless of previously reported results, all the OCV points are in

accordance regardless of their C rate, except when they have reached the end of

discharge or charge (right hand side of both graphs). This variation could be due to

two reasons, firstly, higher heat generation (temperature rise) associated with higher

current, leading to increased battery capacity. Secondly, in the last step of discharge,

the minimum discharge voltage will be reached earlier with higher current leading to

a lower discharge capacity. However, further research is required to identify the

exact mechanism.

Figure 67: Rate dependency of (a) discharge (b) charge OCV.

Although the results presented in this section does not agree with the previously

reported results [124], it is according to the theory of the origin of the OCV within a

cell as explained in Section 2.3. This new knowledge will allow the use of any C rate
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depending on the cell specification and test requirement for not only the OCV tests

but also other tests where OCV is used.

8.3.2 Hysteresis assessment of cells

8.3.2.1 Erroneous hysteresis

In Section 4.3 the possible occurrence of an erroneous hysteretic behaviour was

explained; Figure 68 demonstrates such an example. In the figure, the OCVs OCVୡ

and ܥܱ ௗܸ of Cell 1 are plotted against the remaining capacity�ܳ . Note that a 1C

continuous discharge was performed to arrive at the 0 % point on the OCVୡ curve

while a 4% incremental discharge with rest was performed to arrive at the 0 % point

on the OCVୢ curve. The extra gain in capacity from the incremental discharge

procedure implies that the remaining capacity (�ܳ (0) in Equation (18)) will be

different from the continuous discharge. However, if this initial remaining capacity

is assumed zero, as often done in literature [114, 120, 122], since the cell

reached�ܸ , an incorrect offset between the OCVୡ and OCVୢ characteristic curves is

introduced. Figure 68 incorrectly indicates the existence of hysteresis across the full

remaining capacity range. Commonly, an average value of this OCVୡ and ܥܱ ௗܸ is

used without any hysteresis data, as shown in Figure 3 in Ref. [116].
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Figure 68: Plot of OCVc and OCVd with a misleading assessment of hysteresis when

the initial remaining capacity is incorrectly assumed to be zero for cell 1.

8.3.2.2 OCV and hysteresis against SoC

Following the hysteresis characterisation procedure described in Section 8.2.2,

Figure 69 demonstrates the OCVc and OCVd curves plotted against the extracted

capacity�ܳ . This approach, as explained earlier in this chapter, leads to a more

accurate assessment of the level of hysteresis within the cell.

Figure 69: Open circuit voltage as a function of charge and discharge capacity with 4

% ΔQn step sizes when initial condition was matched for 40Ah NMC cell
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In comparison to Figure 68, Figure 69 indicates that the level of hysteresis is not

significant across the full extracted capacity range. Furthermore, from the test

procedure an estimate of ܳ, ௫ = 38Ah for the cell maximum extracted capacity is

obtained. This value can be used to calculate the SoC via Equation (25) with�ܳ (0)

set to 38Ah.

The charge and discharge OCV curves against SoC for Cells 1-4 are shown in Figure

70 and the hysteresis voltage as a function of SOC is shown in Figure 71. Though

the cells are discharged in uniform steps, the last ܥܱ ௗܸ data point is decided when

the cell reaches �ܸ  for which the extracted capacity can be less than the step size.

Similarly, during charge the capacity added when determining the last OCVୡ data

point can be different from the predefined step size. The measured ܥܱ ௗܸ and OCVୡ

data points will therefore not be determined at the same SoC. As such, the OCVୡ and

ܥܱ ௗܸ curves are linearly interpolated to a reference SoC spanning from 0 to 100 %

in increments of 1 % SoC in order to calculate the hysteresis voltage as shown in

Figure 71.
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Figure 70: OCVc and OCVd against SoC for (a) 40 Ah NMC cell, (b) 20 Ah LFP

cell, (c) 2.2 Ah NMC cell and (d) 13.4 Ah LTO cell.

Figure 71: Hysteresis voltage vs SoC for (a) 40 Ah NMC cell, (b) 20 Ah LFP cell,

(c) 2.2 Ah NMC cell and (d) 13.4 Ah LTO cell. Error bars shows standard error

among cells tested.
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Referring to Figure 71 (a), a hysteresis voltage of at least 10mV is present from 5 %

to 70 % SoC and peaks to a maximum of 27mV at 25 % SoC. From 70 % SoC

hysteresis starts to decrease until 100 % SoC. A similar hysteresis voltage was

obtained for all the remaining Cell 2 and Cell 3 (Figure 71 (b) and (c)). Cell 4

showed comparatively lower but similar hysteresis voltage over entire SoC window.

The maximum hysteresis and their corresponding SoC are shown in Table 11. In

general, maximum hysteresis was found within the 5 % to 25 % SoC range of all the

cells tested.

Table 11: Maximum hysteresis and corresponding SoC

Cell Type Chemistry
Hysteresis

voltage (mV)
Corresponding SoC

(%)

1 NMC 27 25

2 LFP 38 5

3 NMC 19 15

4
NMC

(LTO anode)
16 5

Cells 1 to 3 showed similar shape of hysteresis; and they have similar anode material

(carbon). Whereas cell 4 which has LTO anode showed a little different shape of

hysteresis voltage vs SoC graph. Therefore, hysteretic behaviour could be dependent

on the anode material, which requires further research. However, the results

presented in this section indicate that OCV hysteresis assessment should not only be

restricted to Li-ion LFP chemistry active material batteries, but also to NMC and

LTO batteries as well if the modelling error of a subsequent battery ECM is to be

reduced.
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8.3.2.3 Temperature dependency of hysteresis

Hysteresis voltage of LFP cell (cell 2) at different temperature is shown in Figure 72.

Although the results at 25 °C and 45 °C are similar, at 0 °C the cell has significantly

higher hysteresis. This phenomenon was not discussed by the researchers previously

and Figure 72 shows a requirement of further research with a wider temperature

range to match with operating temperature window of EVs. The interconnectedness

of many particles with a non-monotonic chemical potential function as suggested by

Dreyer et al. [127] could be affected by the temperature. More specifically,

distributing the lithium ions to neighbouring particles and decreasing its chemical

potential could be affected at lower temperature. If it is the case then reduction of

ܥܱ ௗܸ will be comparatively higher than ܥܱ ୡܸ at low temperature, increasing

hysteresis voltage. According to this hypothesis, as interconnectivity of many

particles will be affected in a similar fashion at lower temperature, the shape of

hysteresis voltage vs SoC is expected to be same, which was the case found in Figure

72. However, further research can validate the hypothesis.

Figure 72: Change in hysteresis voltage with temperature. Error bars shows standard

error among cells tested.
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8.3.2.4 Discharge rate dependency of hysteresis

Figure 73 present the hysteresis voltage of LFP cell (cell 2) with different charge-

discharge rates. Although hysteresis with 0.2C was ~4 mV higher than other 2 cases

from 15 % SoC to 30 % SoC, however, for the remaining SoC they are within the

cell to cell variation (error bars). The ~4 mV difference in hysteresis voltage in 15 %

SoC window is not significant for any conclusive explanation of origin, therefore

may require further investigation. Referring to the hysteresis voltage for the

remaining 85 % SoC it could be considered as independent of charge-discharge rate.

These results are in good accordance with the results presented and theory outlined

in Section 2.3, Section 3.4.1 and Section 8.3.1.4.

Figure 73: Change in hysteresis voltage with charge-discharge rate. Error bars shows

standard error among cells tested.
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8.3.3 OCV hysteresis and model simulation: a case study

A dynamic model for hysteresis was presented earlier in this chapter and an

empirically determined hysteresis voltage as a function of SoC was presented. The

model (Equation (29)) can now be simulated to evaluate the rest-voltage transition.

Cell 1 (NMC) and its hysteresis voltage (Figure 70 (a) and Figure 71 (a)) are used as

an example in the following section to illustrate the simulation.

To assess the hysteresis transition, a scenario is considered where the initial SoC is

assumed to be at 30% and then the battery is fully charged to 100%, discharged to

10% and charged back to 30%. The corresponding current profile and SoC against

time graph is shown in Figure 74. This scenario was selected to represent a typical

EV usage window i.e. overnight charging, daily usages including recharge before

travelling to base/home. In the absence of prior knowledge of a cell’s

charge/discharge history the initial hysteresis state is assumed zero (ℎ = 0) and the

OCV for the initial SoC is the average value of OCVୡ and ܥܱ ௗܸ i.e. 3.610 V. Two

cases are considered with regards to the hysteresis voltageܪ�(ݖ). First, as often

assumed in literature [119, 160], (ݖ)ܪ is set to a constant and set equal to half the

maximum hysteresis voltage, which for Cell 1 is (ݖ)ܪ = 13.5mV. Secondly it is set

equal to half the empirically determined hysteresis voltage (shown in Figure 71) and

assumed to be a function of SoC. As stated for Equation (29), to set the transition

rateܭ�, OCV data points occurring in between the OCVୡ and ܥܱ ௗܸ curves are

required. In the absence of intermediate OCV data the rate was set arbitrarily to a

middling value ܭ = 50 in the simulation.
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Figure 74: Simulated scenario for hysteresis transition. The battery model, starting

from 30%, is fully charged, discharged to 10% and charged back to 30%.

Figure 75 demonstrate the outcome of the hysteresis model transition with the

hysteresis voltage assumed a constant(ݖ)ܪ� ൌ ܪ ௫. Setting the hysteresis voltage

to a constant the model overshoots both charge and discharge OCV. It is expected

because of hysteresis voltage changes widely over the SoC range as shown in Figure

71. When hysteresis voltage is assumed to be a function of the SoC the model

follows the empirically determined ܥܱ ܸ and ܥܱ ௗܸ characteristics, Figure 76.
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Figure 75: Hysteresis model transition with the hysteresis voltage assumed a

constant�� (ࢠ) =  . The transition model can deviate from the ܋܄۱۽� (red) and

 (green) characteristic curves.

Figure 76: Hysteresis model transition with the hysteresis voltage  (ࢠ) assumed to

be a function of SoC. The transition model follows the ܋܄۱۽ (red) and  (green)

more closely.
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Better OCV estimation is achieved in the second case (Figure 76) compared to the

first case (Figure 75) because of the accurate hysteresis voltage for any particular

SoC point is incorporated to the model. Figure 77 shows the corresponding error

between the model and the ܥܱ ܸ and ܥܱ ௗܸ curves as a function of time for the two

cases. For Case 1, the error starts at 12mV but rapidly decreases and overshoots to an

error magnitude of around 10mV and higher deviations (approximately 25mV) are

observed when the current changes direction causing the model to transit

immediately to the other curve. For Case 2, the OCV error again starts at 12mV and

rapidly falls close to zero as the model transits towards the OCVୡ curve and remains

close to zero. The error deviates when the current changes direction causing the

model to transit on to the ܥܱ ௗܸ curve.

Figure 77: Voltage difference between transitioning OCV and  and 

curves. Blue line: Case 1, constant hysteresis simulations; Red line: Case 2, adaptive

hysteresis.
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Work by earlier authors [119, 160] have assumed a constant hysteresis voltage and

usually only for LFP batteries. In contrast, the empirically determined OCVs and

hysteresis transition model presented here highlight that hysteresis assessment is not

only restricted to LFP and to assume a constant hysteresis voltage over the full SoC

will contribute towards an error when simulating the battery voltage. Figure 77

shows the improvement of OCV estimation can be achieved when hysteresis

characterisation is performed and as per the methodology outlined in this thesis and

incorporating that data into modelling. Therefore, the hysteresis voltage should be

characterised as a function of SoC when modelling the OCV element of an ECM

battery model and subsequent use in a BMS.

8.4 Chapter Conclusions

Researchers have been using step OCV test procedure to asses charge and discharge

OCV of the Li-ion cell. The total discharge capacity in generally found to be

increasing with the decrease in discharge step size (i.e. increase of number of step),

which was not reported previously. The main cause of this capacity variation has

been identified as the reduced polarization due to the additional rest steps in-between

the discharge phase of the test. The effect of step size on the measured ܥܱ ܸ and

ܥܱ ௗܸ plots is negligible, provided they are plotted vs capacity, not SoC as usually

seen in literature.

In contrast to the recent literature the variation of ܥܱ ܸ and ܥܱ ௗܸ with temperature

is found to be in accordance with the theory of origin of OCV. OCV was

comparatively lower at low temperature over entire SoC, which was decreased to its
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lowest at highest SoC. This new knowledge has a clear implication in BMS design

for EVs operating wide range of temperatures.

Previously, it was reported that OCV changes with change in C rate, which is in

contrast with the electrochemical origin of OCV. In this thesis, both ܥܱ ܸ and ܥܱ ௗܸ

was found to be independent of charge-discharge rate used. These findings can

reduce complexity of OCV estimation by a BMS.

Current OCV hysteresis test methodologies do not provide an accurate measure of

hysteresis. Multiple reasons have been identified as the root cause, i.e. inadequate

use of rest period, capacity variation with test procedure, offset of ܥܱ ܸ and ܥܱ ௗܸ

plots. As part of this thesis a new test methodology has been proposed which will

address the root causes and accurately assess ܥܱ ܸ and ܥܱ ௗܸ, subsequently,

hysteresis.

Via the proposed methodology, the OCV and level of hysteresis of four Li-ion

battery types were studied. In hysteresis assessment, not only LFP cells but also

other three types of cells have shown hysteresis. The LFP cell (Cell 2) showed the

highest level of hysteresis and the NMC cell with LTO anode (Cell 4) had the least

level of hysteresis. In general, maximum hysteresis was present close to end of

discharge (low SoC) for all the cells tested. The interaction of many particles with

non-monotonic chemical potentials explains how hysteresis can occur in other Li-ion

chemistries in addition to LFP. As not only LFP but also other battery chemistries

are currently being considered for EVs, therefore this new knowledge will improve

the BMS performance and subsequently performance of EVs.
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It was found that hysteresis increases with decreasing temperature, keeping the shape

of hysteresis vs SoC. It is due to the decrease of ܥܱ ௗܸ with temperature is larger

than�ܱ ܥ ܸ. However, as expected from theory, hysteresis is not affected by charge-

discharge rate.

From the results obtained, a dynamic hysteresis model has been evaluated to provide

an example of the enhancement can be achieved using the results generated

following the methodology proposed in this thesis. The inclusion of the hysteresis

voltage as a function of SoC, rather than a constant, shows how the Plett’s model

predicts the empirically determined OCVୡ and ܥܱ ௗܸ characteristics more accurately.

The methodology and results reported in this chapter demonstrate that careful

consideration of the experimental methods, such as the charge/discharge procedure

of a battery, is required to measure the OCV characteristics and allow subsequent

assessment of hysteresis. The corresponding OCV characterisation methodology

proposed here will lead to more consistent OCV curves within an acceptable

experimental time and effort. Therefore, this methodology will be a useful reference

for both industrial and academic researchers for further research with lithium-ion

battery.
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9. Discussion and Future Direction

9.1 Introduction

The proposed improvements in the area of capacity test, EIS test and OCV test as

presented consecutively in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 will overall improve the consistency,

accuracy and interpretation of battery characterisation test results. The contribution

to knowledge include introducing a new parameter (relaxation period) into testing

(EIS); including real world scenarios (e.g. current de-rating, drive cycle) into the test

procedure (capacity test); and improving existing model performance with an

updated parameter (hysteresis as a function of SoC). This chapter presents the

overall discussion and significance (Section 9.2) of the new knowledge for academic

and industrial research with Li-ion batteries and thus the future development of EV.

Logical and natural extensions of this work are discussed and suggestions are made

at the end of the chapter (Section 9.3).

9.2 Discussion

To predict instantaneous electrical performance of the battery pack, BMS use ECMs.

The commonly used ECM of a Li-ion battery cell is shown in Figure 21. The discrete

components (resistance, inductance and capacitance) of the equivalent circuit are

commonly parameterised using EIS results; open circuit voltage, VOCV, from OCV

test results and finally capacity from capacity test results. Therefore, these three tests

are important for ECM parameterisation, thus operation of BMS.

The anxiety of EV users over driving range is one of the main barriers to the

widespread adoption of EV. One of the key tasks of BMS is to accurately estimate
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remaining driving range (RDR) of the EV, related to the battery capacity.

Researchers and development engineers have considered many ways to estimate

RDR reliably and accurately. Conventionally the BMS has adopted capacity in Amp-

hours (SoC) and translates the remaining capacity into RDR [116, 141, 142, 161].

Since vehicle speed is directly related to the power delivered to the wheels, and

distance travelled is directly related to the energy, thus RDR is directly related to the

remaining energy (SoE), not SoC. To recap, SoC indicate battery capacity in Amp-

hour which is measured by coulomb counting (∫ �݅݀ ݐ
௧


), whereas SoE indicate battery

capacity in Watt-hour, measured by counting power (∫ ∗ݒ �݅݀ ݐ
௧


). One of the possible

reasons of use of SoC is that SoC has been historically used for static energy storage

devices (e.g. UPS using lead-acid battery) and the technique of SoC estimation is

well established [116, 139, 140, 162]. However, in real world scenarios, the

estimated range through Amp-hours has a discrepancy with actual driving range,

increasing the range anxiety of the driver as reported in [14, 129, 130]. These authors

reported the drop of driving range shown in EV dashboard is much higher than the

actual distance travelled by the EV. Although this variation could be from a different

source (e.g. driving behaviour as reported by Birrell et. al. [14]), use of SoC might

be one of the main reasons. In Chapter 6 it has been shown through experimental

evidence that existing real world discrepancy in RDR estimation in EV through SoC

can be improved by using SoE instead of SoC. With reliable range estimation, the

driver’s range anxiety could be reduced and thus have more trust in the vehicle,

therefore improving brand value. Use of SoE will be advantageous not only for

automotive applications but also other applications like grid storage, requiring

accurate measure of remaining energy. This proposed method (use of SoE) is

different from the previous method (use of SoC) and thus new knowledge.
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Providing the theoretical and experimental evidence, Figure 46 of this thesis presents

total capacity in Watt-hour of a battery is linearly related to the average current of

short-term cycling history of the battery, which was not reported in earlier literature.

Figure 47 reports that the linear relationship is valid for not only constant current but

also for dynamic duty cycles and in scenarios where current de-rating is employed.

Short-term cycling history could be considered as current/power demand due to

driving since the last full charge. Thus taking the average current of current/power

demand (which is different among drivers due to individual’s acceleration and

braking behaviour), the range of a particular vehicle can be estimated more

accurately. Previously Birrell et. al. reported range prediction accuracy is dependent

on driving behaviour, ‘more aggressive driving style lead to greater inaccuracies’

[14]. This is possibly due to the fact that existing methodologies gave less

importance to the driving behaviour and short-term history of current/power demand

(e.g. since last full charge). As the new methodology proposed in this thesis accounts

for average current of the duty cycle (which represent driving behaviour) to calculate

driving range, thus RDR estimation is expected to improve. Moreover, for known

routes it will achieve better estimation of energy consumption (further explained by

Padma Rajan [163]), hence further accuracy of range estimation. In addition, as

average current is considered, there will be no dramatic change in estimated range

(as reported by Birrell et. al. for the existing technique) for high current/power

demand for short durations like hill climbing, acceleration to join motorway, etc.

thus reducing the fluctuation in range and hence driver’s concern.

A battery pack’s current/power de-rating toward the end of discharge is a commonly

used technique to maximise battery capacity, and thus RDR e.g. Nissan Leaf limits
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power transferred to the motor towards the end of driving range [164]. Lower

electrode polarisation due to lower discharge current enables more capacity to be

discharged before reaching minimum voltage limit; further explained in Chapter 2.

It has been presented in this thesis that through de-rating though the capacity in

Amp-hours can be maximised, however, capacity in Watt-hours cannot be

maximised; due to irreversible Joule heating (I2R loss), potentially explaining the

discrepancy in range estimation in real world scenarios [14, 129, 130]. SoC is

calculated using coulomb counting technique which is not dependent on Joule

heating; however, SoE calculated from Watt-hours is directly affected by Joule

heating (Equation (21)). Thus the de-rating technique will work effectively when

employed with Watt-hours (SoE). Therefore, incorporating SoE into BMS,

remaining range display on the dashboard of an EV could be modified for different

driving pattern like city driving (Artemis Urban), motorway driving (Artemis

Motorway). Implementing this will require BMS to gather vehicle’s current/power

demand continuously, enabling real-time update of estimated driving range.

The discrete components of the ECM are often considered as representing different

electrochemical processes within the cell like pure Ohmic resistance, charge transfer

resistance and double layer capacitance [50, 86, 89, 91, 92]. EIS allows each

parameter to be identified individually, thus parameterising an ECM, therefore EIS is

in widespread use for model parameterisation [62, 89, 92]. The discrete parameters

also change with the change of electrochemical processes within the cell due to

ageing. This makes EIS a popular choice for periodical characterisation test, as part

of long duration ageing tests [58, 62, 83]. Although in extensive use, limited

attention has been given towards understanding the effect of relaxation time prior to
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performing an EIS measurement. The systematic variation of cell impedance as a

function of relaxation period has been reported for the first time in this thesis. Thus

when EIS is used without considering relaxation period the results are not

comparable, potentially invalidating ageing results reported using EIS.

The change of charge transfer resistance and double layer capacitance in longer

duration EIS tests (10 min to 15 hours) follows the exponential relationship (Figure

57); where, capacitance decreases and resistance increases due to mainly diffusion

within the electrolyte and solid state diffusion of lithium atoms within the bulk of the

materials. The relaxation is more pronounced at higher C rates (Figure 59) due to

higher number of ion involvements, however it remains similar over the entire SoC

range (Figure 58). On the other hand, relaxation becomes slower at lower

temperatures and faster at higher temperatures (Figure 60) due to change in kinetics

of ionic re-distribution. ECM parameterisation for low temperatures (-20°C to 0°C)

has been done by Momma et al. [89] with EIS tests performed only after 2 h

relaxation period and other researchers also done similar work with EIS tests

performed after 1 to 3 hours of relaxation [62, 90, 99]. However, the results

presented in this thesis indicate that at low temperatures even after three hours of

relaxation EIS test results varies considerably, therefore the ECM parameterisation

will be different. For example, when EIS test is performed after 1 hour of relaxation,

Nyquist plot is smaller compared to the one recorded after 4 h or longer when the

cell reaches equilibrium (Figure 60 (a)). When Nyquist plots are different, discrete

parameters identified through curve fitting will be different. Consequently, ECM

performance thus the performance of BMS at low temperatures will not be as good

as at room temperature. Also, the ageing results presented by researchers using EIS
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could be different as EIS tests was done only after 1 h of relaxation [58, 99] or

without considering relaxation period [83, 95, 110]. For instance, when standardised

relaxation period is not used, Nyquist plots could be different even at similar ageing

state and could be same when ageing state is different, showing an apparent

increase/decrease of ageing. For example, Figure 78 shows the change of EIS spectra

as reported by Zhang et al.[58]. If a longer relaxation period was applied a bigger

semicircle in Nyquist plot (as indicated with dotted line in Figure 78), thus higher Rct

and lower Cdl could have been observed (as shown in Section 7.3.2), thus higher

ageing. This new knowledge indicates researchers using EIS as a measurement or

diagnostic tool needs to standardise the relaxation period. The proposal made in this

thesis i.e. standardised relaxation period (e.g. 4 hours) after removing electrical load

will ensure comparative results are obtained.

Figure 78: Impedance spectra of a cell at (a) 0 °C and (b) -10 °C at 70 % SOC at

different ageing state as reported in [58], solid lines are as reported and dotted lines

are prediction if a longer relaxation period was used to reach equilibrium.
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This standardised relaxation period will also be applicable to the test scenarios where

the cell needs to reach electrochemical equilibrium before a measurement/further

testing (e.g. OCV test, pulse power characterisation (PPC) test). When the OCV test

is done in steps (as done by researchers previously and in Chapter 8 in this thesis)

cells are allowed to reach electrochemical equilibrium before taking an OCV

measurement. This study confirms that 4 hours will be long enough for the cell to

reach acceptable equilibrium during OCV test. For PPC tests short duration pulses

(e.g. 10 second) are applied, separated by 10 minute to 1 hour of relaxation period

[25-27, 97, 102]. To calculate internal resistance of the cell, cell voltage prior to the

start of the pulse current which is considered to be OCV and end of pulse current are

commonly used. This thesis has shown that 10 minutes to 1 hour is not long enough

to reach electrochemical equilibrium. Hence, the pulses are not performed at

equilibrium state and the OCV recorded at the beginning of the pulse is not a true

representation of OCV. One example from the literature is shown in Figure 79,

where Ecker et al. [83] reported voltage response to the pulse current. It is clear that

the cell voltage was still relaxing, thus the cell did not reach equilibrium before the

charge pulse started. This could be the root cause of the over estimation of cell

resistance measured by PPC test compared to EIS test, reported by Waag et al. [62].

Therefore, the 4 hour relaxation period could be used to update the PPC test as well.

This has wide reaching implication for the characterisation of Li-ion cells for both

academic and industrial researchers.
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Figure 79: Voltage response to the high pulse power characterisation profile reported

by Ecker et al. [83].

In addition to use of EIS test results to parameterise discrete components of ECM, it

has been considered as an on-line measurement technique as part of BMS [55, 81,

82, 104]. However the relaxation period after removing an electrical load is of

critical importance for these types of applications. In this thesis (Chapter 7) it has

been shown that as a fast on-line measurement technique EIS is unreliable. This is

because the Nyquist plot shows a spiral shape and changes considerably with the

relaxation period of 0-10 min. The spiral shape disappears after a maximum 10

minutes of relaxation, see Figure 49. Before this study, there was no literature

reporting this type of deviation of Nyquist plot from the commonly reported shapes.

The spiral shape of Nyquist plots indicates dominating presence of inductive

behaviour over capacitive at low frequency, which is in contrast to the previous

knowledge of Li-ion cells. Therefore, fast change in current flow with drive cycle

will be reflected by change in cell voltage. For the same reason when direction of

current flow changes with regenerative charging within a drive cycle, batteries will
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be charged with reduced efficiency compared to normal constant current charging

where there is no intermediate discharge event. Due to this spiral shape, the value of

charge transfer resistance and double layer capacitance becomes inconsistent,

producing unreliable results when employed as part of BMS as a fast on-line

measurement technique. Neither this inconsistency nor the dominating inductive

behaviour of Li-ion cells was reported in literature. The results indicate a possible

requirement of re-visiting cell balancing technique used by BMS [165-167]. Cell

balancing is performed by taking account of cell voltage and is performed very fast

(83-2000 Hz as reported by Daowd et al. [167] which could be several tens of

kilohertz [168, 169]) with minimal relaxation period. As electrochemical process

within the cell changes (thus the impedance) rapidly within short relaxation period, it

is likely that cell voltage will be affected (fast change of cell voltage after a

charge/discharge event is well known). Therefore, there is a possibility that cells are

balanced with voltage which is changing rapidly, reducing performance of cell

balancing system.

One conclusion was made that pure Ohmic resistance, Ro of the cell is independent

of relaxation period for the timescales investigated; therefore, this can be used as an

online measurement parameter. Recently Raijmakers et al. reported a technique to

monitor cell temperature based on the frequency associated with Ro reading in

Nyquist plot [55]. These types of measurements will therefore not be affected by

relaxation of the cell. Also, the calculation of ageing using Ro of the EIS tests

previously performed without considering relaxation period, as part of long duration

ageing test is valid.
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OCV is one of the key parameters of an ECM. An inaccuracy in OCV estimation

within the BMS can be detrimental in many ways e.g. can lead to shift of operating

SoC window of the battery pack, thus poses a safety risk. In this thesis it has been

shown that OCV test procedures used by researchers to calculate cell OCV and thus

hysteresis were erroneous due to lack of knowledge of defining the initial condition

of the cell (0 % SoC) and change in cell capacity with test procedure. Also, limited

research has been done with OCV hysteresis of different chemistry Li-ion cell,

except LFP. In some instances researchers incorrectly assumed no hysteresis or a

constant hysteresis across 0-100 % SoC [114, 117, 120]. A new OCV and OCV

hysteresis test procedure is proposed in this thesis to acquire OCV and OCV

hysteresis with better accuracy, reliability and repeatability. A measurable hysteresis

was found for other cell chemistries in addition to LFP which has been shown to

vary with SoC.

To measure a cell’s OCV as a function of SoC researchers previously used a step

OCV test procedure [115, 122-124]. Step OCV test is favoured over OCV test with

low C rate (e.g. C/25). A low C rate such as C/25 captures some cell kinetic

contributions and pure Ohmic resistance thus cannot truly be considered as an OCV.

When cells are discharged in steps, depending on the step size, cell capacity varies,

which has been shown in Table 10 in this thesis. This variation is due to the

reduction of the electrode polarisation with smaller step size. When electrode

polarisation is reduced, lithium can diffuse deeper into the electrode, enabling the

electrode to accommodate more lithium ions, thus giving a higher capacity. The

increase of capacity due to reduction in electrode polarisation is well known among

researchers [92, 103], however never reported in conjunction with OCV tests. When
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this capacity variation is not accounted for, while reporting OCV, an incorrect

conclusion of OCV variation with step size of the OCV test procedure could be

drawn, as shown in Figure 63. Although the capacity varies with step size, however

when this capacity variation is addressed while analysing OCV data i.e. OCV is

plotted versus capacity not SoC, use of different step sizes do not influence OCV

measurement as shown in Figure 64 and Figure 65. Therefore, depending on the

requirement OCV tests could be done with different step sizes if plotted against

capacity, but not when plotted against SoC. For example, if high resolution of OCV

curve is a requirement the test could be done with shorter step size (e.g. equivalent to

1 % SoC step), which will take a long time to complete as higher number of

relaxation period needs to be allowed after each step. On the other hand, if a faster

test duration is required, the test could be done with longer step size (e.g. equivalent

to 10 % SoC step), which will have lower resolution. One interesting way of

designing an OCV test could be use of variable step length. OCV of Li-ion cells have

regions (see Figure 64) where OCV does not change much with capacity (e.g. 10

mV/Ah for LFP cell), and regions where change of OCV with capacity is high (e.g.

100 mV/Ah for LFP cell). Therefore, ideally lower resolution (longer step size) for

flat regions and higher resolution (shorter step size) for sharp regions could be used

for OCV test. Design of OCV test with variable step size has not been researched as

part of this thesis; however it will be a natural extension.

The charge and discharge OCV measured via the proposed methodology, in Chapter

8, is in accordance with the theory of the origin of the OCV discussed in Section 2.3.

This is in contrast to the previously published literature [124] which reported charge-

discharge rate dependency of OCV. They suggested strong inhomogeneity among
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the particles’ lithium content contribute toward OCV variation with rate even after 8

hours of relaxation. However, according to the thermodynamic origin of OCV, at a

particular temperature it is directly related to the proportion of active lithium within

the electrodes [20, 170]. Therefore, when an adequate relaxation period is applied,

OCV should be independent of charge-discharge rate. One possible reason of OCV

variation with rate reported by Roscher et al. could be due to initial mismatch of SoC

(there was no explanation how initial SoC was matched) from where cells were

discharged (or charged) to reach target SoC. Therefore, even though SoC discharged

or charged is same, due to initial mismatch the cell might not reach the target SoC. In

contrast to the work by Roscher et al. results presented in this thesis shows OCV is

independent of charge-discharge rates (0.2C, 1C and 3C) considered in this thesis.

Therefore, when only work by Roscher et al. is considered, BMS require to

incorporate immediate history of charge/discharge rate to calculate OCV. In contrast,

this thesis confirms there is no requirement for considering previous charge

discharge rate to calculate OCV. This is significant in two ways, firstly

simplification of OCV estimation process (one less parameter to consider) and

secondly accurate estimation of OCV.

A measurable hysteresis was found for other cell chemistries in addition to LFP

which is known to vary with SoC. A certain level of OCV hysteresis in LFP cells has

been reported in literature. However, The hysteresis of LFP cells was found to be 5-

10 mV different compared to that of previously published results [119, 124, 171].

This might be due to the discrepancy in test procedure used previously (further

explained in Chapter 8). A 5-10 mV inaccuracy in hysteresis is important because it

will reduce OCV estimation accuracy by 5-10 mV which in turn will deteriorate
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ECM performance and thus BMS operation. Despite the misleading assessment of

hysteresis as shown in Figure 68 of this thesis, and hysteresis of load curves (charge-

discharge voltage curve) as done by Bruce et. al. [39] and many other researchers,

OCV hysteresis of other chemistry cells has been largely ignored. In Figure 70 and

Figure 71 of this thesis it is reported that although LFP has highest level of

hysteresis, other Li-ion cell chemistries also show a certain level of hysteresis which

is lowest for the cells with LTO anode. Also, Figure 71 presented that the hysteresis

voltage magnitude is not same over the entire capacity (SoC) range; it is highest for

lower SoC. This new knowledge shows that hysteresis versus capacity (SoC)

relationship should be used for OCV estimation, rather than assuming a fixed

hysteresis value [119, 160].

A dynamic hysteresis model has been used in Section 8.3.3 to show how better OCV

prediction accuracy can be achieved by a BMS when hysteresis versus capacity

relationship is used. Previously for nickel metal hydride (NiMH) battery, Verbrugge

et al. [172] shown better SoC estimation could be achieved when OCV hysteresis is

taken into account in SoC estimation algorithm. Later Hu et al. [160] investigated 12

different types of models and proposed similar algorithm as proposed by Verbrugge

et al. which includes hysteresis will be the best choice for LFP cells. Here in this

thesis, Section 8.3.3 provides further evidence that BMS performance could be

improved by using hysteresis versus capacity relationship, and importantly it is not

limited to only LFP cells but also other Li-ion cell chemistries.

Furthermore, this thesis reported that hysteresis changes with temperature. A cell’s

OCV is a function of temperature due to the thermodynamic origin, as explained in
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Section 2.3. Variation of charge and discharge OCV is not the same when

temperature is lower or higher compared to room temperature, therefore hysteresis

changes at low temperature, as shown in Figure 72. Although theory of the variation

of OCV with temperature is known [20, 170], change of hysteresis with temperature

has not been reported in the literature. This variation of hysteresis with temperature

will add more complexity to the OCV estimation process as temperature of the

battery needs to be taken in to account.

These contributions to knowledge will provide useful reference and guideline for

both academic and industrial researchers. The results demonstrate improvement in

accuracy and consistency could be achieved by modifying existing test procedures.

Also it has been presented that different interpretation of the test data (e.g. OCV-

capacity relationship instead of OCV-SoC) can lead to better estimation of vehicle

performance and thus improve trust of the user/driver.

9.3 Future direction

1. The next logical extension of this work is to implement the linear relationship

between total capacity in Watt-hours and average current of dynamic duty

cycle reported in this thesis to estimate degradation of battery capacity and

power capability. With ageing process, the battery capacity decreases and

resistance increases [42, 43, 52, 59, 61]. Change in resistance causes the

change of gradients of the plot shown in Figure 46 and Equation (22), and

capacity reduction reflected as reduction of the value of the constant in

Equation (22). Moreover, the relationship is validated at a single temperature
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point (25 °C), which needs to be extended to the wide operating temperature

range of EV.

2. This thesis proposed better estimation of RDR for duty cycle which was

validated within a laboratory environment. However, this needs to be

implemented within the BMS and validated in the real world. A comparison

of real world performance with SoC will be a natural extension of this work

before implementation in a commercial EV.

3. The spiral shape of Nyquist plots found in short-term EIS tests demands

further attention. Further understanding of the electrochemical processes

involved will reveal any profile of the change of this shape and enable

removing inconsistency of the short timescale EIS results.

4. OCV hysteresis was found to be changing with temperature. Though the

shape of hysteresis voltage vs SoC was similar, the amplitude of hysteresis

voltage was increasing at lower temperatures. Further extension of this work

with the operating temperature widow of an EV will reveal the relationship of

hysteresis voltage vs temperature.

5. One natural extension of the work with capacity, EIS and OCV is to extend

the work for aged cells. Although the electrochemical processes within Li-ion

cells remain similar; however, with age, the extent of different

electrochemical process changes and new electrochemical processes

introduced (e.g. corrosion, cracking of pores). Therefore, validity and
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applicability of the new knowledge presented within this thesis will need to

be verified on aged cells. The increased knowledge and recommendations for

modification of the standard tests allows ageing to be investigated in a more

reproducible way.
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10. Conclusions

In this chapter the overall conclusions of the research for capacity, OCV and EIS

tests are reported. In the following paragraph, the gaps in literature followed by the

proposed solutions with experimental evidence and finally contributions to

knowledge are summarised.

The accurate estimation of the operation of a Li-ion battery pack within the

automotive environment largely depends on battery management system (BMS)

performance. Equivalent circuit models (ECM) are used by the BMS for its

operation, which in turn are dependent on the characterisation test results.

Characterisation tests such as capacity, OCV and EIS are of critical importance in

defining performance of an ECM. EIS is commonly used to parameterise discrete

components of an ECM. OCV test results define OCV, another key component of

ECM. Capacity test results measure stored charge within the battery pack, equivalent

to amount of gasoline in a fuel tank of an ICE vehicle. Test procedures for EIS,

capacity and OCV tests exist. However, these test procedures were not designed

specifically for automotive applications, e.g. do not reflect real world drive cycle of a

vehicle. Therefore, when they were introduced to the automotive sector they were

unable to provide adequate knowledge, accurately and repeatedly to the academic

researchers and industrial design engineers. This is reflected by the reported

deviation of the expected performance of the EVs introduced in recent years. This

deviation of performance could be due to flaws e.g. inaccuracy and irreparability of

test procedure or tests are unable to reflect real world operating conditions. In either

way the test procedures require research attention. The research carried out as part of
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this thesis reported how to improve consistency, accuracy and interpretation of

characterisation test techniques for Li-ion battery cells for automotive application.

The existing capacity test procedure measure stored charge (Amp-hours). A vehicle

is driven by the power transferred to the wheels, which is directly related to the

stored energy, not only stored charge. It was demonstrated in this thesis that the

measures of energy (Watt-hours) through capacity tests instead of the charge (Amp-

hours) as per standard test are advantageous to provide accurate estimation of driving

range of an EV.

The reported improvement of the capacity test methodology effectively includes the

power de-rating technique and validation over drive cycle of the vehicle into the

testing protocol. It is reported that through de-rating, battery capacity in Amp-hours

can be maximised, however capacity in Watt-hours cannot. Irreversible loss of

energy through Joule heating is identified as the main cause, which is not accounted

in for the Amp-hours measure. The Joule heating increases with current amplitude,

which reduces total Watt-hours of the pack linearly with the average current since

the last full charge. Hence, two main contributions to knowledge reported in this

thesis, related to the capacity testing are that capacity in Watt-hours is appropriate

for automotive applications not Amp-hours, and total Watt-hours is linearly related

to the average current of the duty cycle. These two contributions are validated for the

actual drive cycle of a vehicle.

Despite previous extensive use of EIS to parameterise ECMs, ageing and electrode

properties, for the first time this thesis reports that the time period between the
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removal of an electrical load and an EIS measurement affects the results. Therefore,

EIS results are not comparable when a standardised relaxation period is not applied,

and ECM parameterisation becomes invalid when EIS test was performed before the

cell reaches electrochemical equilibrium. The relaxation period is extended at lower

temperature and after higher charge-discharge rate, however remains similar over the

entire SoC. Two electrochemical processes, diffusion within the electrolyte and solid

state diffusion of lithium within the bulk of materials are identified as the main cause

of relaxation which changes at lower temperature and higher charge/discharge rate. It

is concluded, based on the experiment of five commercially available cells, that the

variation of EIS results falls within the experimental error after 4 hours of relaxation

period, thus 4 hours can be used as standardised relaxation period.

In addition to ECM parameterisation, EIS has been considered for fast online

measurement, integrated with a BMS. It is reported in this thesis that within a

relaxation period of 0-10 min (which is in of importance for fast online

measurement) the EIS result (Nyquist plot) shows a spiral shape which disappears

after a maximum of 10min of relaxation. Due to this shape, the value of charge

transfer resistance and capacitance become inconsistent. Before this research, there

was no prior knowledge found in literature of this shape of EIS plot of Li-ion cells. It

was concluded that the use of EIS as a fast online measurement technique is

unreliable.

OCV is a fundamental parameter of ECM. OCV test procedures used previously do

not consider the initial conditions of the cells and capacity variations that show a

change in OCV, leading to an apparent increase in, or erroneous, hysteresis. A new
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OCV and OCV hysteresis test methodology has been proposed to assess OCV and

OCV hysteresis as part of this thesis. Using the proposed methodology, OCV and

hysteresis voltage of different commercially available cells have been measured. The

LFP cell showed the highest level of hysteresis and the NMC cell with LTO anode

had the lowest level of hysteresis, although measurable. In general, maximum

hysteresis was present at low SoC for all the cells tested. Before this research, there

was no literature reporting OCV hysteresis of different chemistry cells and variation

of hysteresis with SoC. The interaction of many particles with non-monotonic

chemical potentials explains how hysteresis can occur in other Li-ion chemistries in

addition to LFP. The proposed methodology will provide a guideline for OCV and

OCV hysteresis characterisation for academic and industrial researchers. To consider

an example, from the results obtained a dynamic hysteresis model has been

evaluated. The inclusion of the hysteresis voltage as a function of SoC, rather than a

constant, shows how the model predicts the empirically determined OCV

characteristic more accurately. The results provide better understanding of SoC

estimation of a Li-ion battery particularly for automotive applications.

Overall, the contributions of this thesis to the scientific community are:

 Better consistency through introducing a new parameter (e.g. relaxation

period) into testing (EIS).

 Improved accuracy through including real world scenarios (e.g. current de-

rating, drive cycle) into the test procedure (capacity test).

 Better interpretation of existing parameters (e.g. hysteresis as a function of

SoC, not constant).
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With the use of a case study to calculate OCV, it has been shown that these

recommendations will improve performance of ECM, and thus not only EVs but also

other Li-ion battery applications.
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